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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE
do not thank people enough. And the
pages have just been terrific.

We are very proud of you. and I am
sure some of you are going to be Sen-
ators someday In the future.

But it is not only the pages. It is the
people who take the RECORD; it is the
people at the front desk who tolerate
us when we come up and say, "How did
COATS vote on this? How did PREnSLER
vote on this?" It is the people who are
waiters and waitresses downstairs--all
of the people, the people who watch the
doors. I am going to get back in good
graces with- someone here-it is the
people who write out our amendments.
It is the people who provide the thou-
sand-and-one little services that we
just neglect to thank people for.

So I just wanted to get up and say we
thank everyone, and wish the pages the
very best. They are a fine group of
young people with a bright future. We
wish them the very best.

Mr. President. I see the Senator from
Montana on the floor. He may wish the
floor at this point.

I yield the floor.

4 TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPETI-
TION AND DEREGULATION ACT

The Senate continued with the con-
sideration of the bill.

Mr. BURNS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

SAsiroaum). The Senator from Mono-
ta&.

AMEMx .r sOm'. AS Ko=iviD
Mr. BURNS. I rise in opposition to

the Simon amendment.
The Senator is right: we do not thank

people enough. I wish to thank the
Senator from Illinois for bringing up
this issue.

I think it important that the Amer-
ican people take a look and see exactly
what is happening In the broadcast
business. Radio ownership decisions
should be made by owners and opera-
tors and investors and not by the Fed-
eral Government. That is why we need
to eliminate all remaining cape on na-
tional and local radio ownership.

Let us take into consideration some
things happening in the broadcast in-
dustry. Even if I own two radio sta-
tions in the same market, would I pro-
gram them the same? Would I want the
diversity to capitalize on an advertis-
ing market so that I can expand that
advertising base? Because that Is what
pulls the wagon in the broadcast busi-
ness-advertising dollars. Would I pro-
gram it the same? I seriously doubt it.
And there are some right now. even
though they own an FM station and an
AM station and operate it out of the
same building, use the same engineer.
sometimes the same on-the-air person-
alities, their programming Is different.
That Is what Is happening in the broad-
cast business today. Now, that is the
real world.

Nationally, there are more than
11.000 radio stations providing service
to every city. town. and rural commu-
nity in the United States. Presently.

no one can control more than 40 sta-
tions. That is 20 AM stations and 20 FM
stations. Clearly, the radio market is
so Incredibly vast and diverse that
there is no possibility that any one en-
tity could gain control of enough sta-
tions to be able to exert any market
power over either advertisers or pro-
grammers.

At the local level, while the FCC sev-
eral years ago modified its duopoly
rules to permit a limited combination
of stations in the same service in the
same market, there are still stringent
limits on the ability of radio operators
to grow in their markets. Further, the
FCC rules permit only very restricted
or no combinations in smaller markets.
These restrictions handcuff broad-
casters and prevent them from provid-
ing the best possible service to listen-
ers in all of our States. And, unfortu-
nately, the Simon amendment, wheth-
er intended or not. only addresses the
national limitations and does nothing
to alleviate excessive local market
controls.

Increased multiple ownership oppor-
tunities will allow radio operators to
obtain efficiencies from being able to
purchase programming and equipment
on a group basis and from combining
operations such as sales and engineer-
ing which is going on today.

We do not hear any cry in just the
local market of anything being really
wrong in the broadcast business.

Radio stations have to face increas-
Ing competition from other radio sta-
tions and from other advertising and
programming sources, such as cable
television operators. Nowadays many
cable operators have begun to provide
music and related services that com-
pete locally with radio stations, and
soon satellite services will have the ca-
pabilities of providing 60 channels of
digital audio service that will be avail-
able in communities across the Nation.
of which there Is no wall to receive
their signal.

Also in the near future, radio sta-
tions will begin facing the need for new
capital investment when the FCC au-
thorizes terrestrial digital audio broad-
casting. Without an opportunity to
grow and to attract capital, our Na-
tion's radio industry will face an in-
creasingly difficult task in responding
to these multiplying competitive pres-
sures.

And they are competition. But we
also wonder why should we in some
way or other hamper a local broadcast
station from supporting the local com-
munity. News, weather. sports, all the
community services that we enjoy in
our smaller communities, we have to
be able to attract advertising dollars.
yet we will be subject to the competi-
tion of direct broadcast and also the
cable operators. But competition is
what makes it good. I am not worried
about that. We can compete. Just do
not limit our ownership decisions to
buy or sell based on a Government-Im-
posed cap on what we can own.

I received a letter from Benny Bee.
President of Bee Broadcasting up at
Whitefish. MT. Benny writes. and I
quote:

I can't express how Important It Is that the
markets be opened up and the ownership
Caps be taken off. Broadcasters like myself
need to be able to compete.... I ore yOU
to defeat the Simon amendment and help
move broadcasters forward as we go into the
Twenty First century.

Larry Roberts. who operates stations
in my home State of Montana, has
written me stating:

[Radio deregt ation) would provide us with
the freedom to excel and socceed. It will not
only allow s to compete more effectively, it
will Sia Increase the value of our radio at.-
tises.

And in the 1980's we had an explosion.
Mr. President. of licenses granted to
stations when really there was no mar-
ket analysis done that the market
could even handle another radio sta-
tion.

There are many more examples that
I could leave you with. One final one
from Ray Lockhart of.KOGA. an AM
and FM station in Ogallala. NE, not
my constituents but I know Ray very
well. My wife comes-from that part of
the country. And he writes:
. Soon. one DRS operator will be able to de-

liver 50 to 60 radio channels Into every Mar-
ket in the country with none of the rules
that I labor under.'he Baby Bells will be
able to do the ume thing at even lees cost,
Help broadcasters by not Protectng a, Cut
S louse from ownership . . .regulation go

we can take advantage of our abilities to
compete.

And I think -that Is the argument
here. the ability to compete. Do not
shut the doors of opportunity.

So we need to look at the true pic-
ture of the challenge that the industry
faces. For the longest time we have
viewed radio as competing only with it-
self. as if it exists in a vacuum. And be-
sically I know something about that
because my main competition basically
in the advertising business was from
.the print media. You have to deal with
that--nd there is competition there-
in order to stay economically viable.

Radio goes head-on with other forms
of mass media for the audience and for
those advertising dollars that fuel its
well-being. We need to start acknowl-
edging this important distinction and
give radio the tools it needs to compete
with all other information providers.
That Is why I urge you to vote against
the Simon amendment.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that the attached letters from the
broadcasters that I mentioned be print-
ed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed In the
RECORD. as follows:

BEE BROADCASTVO. tar..
Whlefish. MT. June 14. 1995.

Senator CONRAD BURNS,
Wshingtn, DC.

DEAR SENATOR BURNS: It was great visiting
with you the other day when you were home
in Montana and I hope the Conference went
well.

The reason I am writing to 1 know that you
will be introducing legislation that is going
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June 15, 1995
to have a tremendous impact on small mar-
ket broadcasters like myself. I can't express
how important it Is that the markets be
opened up and the ownershlp cape be taken
off. Broadcasters like myself need to be able
to compete with the large cable companies.
which offer several channels as well as bulk
discounts. Also, the "information Super
HIghway" Is just around the corner. which
.11 allow large market radio stations to
come In via satellites, competing with the
smaller market operators for audience and
advertising dollars. For us to compete at the
local level, we need to be able to own and
market everal different formats. By owning
four or five stations and formats, operating
costs would drop dramatically, allowing us
to pass tremendous Savings on to the adver-
tiser. Also, the audience benefits by having
multiple choices of formats to listen to. And
of course, we the broadcasters benefit by
being able to compete with the -big boys" in
our much smaller markets.

Senator. I urge you to defeat the Simon
Amendment and help move broadcasters for-
ward as we go Into the Twenty First century.
If I can be of ANY assistance on this matter,
please don't hesitate to call.

Yours sincerely.
BENNY BEE, Sr..

P-eeident.

SUNBROOK COMMUNICATIONa.
Spokane. WA. April 3. 1995.

DEAR FELLOW BROADCAwrEM: We have very
little time to act on a matter which will sIg-
nifcantly Impact our future. As you know,
Congress Is rewriting the Communications
Act to reflect the new realities In which
media operate. This bill Is expected to be
brought to the floor of the Senate so Soon.
that we have little time to make our feelings
known to our Senators. However. it's imper.
ative that we do so.

I urge you to support the Lott/Bryan
Amendment on Radio Ownership. Hers's
why.

All of us are likely to soon be competing
against an additional 3060 new over-the-air
radio stations in each of our markets. They
will broadcast in digital stereo direct from a
satelllte. provided by I or 2 owners. If you
add these stations to the recent addition of
audio channels from your local cable com-
pany. plus still more channels from your
telephone company which I likely to get
into the cable bis, plus the additional chan-
nels offered by DIMcTV satellite, it's obvi-
nun that local radio broadcasters are facing a
serious threat.

If this weren't bad enough, the terrible
news is that we local radio broadcasters ...
we who have worked so hard to provide serv-
Ice to our communities ... am currently
being left out of the deregulation of audio
services. The rewrite of the telecommuni-
cations bill, as it stands today, would take
the handcuffs off of the cable companies, the
phone companies, and the national satellite
broadcasters, giving each of them the ability
to flood our markets with dozens of new
channels. But as It stands, the bill leaves the
handcuffs on local radio broadcasters!

Without the economies of scale provided by
multiple-station ownership we will be left
unable to compete. To have just a single
channel (or even 4 in the largest markets)
would make our survival highly unlikely, In
a world where other audio providers are op-
erating without ownership restrictions, and
without pub]lt ser ice obligations.

Therefore. it's imperatve that we support
the LottlBryan Amendment It would remove
all radio ownership rles. It would put us on
a level playing field with all of these new
competitors. It would provide us with the
freedom to excel and succeed. It will not

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE
only allow us to compete more effectively, it
will also increase the value of our radio sta-
tions.

No matter how comfortable the past has
been. with its artificial barriers to owner.
ship, the times have changed. The issue be-
fore us is not whether radio's ownership en-
vironment will be changed from the past. It
is being changed. The only question Is
whether it will be changed for the better, by
the adoption of the LotuBryan Amendment.
or whether It will be changed for the worse.
by not allowing radio broadcasters the same
freedoms of ownership that are being pro-
vided to non-traditional radio broadcasters.

Please call your Senators now and ask
them to support the LotthBryan Amendment!

Sincerely.
LARRY ROBERTS.

President.

THE CROMW LL GROUP, IC..
Nashr'iie. Tb'. Marh 23. 1115

Re lifting Ownership restrictions-Locally.
Nationally.

To: Smal PMediJum Market Licensees.
DEAR ASSOCIATES: As you know, the NAB

Radio Board has supported the idea of elim-
nating restrictions on the number of radio
station licenses that an Individual operator/
company can bold. If approved, the net effect
will be to permit you or others to own/oper-
ate all the stations In your market area. Be-
fore you say "no". mad on and consider what
Is happening:

(15 Cable systems operate 30. 40. 100 chan-
nels in your town under one owner locally
... selling local advertising
() The telephone company may be offering

30. 40. 1o channels to your home as one
owner ... selling local advertising

(3) Direct TV (Bateilte) now offers 30 chan-
nels plus to your home with two owners na-
tionally . . selling regional advertising.

14) DARS Satellite Radio in a few years
will offer 30 plus channels heard in your
town with oneitwo owners nationally

sellIng regional advertising,
(5) Internet is fast growing and offers moi-

tiple Information sources to the home in
your community . . . selling who knows
what with Iota of options.

All of the above haveiwill have a subscrip-
tion source of revenue plus compete with you
and other broadcasters for lOCal advertloing.

As a small market broadcaster of the old
school and with "Iocalism" in my blood. I do
not like the idea that my station could be
owned by the newspaper, my competitOr, a
national company, Walmart. or others. it
goes against my grain.

However, the Congress and the FCC are on
track to permit telephone and cable compa-
nies. Satellite providers, and Others to be
single owners with multiple channels serving
your and our communities. In the future the
competition will be fierce. For a small mar-
ket broadcaster with only one product lie:
one format) competing against other broad-
casters AND the new technologies, survival
will be a real difficult challenge.

Current roles hinder only the local broad-
caster. All the others are free to operate. We
may think we am protected by having own-
ership roles, but in the future we will be
hamstrung. We won't be able to compete and
we won't be able to sell because our value
will have declined. Historically regulation
has held broadcasters back in the face of new
technology. Unless we act now. that could
again be the case.

Eliminating ownership roles (as distasteful
as It sounds to me today) makes It possible
to have "localism" in the future. You or
your buyer will be able to provide 'mul-
tiple" signals In your community and be able
to compete with the new technologies. As
you think 'NO' today, please consider that
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you might wish tomorrow you'd soid "YES"
and supported a chance to get in a position
to compete. We can't use old regulation to
protect against a horse that's already out of
the barn.

Large and small market broadcasters (cor-
porate vs small operators) do have different
business objectives. But remember, one Baby
Bell Operating Company is larger than the
entire Radio'][T industry. There are seven
Bell Operating Companies, plus all the cable.
satellite, and Others, so you can see that's
coming and what we're up against.

I know it may go against your grain to
support eliminating ownership limits today.
but please do it to insure you have positive
options in the future.

Sincerely.
BUn.

SoazssoN BOAOOCASTING,
SOUX Falls. SD. March 27. 1995.

JOHN DAVID,
NAB Rudo
Washington, DC.

DEAR FELLOW BROADCASTERS: Broadcast
Ownership Rules. particularly Radio Owner.
ship Rules are "up for grabs" In Washington.
D.C. As a broadcaster who has built a career
on Locai-Service-Radio I feel It's imperative
you and I protect our Stations, Commu-
nities. and the concept of Local-Service-
Radio.... NoW.

What am I asking? (ll You and I must con-
older strong support of the position voted by
our NAB (National Association of Broad-
casters) Board of Directors. and i2) You and
I need to contact our Congressmen . . espe-
cially Senators on the Commerce Commit.
tee.

I grew up in a different world than we're
now experiencing. It's excitingly scary what
is being proposed for the future. However. I
am certain ... I want to be able . i . as a
local radio broadcaster to play In the new
echnologes . . .whatever they hItppen to
end up being.

Experience shows it's hard to 'Out local-
me" the local radio station. However, if the
Ownership Rules are changed to give the
"'trump card" to other media in the changing
and future world of technologies ... we
could find ourselves embarrassed Into a "pa-
sition of weakness." This could also affect
the present and future value of the radio st.-
tions you and I own and operate.

In the communities where we operate,..
Cable systems are now offering 45-75 chan-
nels. complete with 10 channels of music
(radio)! Telephone companies are throwing
serious money at new business opportunities,
and if satellite radio comes to my town, as
Direct TV already has... *'m not certain
yet what those changes mean. But . . . I do
reali" the Importance of my company...
as the local radio folks . . . being able to
compete on a level field.

And if ownership of the local newspaper
makes sense ... I would like not to be for-
bidden from the chance to own It.

I have talked personally with our friends
who serve on the NAB's Radio Board of Di-
rectors. They have thoughtfully presented a
position which desrves our support. I ask
simply that you familiarize yourself with
that position . . . then begin explaining your
position to your Congressman,

Enthusiastically.
DEA. SORENSON.

Pendt.

OGALLALA BROADCASTING Co.. INC..
Ogallala. hE.

DEAR FELLOw SOCASTERS: I was
stunned to hear that some Senators and the
NAB were receiving calls from some broad-
casters opposing the idea of deregulation for
the radio industry. Are you kidding me? In
my tiny market my local TCI cable system
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with 35W paid subscribers delivers 3D Music

Spres chasnets. sells local commercials for
$1.25 per In second spot and they have plans
to deliver more TV signals with more local
access all over the country. No ownership
limits. so FCC intervention in anything but
technical standards. Why shouldn't I as a
broadcaster be afforded the same?

Soon (by year 2000) one DBS operator will
be able to deliver 50 to 60 radio channels Into
every market In the country with none of
the rules I labor under (localism, main stu-
dio. public file, lowest unit rate. FCC rules.
etc.). The Baby Bell's will be able to do the
mane thing at even less cost. Our Public In-
terest Standard is a one way street that
keeps us 2nd class and Government con-
trolled. list Amendment freedoms do not
apply to us, right?) We do have a shot at
these freedoms if we're not afraid to take it

Some local operators say. the FCC must
protect us from someone buying everything
up. Why? They protected us in the 80's with
S0. Wasn't that fun? If I can't compete
with the big boys that can and will buy mul-
tiple markets (yes, maybe even WalMart) at
least a market has been created for my sta-
tions that will bring a better price than If we
don't have a level playing field with the new
technologies and players.

I am fortunate enough to have been able to
take advantage of the small market duopoly
rule and buy the other station In this town
of 5,000. It is a very worthwhile venture that
everyone should be able to do If they so de-
sire.

Tell your Senators to help broadcasters by
not protecting us. Cut us loose from owner-
ship and everything but technical regulation
So we can take advantage of our abilities to
compete. It is the future of our "over the
air" broadcast industry we're dealing with.
Get Involved If you're not!

Remember, a Government that is big
enough to give you the protections you want
today is big enough to take them away to-
morrow.

Mr. BURNS. Mr. President. I urge
that this amendment be defeated. For
the first time. only 40 percent of the
radio stations operating in the United
States today are really making a prof-
it. So some kind of consolidation is
needed to keep them viable. It is like I
said. If I own two newspapers in the
same market, would I format those
newspapers just exactly alike? Even
with first amendment rights, would I
slant them the right way? Or whatever.
I think what I would do is be diverse
with them. to broaden the base of the
advertising market in that particular
locale. That is also true whenever you
start trying to attract national dollars
on national advertising campaigns.
And it is how good your reps are when
they start representing your station.

So I appreciate the amendment be-
cause I think the American people have
a right to know just what is happening
in the broadcast industry. I understand
where the Senator is coming from. but
he also has to look at what is happen-
ing in the real world as far as radio
broadcasting is concerned.

I thank the Chair. I yield the floor
and reserve the remainder of my time.

Mr. SIMON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDLNG OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Illinois.
Mr. SIMON. I yield 5 minutes to the

Senator from North Dakota (Mr. DOR-
GANl.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from North Dakota.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I Stand
in support of the amendment offered by
the Senator from Illinois.

As I listen to some of the debate on
this amendment, as well as the debate
on the amendment I offered previously
which tried to restore the restrictions
on television station ownership, it oc-
curred to me that we ought to really
remove some desks in the Senate and
provide a stretching area. When you go
to a baseball game, you see these folks
stretch out before the game, getting all
limber. I do not know of anyone who
can stretch quite so well as those who
stand in this Chamber and preach the
virtues of competition and then decide
to advocate concentration of economic
ownership by lifting the restrictions on
ownership of television stations and
radio stations.

That is some stretch. But It does not
quite reach. It does not prevent people
from trying, however. You cannot, in
my judgment. preach the virtues of
competition and take action that will
eventually end up resulting in a half a
dozen or a dozen companies owning
most of America's television stations.
With respect to this amendment, we
will end up with conglomerates owning
the majority of America's radio sta-
tions.

It Is as inevitable as we have seen in
other industries that concentration
means less competition. Concentration
is the opposite of competition. How
people can preach competition and
come to the floor of the Senate and ad-
vance the economic issues that lead to
more economic concentration Is just
beyond me.

Even If that were to escape the folks
who preach this unusual doctrine, one
would think that at least the issue of
localism would matter.

Let me read a quote. if I might, to
my colleagues. Bill Ryan, of Post
Newsweek. recently stated:

The whole world is trying to emulate the
local system of broadcasting that we have in
this country. and here we are creating a
Structure that will abolish it or put it in the
hands of a very. very few.

I do not know how you express it
more succinctly than that. I under-
stand why these things emerge in this
legislation: It is big money, big compa-
nies. big interests. I understand the
stakes here. But the stakes. it seems to
me. that are most important are the
stakes with respect to what is in the
public interest in our country. Is it in
the public interest to see more and
more concentration of ownership in the
hands of a few in television and radio.
or is it not? In my judgment, the an-
swer is clear: It is no.

So I just wish we could find a cir-
cumstance where those who preach
competition would be willing to prac-
tice it. Practicing competition in this
area would be to support this modest
amendment. The Senator from Illinois
comes to us with an amendment that
provides for a limit of 50 AM and 50 FM
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stations that one person may own. I. in
fact. think it ought to be lower than
that. But the Senator from Illinois has
proposed a modest approach, and then
finds himself struggling because the
very preachers of competition are sug-
gesting that somehow the Senator
from Illinois is proposing something
that is wrong.

I tell you, there Is a total disconnec-
tion of logic on the floor of the Senate
on this issue. My friend from Montana
grins about that. But I would bet all
the cattle in North Dakota against all
the cattle in Montana that 10 years
from now if the broadcasting ownership
deregulation provisions In this bill
passes, that we will see the con-
sequences that I have suggested. We
will see massive concentration in tele-
vision ownership and massive con-
centration in radio ownership.

The Senator from Montana will say.
"Well. that would be OK. because, they
wouldn't compete against themselves,
they would have different formats."
They would have a couple different sta-
tions. One would be producing country
western music and the other classical
music. They will both be extracting. if
they control the marketplace, the max-
imum amount of money from the ad-
vertisers in that marketplace.

The issue here Is competition. If you
bring this bill to the floor with a dozen
flowery opening statements and talk
about the virtues of competition, then
there seems to me there is some obliga-
tion to practice competition with re-
spect to the amendments and the lan-
guage in this bill. This is exactly the
opposite of the tenets of competition.
These provisions which eliminate the
ownership restrictions, will inevitably.
lead to greater concentration of owner-
ship.

That is the point I make. and that is
why I support the amendment of the
Senator from Illinois. We had a close
vote on the ownership of television sta-
tions yesterday. I won that vote for
about an hour. But that was before din-
ner. Then after dinner, we had a bunch
of folks limping into the Chamber all
bandaged up and changing their votes.
What happened was apparently before
dinner, they believed concnctratlon of
ownership in the television industry
was not good. Then they had something
to eat. or ate with someone who con-
vinced them that concentration of
ownership was good.

It would be interesting for me to hear
how they explain that conversion over
dinner. but I understand that you do
not weigh votes, you count them.

I hope when we get to the issue of
concentration of radio ownership that
maybe we can win this one and maybe
win for more than an hour. I think it
would be in the public interest if we
adopt the amendment offered today by
the Senator from Illinois.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's 5 minutes have expired.

Mr. DORGAN. I yield the remainder
of my time.

Mr. LEAHY addressed the Chair.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- The telecommunications bill would
ator from Vermont. lift the lid on cable rates.

Mr. SIMON. Does the Senator want Under current law, cable rate regula-
to speak on this amendment? tion is dispensed with only when the

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I ask FCC finds there is "effective competi-
unanimous consent that I be able to tion" in a local market.
proceed for not to exceed 10 minutes on The telecommunications bill. as re.
the Lieberman-Leahy amendment, ported, would change this law by deem-
amendment No. 1298. ing "effective competition" to be

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there present wherever a local phone corn-
objection? Without objection. It is SO pany offers video programming, regard-
ordered. less of the number of subscribers to. or

AMENDMENT %O. 18 households reached by. the service.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I think The bill would also lift rate regula-

the Lieberman-Leahy amendment is tion for upper tiers of cable service, un-
necessary because we have to make less the cable operator is a "bad actor"
sure that if we deregulate cable rates, and charges substantially more than
we do not do it on the backs of the con- the national average. Of course, the na-
sumers. And, right now we are. In most ttonal average could be set by the two
areas in this country, consumers are largest cable companies. They almost
captive to monopoly cable service pro- have an incentive to raise the national
viders. In fact. the only thing that average and the rates.
stands between the consumers' wallets In fact, the day after Senator
and the monopoly cable company Is LIFBERMAN and I held a press con-
regulation. ference to voice our concerns over the

Under the telecommunications bill, cable deregulation parts of the bill, the
the sure-fire way for a cable company managers' amendment to this bill was
to avoid regulation Is to raise their adopted in an effort to provide more
rates across the country. It Is very. protection to consumers from the spi-
very Interesting what we are doing. if raling cable rates after deregulation.
we sent this up for a national referen- But I do not believe it goes far enough.
dum, the Lieberman-Leahy amendment The managers' amendment ties rate
would be agreed to overwhelmingly. If regulation to whatever the national av-
we had a referendum by only some of erage was on June 1 of this year, to be
the well-heeled PAC's and lobbyists adjusted every 2 years. But that still
around here, well then, of course. It means if the two or three largest cable
goes down. So the question is: Who do companies raise their rates, the na-
we stand with? tional average will go up. and rates for

We all get paid enough money so that all consumers would spiral upward.
$10 or S20 added onto our cable rates Now. Mr. President, if any one of us
each month probably does not seem went to a town meeting in our State
like a lot. But to most people living In and we said: Here is the way we are
Vermont or any other State in this going to set cable rates. We are going
country, that is a big difference. Ask to allow two or three huge cable com-
people who get cable television in this panles to determine what the national
country whether they think their cable average will be for your rates.and we
rates would go up or down If monopoly will leave It to their good judgment.
cable companies are left to themselves Should they raise rates, well, then
to decide what the rates would be. everybody's rates would go up. If they

The American people are pretty lower rates, everybody's rates will go
smart. They know darn well if we let down. And now, ladies and gentlemen
the cable companies have a monopoly In this town meeting, what do you
and have no regulation, those rates are think those big cable companies are
going to go up. They are never going to going to do? Will they raise your rates,
come down. The only times they have or will they say their subscribers are
come down is when Congress stepped paying enough-Let us lower the
in. In fact, when we passed the 1992 rates, let us give the average household
Cable Act, President Bush vetoed it, a break?"
and we overrode the veto. because con- Well, just asking the question, we
sumers were being gouged by cable would get laughed out of the hall.
company monopolies. Cable rates were Every American who gets cable knows
rising three times faster than the infla- the cable companies are not goingsto
tion rate. Every American knew it. and just lower the rates on their own. I
finally Congress got the message and hear this back home. I do not care if a
they overrode the Presidential veto. person is Republican. Democrat. lode-

Consumers demanded action to stop pendent, whatever, they are saying the
the rising cable rates. The law worked, same thing: Cable rates are too high.
In fact. since passage of that law. con- They also say that unless you have real
sumers have saved an estimated 13 bil- competition to bring rates down, do
lion, and they have seen an average 17 not leave the cable companies to set
percent drop In their monthly rates. As the rates, because they are never going
rates have gone down, more people to bring them down. They are always
have signed up. Last year alone, over going to raise them. Under this bill.
1.5 million new customers signed up for the more cable operators raise rates.
cable service. One would think the the more they can avoid regulation of
word would get across: If you keep the their rate increases. If cable rate regu-
rates reasonable, more people are going lation is lifted before you have effec-
to Join. tive competition, then you can expect
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the rates to go up at least $5 to $10 a
month. We are trusting in the generos-
ity and good will of the cable compa-
nies. Good Lord. Mr. President. we are
all adults: we ought to be smart
enough to know better than that.

The Lieberman-Leahy amendment
would fix the cable rate regulation
problems in the bill. Our amendment
would use competitive market rates as
a benchmark for whether rate regula-
tion is needed to protect consumers.
Instead of letting a few cable compa-
nies control the cable rates for all con-
sumers in the Nation. our amendment
would ensure that rates are fair. Regu-
lators can step in to protect consumers
when rates are out of line with com-
petitive markets.

Small cable companies, particularly
in rural areas, of course, have different
economic pressures on them than oper-
ators in high-density areas. Our
amendment would exempt small cable
companies from rate regulation. If you
are in rural Pennsylvania or rural Ver-
mont. and your house is maybe a mile
or two a part, It obviously would cost
you more to set up your cable system
than if you are wiring high-rise apart-
ments in a high-density area.

I do not think we have to give cable
companies any incentive to raise rates.
Mr. President, I have a feeling the
cable companies will figure out how
they can raise rates, without us en-
couraging them to do it. I do not think
any one of us wants to go back home
and tell our constituents that we
passed legislation that actually en-
courages cable companies to raise
rates, rather than doing something to
hold them down.

We stepped in once before, over a
Presidential veto. to curb spiraling
cable rates. The Lieberman-Leahy
amendment ensures that consumers
have the protection they need. Do you
not think we ought to do this?

Now, if we have a situation where we
have two or three cable companies in
one community or one area, I would
rely on competition to bring the prices
down, and it will. But when you only
have one cable company, or if you have
a telephone company that has come in
and bought out the cable company, so
that you have a monopoly on top of a
monopoly. Mr. President. altruism is
not going to bring those rates down.
People are not going to see theirrates
come down just out of good will on the
part of the cable company. We are ei-
ther going to have effective competi-
tion or regulation. If we have effective
competition, let cable companies set
their own rates. But if you have a mo-
nopoly. you should have regulation
that is going to bring the rates down.

Again, I will tell you this. Any mem-
ber of the public that is getting cable
television would agree that if this was
a referendum among the taxpayers of
this country who have cable television.
they would vote overwhelmingly for
the Lieberman-Leahy amendment. If
you are somebody representing one of
the cable monopolies, of course, you
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are not going to want it because it is
going to say that you do not have a li-
cense to print money. That Is basically
what they are going to have-a license
to print money-if we do not have some
regulation on them.

Let us at least wait until there is
real competition. Some have said that
these new satellite dishes will do it.
Well, there is only, I believe, 600.000 or
so of those in the country. Less than 1
percent of the people get their service
that way. It is about 3600, $700 to set it
up. Let us wait until there is real com-
petition.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. PACKWOOD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Oregon is recognized.
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I

thank the Chair. I come to speak in
strong opposition to this Lieberman-
Leahy amendment. Seldom has some-
thing been so misguided. misconceived.
and antimarket as what we have at-
tempted to do to cable over the last
decade.

I can speak with some degree of
knowledge and history on this, because
I was chairman of the Commerce Com-
mittee when we deregulated cable in
1984. When we deregulated them, we
asked two things of them. One, give us
lote more channels. Two, give us more
diverse programming.

Mr. President. we got that in spades.
There is hardly a person so young in
this Chamber that they cannot remem-
ber precable days, when what you got
was ABC. NBC, and CBS. through your
local affiliates, maybe a public broad-
casting station, and maybe an inde-
pendent. unless you were In Los Ange-
les or New York. That was basically it
on television. You got it with your rab-
bit ears.

Cable came in initially to fill a void
where people could not get signals. In-
stead of growing from urban to rural.
they grew from rural to urban. They
began to realize if they were going to
compete, they had to do more than just
carry the signal of the major networks.
And so when they were deregulated in
1984, they gave us what we asked for.
Today, we have, unfortunately, limited
them with that foolish 1992 act. But
you could "channel surf," as we have
learned to call it. and be fascinated. I
find Spanish language stations here in
Washington. You can find three or four
in Los Angeles. and a number of them
in Corpus Christi. They program to the
market on things that the over-the-air
networks could not do because, by the
very nature of the fact that you were
over the air, you had to have a wide au-
dience. You could not program to a
narrow audience. Cable can.

Cable can make money on program-
ming to a narrow audience. So consum-
ers got services and programs that
they wanted, that they could never get
before. You cannot probably justify a
history channel on NBC or ABC or
CBS. broadcasting over the air to a
broadband audience; probably could
not on MTV, if you had to cover the en-
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tire audience in an area. But you can
on this narrow broadcast.

Now this argument about competi-
tion. holy mackerel. Mr. President.
The argument about a referendum, put
this to a referendum, people would vote
down what they are paying for cable.
My hunch is if you put to a referendum
what they pay for phone bills, they
would put that down. And electric
bills.

I hesitate to say what they would do
if you gave them a referendum on con-
gressional salaries. My hunch is they
would vote that down. Is that the
standard this representative body will
be -whatever a referendum might be.
that will be it?

If you were to pose the question in a
different way to people, do you want to
cut your cable prices in half and have
your programs cut in half and have the
channels taken off. you might get a dif-
ferent answer. But if the question is, do
you want some costs lowered. what an-
swer do you expect to get? I would like
to have the price of gasoline lowered. I
might put that up for a referendum and
see what we get.

Now look at the competition argu-
ment. I heard the Senator from Ver-
mont talk about 600.000. This is not
600,000 direct broadcast satellite over
the year. but 600.000 what we call wire-
less cable.

This is growing. You normally have
to have fiat terrain, but this does not
come from the satellJte. Wireless cable,
as we call It, is line-of-sight from a
transmitter. Because the terrain is rel-
atively flat, the line-of-sight is good.

Corpus Christi is a good example
where the line-of-sight has taken a fair
portion of the market and the prices
are cheaper than normal cable, and you
can trapsmit a good program over the
air because you have a straight line-of-
sight.

Obviously, that kind of programming
is limited, but it is growing. That is
the 600.000 subscriber figure that the
Senator from Vermont talks about.
They expect to have 600.000 within 2
years grow to 1.5 million, and 3.4 mil-
lion by the year 2000.

In addition, you already have Bell
Atlantic. NYNEX. Pactel. phone com-
panies, all of them experimenting in
small areas with carrying the equiva-
lent of cable on their phone wire sys-
tem.

That is going to expand. But then be-
yoid that, direct broadcast satellite.
Here is a business. 2.000 new subscribers
a day. The company that makes the
dishes cannot make them fast enough-
Mr. President. 2,000 additional sub-
scribers a day. We will have over 5 mil-
lion subscribers to this by the year
2000. and I bet that is an underesti-
mate.

Except for the local news, you can
get every program from the direct
broadcast satellite you can get from
cable. If you want the local news. you
know that 94 percent of the people in
this country can get local news with
rabbit ears. Local is local, you do not
broadcast very far.
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All you have to do is turn the switch

on your television set from cable to
over the air and you can get the local
news. So the fact that the direct broad-
cast satellite cannot physically carry
it at the moment ts not an impedi-
ment.
Mr. President. the market works.

While we are talking about commu-
nications, the best example to probably
use is the cellular telephones. Again. I
speak with some degree of history on
this.
In 1981, when I was chairman of the

Senate Commerce Committee, we
passed a bill restructuring AT&T. They
had to have separate boards for Bell
labs, and we worked out an agreement
that was satisfactory to a lot of par-
ties.

The bill went to the House. Before
the House acted, the antitrust settle-
ment between AT&T and the Govern-
ment was arrived at. The so-called
modified final judgment. Therefore. the
bill became moot.

AT&T and everybody else agreed to a
different method of restructuring than
we passed in the Senate Commerce
Committee, and that agreement was
that they would spin off all the local
Bell companies. They would get out of
the local business and keep the long
distance business.

That was not the only agreement In
the modified final Judgment. There
were lots of things that the local Bells
could not go into-local information
services, manufacturing. This was a
structured settlement. Still regu-
latory, but very structured.

The one thing that the settlement
left out was cellular telephones, be-
cause there was no future in cellular
telephones of any great consequence,
and nobody cared about it.

An analogy I used the other day was
the dividing up of the Middle East by
Britain and France after World War I.
All of the Middle East had been part of
the Turkish sovereign area. Turkey
was allied with Germany in World War
I. and Britain and France in the middle
of the war said, "When this is over we
will take a lot of Turkey's territory in
the Middle East and divide it among
ourselves."

At the end of the war. Britain took
what has become now Israel and Jor-
dan and Iraq. France took what has be-
come Lebanon and Syria. Nobody
wanted Arabia- It was not worth any-
thing. Nothing but sand So it got left
out. on its own devices.

Today. it occupies a position of more
extraordinary Influence because of its
oil reserves than all of the other coun-
tries. save Israel. put together.

Cellular telephones are the same
analogy. They were left out of the
modified final judgment. There were
100.000 of them in existence in 1982.
AT&T predicted by the year 2000 there
might be a million cellular telephones.
Today. there are 25 million subscribers.
Predictions are in 10 years that will be
125 million subscribers. I bet that
underestimates the number.
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This has happened because we did not

regulate It. We left It to the market-
place. Does anybody think there Is no
competition in cellular telephone
today? All you do is turn on your radio.
turn on your television, open your
newspaper, and you have company

'upon company stumbling over each
year to compete for your business.
"Sign up, we will give a free phone."
And you have to understand that you
have to make so many phone calls or
pay so much.

People are pretty darn smart and
managed to figure this out. They have
done well figuring out long distance.
watching MCI ads, AT&T ads. the
Sprint ads. They have also discovered
that there are lots of small long dis-
tance companies.

I have over 40 long distance phone
companies in Oregon that are what you
would call niche carriers. They rent
their time from AT&T. They are a bulk
buyer, they will buy it. Then they say
we have 24 hours of time over the week,
or 10 hours of time over the day on
such and such, and they go out and sell
It. They are specialists in certain
niches. Some sell to the medical pro-
fession. Some to the insurance profes-
sion. They figured out a way-the com-
panies are not big, some 8 or 10 employ-
ees, and they are renting everyone
else's facilities--to do something very
narrowly and good that Is better than
the big company can do it.

We have seen this in telecommuni-
cations. The innovators in this field
are not always IBM and AT&T. They
are more often new companies that are
spinoffs--not spinoffs, been formed by
some 35-year-old engineer who left the
company, mortgaged his house, sold his
hunting dog, and both he and his
spouse put up everything that they had
to take a chance. And they succeeded.

Come back again to cable. There is
no need for any regulation of cable at
any level. They have more competition
now than they can handle, and they
will have more competition than they
can handle. The consumer is going to
be the beneficiary.

I hope, Mr. President, that the
Lieberman-Leahy amendment would be
defeated overwhelmingly. If there is
any example of where the market is
working, and will get even more and
more competitive, It is in communica-
tions generally. It Is in cable specifi-
cally.

I think to adopt this'amendment to
further regulate cable beyond which we
have already regulated in 1992-and we
should notr-would be a terrible mis-
take.

Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President, if I
may respond very briefly to my friend
from Oregon.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Connecticut should be ad-
vised he has used all the time on his
amendment.

Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President. I
ask unanimous consent that I be al-
lowed to speak for no more than 5 min-
utes.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President. my
friend from Oregon has spoken against
my amendment which would maintain
some kind of consumer protection in
the pricing of cable, based on the won-
derful service and the extraordinary
range of programming that cable pro-
vides. Since I got into this fight when
I was attorney general in Connecticut
in 1984 when cable prices were deregu-
lated and most consumers in America
were left facing a monopoly with no
competition, I have said I was very
supportive of cable. I think cable is an
extraordinary service to the American
people. It has been delivered well. and
I like the expansion of the program.

What I do not like is allowing that
expansion to occur without giving con-
sumers some protection, because they
have only one choice to make. and
what is significant to me is that the
programming has continued to expand
even since the regulation, the
consumer protection that went on in
1992. So there is no reason to believe
that, if we sustain some protection for
consumers until they face competition.
that will stop.

The second point is this. There just is
not adequate competition at this time
to existing cable. If there were, then
the FCC would have pulled off regula-
tion for cable in more than 50 markets
where they say there is now effective
competition out of more than 10.000 in
the country. The fact is, the direct
broadcast satellites which were
thought to be the next wave of great
competition for cable are only used by
less than 1 percent of the cable con-
sumers in America.

Telephone companies may get into
this. TheS" probably will. But the ques-
tion Is, When? Until that time, most
cable consumers in America will have
no alternative except the local cable
company, and if this bill passes with-
out the amendment Senator LEARY and
I have offered, the consumer will not
only not have a choice of another sys-
tem to offer multichannel services,
cable as we know it. but will have no
benefit of consumer protection. History
tells us where there is no competitive
market, where there Is a monopoly
supplier " and no regulation, the
consumer is in real danger of being
taken advantage of.

So in my humble opinion, respect-
fully, I think this amendment is all
that stands between millions of cable
consumers and what I would take to be
a definite increase in their rates over
the coming years until there really Is
effective colnpetition to hold the rates
down.

Again. I love cable. My family watch-
es; selectively. of course. But I do not.
any more than any other consumer, in-
cluding a lot of the elderly out there.
people on fixed incomes. I do not want
only one choice and no consumer pro-
tection.

This system has worked. It saved
consumers money. The industry has
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continued to thrive. They continue to
be able to raise capital. There is simply
no reason to remove these consumer
protections. I will say respectfully
again, to me what has happened here is
that, in the Trojan horse of this great
telecommunications bill. there has
been inserted inside a repealer of cable
consumer protection without cause and
at great cost to American consumers.

I hope my colleagues will support
this amendment so none of us will have
to explain to our consumers back home
why rates have risen as they surely
will in the years ahead if this amend-
ment is not agreed to.

I thank the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Montana.
Mr. BURNS. Mr. President. I really

like this debate. But I would like to
draw your attention to one thing. He
says there is no competition. What is
2.000 subscribers a day being added to
the DBS that provides the same chan-
nels. the same service--CNN. ESPN. all
of those we enjoy now, and the USA.
Lifetime, the History Channel. all of
those-off direct broadcast satellite?
What is that other than competition?
If the rates get competitive, whether
you are on a fixed income or not a fixed
income. it makes no difference. And it
is going to make both services better
when they compete equally. There are
no restrictions on DBS. Nobody is set-
ting their rates.

If one remembers, since way back in
1990 when we were talking about this.
there was a great groundswell that
went across the country, what about
cable rates? Did you take Into consid-
eration-when you used to buy maybe
three Salt Lake stations and two Bil-
lings stations and a PBS station for $5
or $6 a month and then all at once we
pay 121 now for 45, 1 think, something
like that-our cost per channel? One
does not have to take it. Nobody is
standing there with a gun to your head
saying, You have to sign up for cable.
They go by more houses than they
service. It is another part of the mar-
ket. We are trying to sell a service.

At the same time we said, Do not re-
regulate the cables; allow effective
competition. DBS was part of that: C-
band: satellite dishes, they were a part
of that. I think also in the same time-
and the chairman and ranking member
remember this--I offered the amend-
ment on a telco bill to allow them in
the cable business to provide effective
competition, to add an entity that al-
ready has a wire Into the house. They
would have to change their technology
a little bit. and that is what we are
really doing is providing the new tech-
nologies that will travel on this great
thing called fiber optics, or fiber and
coaxial interphased for broadband, two-
way, interact telecommunications.
That is where we are going. That is
why we need Mickey Mouse to pave the
way for other things that we have in
store, and that is distance learning and
telemedicine and these types of things.
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So what. is C-band competition? Sure
it is. Is telco competition? Yes, they
are. Is DBA competition? Yes. they are.
Even the store down the street that
sells videos to rent is competition to
the same service the cable operators
are trying to provide over that wire
into the house.

I said this before: The glass highway.
the information highway, may be al-
ready in place and it has been done by
this marvelous growth industry called
cable television. The competition is
there, and I urge the colleagues to de-
feat this amendment.

Mr. President, the solution to the
cable problem is competition, not con-
tinued regulation. In fact. after the
1984 Cable Act, deregulation of the
cable industry resulted in substantial
benefits.

The cable industry has made substan-
tial investments in programming.
plant and equipment, investments that
have directly benefited consumers, in
particular my constituents in Mon-
tana.

If all we heed and hear are the prob-
lems of cable, then I am afraid that we
will have lost an opportunity, a chance
to look into the future and to shape it:
for we do shape the future of this Na-
tion when we shape its telecommuni-
cations infrastructure. It is an infra-
structure that is critical to the whole
Nation-from the Lincoln Center in
New York City, to Lincoln, NE. to Lin-
coln County. MT.

So in the continuing debate over
what to do about the so-called cable
problem, there are two alternatives.
Solution one is competition. And solu-
tion two is regulation. It has been my
experience that regulation can actu-
ally harm consumers by slowing inno-
vation and stifling new services. On the
other hand, nothing is more pro-
consumer than competition, most espe-
cially competition where there is a
level playing field. And on no playing
field can the benefits of competition be
seen more clearly than on the field of
communications. History teaches us
that you cannot regulate technological
advancements.

Regulation does a very poor job of
guaranteeing a market choice for con-
sumers. Most ironically, unde

r 
a price

regulatory regime, prices are unlikely
to fall when they are effectively
propped up by regulation.

On the other hand. we have all seen
many instances where competitive
market forces spur competitors to in-
novate in order to reduce costs and im-
prove efficiency. And as costs come
down, new technologies and new serv-
ices can be extended to unserved areas.
Those are the types of truly competi-
tive market forces that I want to intro-
duce, and the people of Montana need.
to ensure that our State is fully served.

Again. I am not merely talking about
video entertainment. I am talking
about the communications revolution.
and I want my constituents to benefit
from that revolution and not be left be-
hind by it.

Moreover, I want our Nation to lead
that revolution much as we have led
the revolutions for democracy around
the world. Thus, I do not want the
guarantee of participation in the elec-
tronic information age for the people
of Montana to rest solely on heavy-
handed regulation. I want Montanans
to be able to rely on good old American
know-how as stimulated by good old
American competition.

I believe this competition is already
arising through such thchnologies as
DBS, wireless cable, the home satellite
dish market, and even those tech-
nologies yet to be discovered. And I be-
lieve that with this legislation we have
provided perhaps the best opportunity
for competition in the video market by
permitting the telephone companies to
compete for cable services. And we
have done so by promoting telco entry
with safeguards and restrictions.

This legislation, drafted by this Con-
gress, promotes the greatest public
good by unleashing competition and
technology to meet the Nation's needs.
It will be this competition that will
help ensure that a modern tele-
communications infrastructure and in-
novative services are available to all
Americans-and, most importantly, all
Montanans-at reasonable prices. When
telephone companies are able to com-
pete with cable companies, as this leg-
islation allows, a competitive cable
market would:

First, put downward pressure on
cable service rates:

Second, lead to greater diversity of
television programming and program
choices;

Third. accelerate the introduction of
new services; and

Fourth, increase consumer access to
high quality service.

I have been involved in this debate
since I first arrived in the Senate. I be-
lieve that we are finally on the verge of
passing a historic piece of legislation. I
think that the Lieberman amendment
Is a significant step backward in our ef-
forts. Competition is the answer, not
re-regulation. I urge my colleagues to
reject this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
on the amendment has expired.

The Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President. I

ask unanimous consent to speak for 30
seconds.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President.
very briefly. My friend from Montana
says 2.000 additional subscribers to di-
rect broadcast satellites go on every
day. That is compared to over 60 mil-
lion cable customers. We are getting
there, but we do not really have effec-
tive competition in most places in
America. When we do. the FCC will
pull this consumer protection off and
then the consumers will be protected
by competition.

I thank the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota.
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AMtNDMENT NO. I=m AS MODIFIED

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I rise
in strong opposition to the amendment
by my good friend, Senator SIMON. The
financial health and competitive via-
bility of the Nation's radio industry is
in our hands. We all agree that the
telecommunications legislation we are
considering is about competition and
deregulation and not picking winners
and losers. And we also agree that this
legislation goes a long way toward giv-
ing cable, satellite, and the phone com-
panies the freedoms they need to coM-
pete. We now need to agree to extend
these same freedoms to the over 11.000
radio broadcasters in this country.

No other audio service provider, be
they cable, satellite or telcos, has the
multiple ownership restrictions that
radio has. The language we are offering
today eliminates those outdated radio-
only rules.

It is imperative we in Congress end
this discrimination against radio soon-
er by adopting this language, rather
than wait for the bureaucracy to come
around to it later, as this legislation as
currently drafted would have it. Imme-
diate action is critical because the FCC
is on the verge of authorizing digital
satellite radio service, whereby 60 new
radio signals will broadcast In every
market in the United States. This sat-
ellite service will be mobile and avail-
able in automobiles, homes, and busi-
nesses. Also, cable already provides 30
channels of digital radio broadcasting
in markets across the United States
under a single operator. Obviously. an
incredible diversity of voices has been
achieved with even more competition
to radio quickly making its way down
the information highway. Yet. let us
not lose sight of the fact that all of
these welcome new voices are also ag-
gressive competitors for radio's listen-
era and advertisers. and. unlike radio.
these competitors are not burdened
with radio's multiple ownership re-
strictions nor do they have the same
public service obligations as radio
broadcasters.

Our Nation's radio broadcasters have
a strong tradition of providing the
American people with universal and
free information services. In a tele-
communications environment increas-
ingly dominated by subscription serv-
ices and pay-per-view, it is essential
that we not foreclose the future of free
over-the-air radio by restricting owner-
ship options. for radio serving the pub-
lic interest and competing are not mu-
tually exclusive. They are complemen-
tary.

So it is left up to us to empower
radio so it can grow strong well into
the next century and continue to serve
our communities as it has done so well
for the past 70 years.

The last point I would like to make
is perhaps the most important. Relief
from ownership rdles works. In the
early- and mid-1980"s the FCC issued
hundreds of new radio licenses, and the
market became oversaturated with
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radio stations without sufficient adver-
tising revenues to support the increase.
However. in 1992 the FCC granted lim-
ited relief in radio ownership restric-
tions. After many years of financial
losses, suddenly radio became an at-
tractive area for investment and an
alarming multiyear increase in sta-
tions going off the air was arrested.
The econonies of scale kicked in. Sta-
tions gained financial strength through
consolidation, and its overall ability to
serve its markets and compete for ad-
vertising improved.

Allow me to quickly cite some statis-
tics. In 1993. a year after the new limits
took effect, the dollar volume of FM-
only transactions almost tripled-
$743.5 million-while radio station
groups sales grew 44 percent.

In 1994. sales prices of single-FM sta-
tions rose 12.7 percent from 1993"s $7,13.5
million to $833 million. and from 1993
to 1994. the total volume of AM radio
station sales shot up 84 percent, total-
ing $132 million.

There is every reason to believe that
all of these positive trends will con-
tinue to flourish if we remove radio's
outmoded multiple ownership restric-
tions.

Clearly, maintaining local and na-
tional radio ownership limits in the
face of tomorrow's competitive envi-
ronment is not only unfair but it is a
major step back.

Mr. President, let me emphasize that
I understand some statements have
been made. I understand that CBS does
not support the Simon amendment.
Bill Ryan is the NAB Joint Board
Chairman. He 'supports the NAB posi-
tion which is adamantly opposed to the
Simon amendment. Mr. Ryan's com-
ments, which Senator SIMON cited, re-
lated to TV ownership and not radio
ownership.

Mr. President. I urge Senators to
come to the floor to make their state-
ments on the various pending amend-
ments.

I note the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.
Mrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President, I

ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMEN'r NO. 12
Mrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President. I

would like to speak against the
Lieberman-Leahy amendment. The
Lieberman-Leahy amendment will fin-
ish this bill once and for all.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator will be advised that all time has
expired on the Lieberman-Leahy
amendment.

Mrs. HUTCHISON. I ask unanimous
consent that I be allowed to speak for
up to 5 minutes on the bill and on the
Lieberman-Le.hy amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mrs. HUTCIIISON. Thank you. Mr.
President.
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Mr. President. the Lieberman-Leahy
amendment will reregulate cable.

What we are trying to do with this
bill is deregulate so that we have a
level playing field, so that more people
can come into the competitive market.
and so that the consumers will benefit
from the lower costs and lower prices.
The Lieberman amendment will take
away the balance that has been estab-
lished in this bill. It will put the FCC
back into the regulatory business. It
will cause these cable companies to
have to come to the FCC to spend their
money paying lawyers' fees instead of
dropping their prices and going to the
bottom line.

I am sure that the intent of the
amendment is very good. They want to
make sure that we have low cost if
there is not competition. But what we
are trying to do here Is promote com-
petition so there will be choices, so
that the consumers will have the abil-
ity to pick and choose.

The Lieberman amendment will put
one more hassle to the cable companies
even when it is not necessary.

I have watched day after day after
day the chairman of the committee, on
which I serve, and the ranking member
talking about the need for this bill. It
will put $3 billion into our economy in
new jobs, and it will be a benefit to
consumers. They have done a wonder-
ful job. But what is very important to
remember here is that we must keep a
level playing field. And we have tried
to balance.

Sometimes we have done something
that the long distance companies do
not like. Sometimes we have done
something that the local Bell compa-
nies do not like. Sometimes we have
done things that the cable companies
think is onerous. This would be an on-
erous regulation that would put the
FCC back in the mix when we do not
need the FCC. We are trying to take
the FCC out of every arena that we
possibly can. The FCC is very much in
the bill. I must say, of course. For in-
stance, in broadcast ownership, we
want the FCC to look at broadcast
ownership to make sure there is not
the concentration that would take
away the diversity of voices In a mar-
ket. But it is very important that we
keep the balance. We must be able to
say at the end of this bill that probably
everybody does not like it as a perfect
bill but we have allowed people to
come into the process to compete, and
we have tried to make the cost the
least possible, and we have tried to

%make the cost fair. But the underlying
element of this bill is that we take the
regulations out to the greatest extent
possible.

Mr. President. If we are going to even
look at the Lieberman-Leahy amend-
ment. it is going to gut the bill from
the standpoint of keeping the level
playing field, continuing to encourage
competition, and giving the consumer,
the benefit of all the choices that will
be available. If we can pass this bill
and keep it fair. the telecommuni-
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cations industry in this country is
going to explode. It Is going to be a
wonderful boon to our economy. New

jobs will come into the market. Con-
sumers will get more choices. We will
have choices that we have not even
dreamed of today. We will have choices
of technology that will give us the abil-
ity to research and grow because we
are taking the regulations out of this
bill to the greatest extent possible.

So. Mr. President. I think the chair-
man of the committee and the ranking
member have done a terrific job. They
have cooperated. There has been dis-
agreement on every major part of this
bill. but we have not worked on this
bill for days. We have not work on this
bill for weeks. We have not worked on
this bill for months. In fact. we have
worked on this bill for years. We have
talked about telecommunications de-
regulation for years in this country. I
am a person who is not even a regu-
lator. I do not like any regulations. I
would like for Congress not to even be
In the process. But because technology
has exploded and because we have had
a regulatory environment that has
caused an unfair and unlevel playing
field, we have had to correct the
wrongs, and we are doing that by try-
ing to reach a balance. That is what
this bill does. The LIEBERMAN amend-
ment will take that balance away, and
we must not allow that to happen.

So I thank the Chair. I thank the
chairman of the committee and the
distinguished ranking member for their
leadership. We must stick with the
committee on this amendment. It is
very important for the future of our
jobs. of our economy, and for the con-
sumers of our Nation.

I thank the Chair. I yield the floor.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I

thank the Senator from Texas for her
great work and leadership on this tele-
communications bill. She has been a
stalwart in drafting this bill and in
making it happen. Her leadership was
crucial and I thank her very, very
much.

Mrs. HUTCHISON addressed the
Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
SHELBYI. The Senator from Texas.

Mrs. HUTCHISON. Will the Senator
yield for a question and comment?

I just wish to say that I did not men-
tion this because I was talking about
the level playing field of all of the com-
petitors, but the other element here
that the chairman and the ranking
member have worked so hard on is the
protection of our cities and our State
regulatory boards.

Our cities have rights-of-way that
they must control, and that is some-
thing that we worked very hard to
make sure was not encroached on. We
would have chaos if someone came in
and said. Well. I now have the right to
dig a hole in the middle of your street.
without the city maintaining that con-
trol.

So I wish to say that that is another
element of this bill that is protected.
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and the cities of America owe a great
debt of gratitude to the chairman and
the ranking member.

I thank the Chair.
Mr. PRESSLER. I thank the Senator.
AMENDMENT NO. 12. AS FURTHER MODIFIED

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, at
this time, we are prepared to call up an
amendment that has, been agreed to
that we will not have to have a vote
on. and that is the Warner amendment.
I would like to call up amendment 1325.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
pending question is amendment No.
1325, as modified.. Is there further de-
bate?

Mr. HOLLINGS. Is there a modifica-
tion?

Mr. PRESSLER. I have the perfect-
Ing amendment. I send an amendment
to the desk and I ask for its immediate
consideration. It is a perfecting amend-
ment.

Mr. HOLLINGS. It should be a sub-
stitute, I think. It should be drafted as
a substitute for the amendment.

The amendment (1325). as further
modified, Is as follows:

I. On page 102, after line 25. insert a new
subsection as follows:

"(e) INFORMA7TON O PsROOCOLS AND TECH-
NIcAL REQucscmiurr.-The Commission shall
prescribe regulations to require that each

jBell operating company shall maintain and
file with the Connission full and complete
information with respect to the protocols
-and technical requirements for connection
with and use of its telephone exchange serv-
ice facilities. Such regulations shall require
each such Bell company to report promptly
to the Commission any material changes or
planned changes to such protocols and re-
quiremente. and the schedule for Implemen-
tation of such changes or planned changes,".

2. Redesignate subsequent subsections ac-
cordingly.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
is no objection-

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
would Just like to say a word or two.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Dakota.

Mr. PRESSLER. I would like to
praise Senator WARNER. In his usual
gracious way, we worked on this
amendment for a few days. and we had
various meetings with Senator WARNER
and some of his constituents who are
concerned about this manufacturing
clause.

His original amendment he has
agreed to set aside in favor of this
modification. My colleague from South
Carolina. the ranking member of the
committee, has long been an expert in
this area, having authored the bill on
manufacturing that passed the Senate.
He has graciously agreed to this modi-
fication.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Carolina.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, this
deals, of course, with the technical re-
quirements for connection to the tele-
phone exchange service facilities,
which Is quite appropriate. It does not
allude to the research and design with
respect to manufacturing. That has
been cleared.
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I join in the distinguished chairman's from competition for video services.

praise of Senator WARNER and his ef- and I believe that competition Is well
forts here to clarify this to make cer- structured and maintained in the for-
tain that everyone could be prepared mat that has been brought to the floor.
and on notice as to facilitating the When consumers have a choice and
interconnection services. So I join in the marketplace is not artificially con-
the amendment as amended, I take it. strained, then that marketplace is

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there going to provide for rates that are rea-
Is no objection, the amendment as so sonable. I think that anybody who
modified Is agreed to. looks at the current intentions of the

So the amendment (No. 1325). as fur- regional Bell operating companies and
ther modified, was agreed to. long distance operators and those who

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I are going to be moving into the provi-
move to reconsider the vote. sion of video services will understand

Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that that if cable all of a sudden went out
motion on the table, and started raising its rates at any

The motion to lay on the table was tier, it is going to be significantly non-
agreed to. competitive, it will build resentment

Mr. KERRY addressed the Chair. among consumers, and they will quick-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ly move to the new provision of serv-

ator from Massachusetts. ices.
Mr. KERRY. Mr. President. is time I can speak to this on a very personal

controlled at this point? level because I have recently been
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Time is making choices about where to put

controlled on each amendment, what kind of service in my own resi-
Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, I rise and dence. I was amazed at the number of

will only speak for a very few minutes, direct broadcast capacities versus
but I would like to indicate my support cable that I could make a choice on
for the cable provisions of S. 652 as it right now.
has been brought to the floor by the Second, Mr. President. consumers do
distinguished chairman and ranking not only care about rates, they also
member and the committee, of which I care about the quality of the service
am a member, and they care about the breadth of pro-

AMENDMENT NO. IM gramming that is available to them.
Mr. KERRY. I want to voice, there- They want both of those as well, and

fore. my opposition to the Lieberman- they want that from cable. It cable all
Leahy amendment. All of us are con- of a sudden ceases to do that, they are
cerned about cable rates. We made a going to have the opportunity to make
major effort a number of years ago to another set of choices because of the
try to regulate that and guarantee that very things that we are proposing in
the consumer is going to have the low- this legislation.
est possible price. In my judgment, the Finally, this bill incorporates a so-
fundamental thrust of this bill which called bad actor provision, so that the
has been very carefully tailored to FCC can step in immediately if a cable
worha beenve betwenllytailred tocompany begins to move in a directionwork a balance between many varied which is clearly anticonsumer or out of
very powerful interest. the fundamen- order with what the rest of the compa-
tal effort of this bill is to create com- nies in the Nation are doing.
petition which will reduce rates across So. in my judgment. our objective
the board, should not be to strengthen the regula-

I think all of us have learned that tion of rates.that cable now is allowed
when you have regulation, you inevi- to collect for its upper-tier service. On
tably have a skewing of the market the contrary, our objective ought to be
which impacts the capacity of people to maximize competition and to get
to take risks, people to raise capital, the Government out of the way of al-
people to invest and diversify. It is my lowing these companies to begin to
belief that the upper tier versus the compete and the price mechanism to be
lower tier of regulation is sufficiently able to provide the maximum amount
well tailored in the legislation that we of consumer benefit.
sent out of committee that the inter- I think anybody who looks at what
ests of consumers are protected. has happened in the last 5 or 10 years in

In point of fact. it is my belief that this field cannot help be amazed at the
the availability of direct broadcast sat- way in which competition and private-
ellite today and the availability of sector initiative has changed the land-
video dial that is going to come on so scape of the provision of these services,
rapidly people are going to be dizzy, and it will do so at such an extraor-
when they begin to see it. that to dinary rate over the course of the next
maintain a regimen of strict upper tier few years that Americans will, I think,
regulation on cable would be to dis- understand the attributes of what the
advantage cable's capacity to be able committee has brought to the floor.
to make the kind of investment nec- So I urge my colleagues to stay with
essary that this bill envisions. pre- the committee mark and the chair
cisely to be able to compete with the man's and ranking member's efforts to
regional Bell operating companies and try to maximize competition and to op-
to begin to create the dynamic synergy pose the Lieberman-Leahy amendment.
that we are looking for in the market- At this time, I also express my admi-
place, ration for the long efforts of the distin-

So I believe the greatest protection guished chairman and ranking mem-
for consumers is, in fact, going to come ber, and for the efforts of the ranking

3!
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member when he was chairman, to
really structure this. This has been a
long road. I think that the balance,
which is so difficult to maintain in
this. has been maintained throughout.
and I think we are going to be able to
get a solid piece of legislation to the
conference committee where further
improvements can be made.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. let
me thank the Senator from Massachu-
setts. It has been a long road for all of
us on our Committee on Commerce. We
have been working veritably about 4
years to revise and bring to modern
technology the provisions of the 1934
act. The distinguished Senator from
Massachusetts has been a leader in par-
ticipating as his staff has worked
around the clock. I appreciate his com-
ments.

Mr. BRYAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nevada.
Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, I inquire

of the floor manager. I would like
about 3 minutes to speak in opposition
to the Simon amendment.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Go right ahead.
AMENDMENT NO. 123. AS MODIFIED

Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, I rise in
opposition to the Simon amendment
which would strike language currently
in the bill which removes radio owner-
ship caps. I must say. I do so with re-
luctance because I have a great deal of
affection and find myself generally in
support of my good friend from Illinois
when he takes the floor. In this in-
stance, I believe his concerns are mis-
placed.

Currently, there are approximately
11,000 radio stations In this country.
Unfortunately, far too many are losing
money. The last figures that have been
called to my attention would indicate
that about half of those stations are
actually losing money. If we do not
take some action to help these sta-
tions, an increasing number will con-
tinue to fall.

One way to help radio stations get
out of the red Is to permit them to use
economies of scale that they can
achieve from consolidating their oper-
ations. Lifting the ownership cap will
permit radio stations to achieve these
efficiencies.

When the FCC raised the cap several
years ago, we found that. in fact, this
is what happened. Without ownership
cape, economic forces will determine
the appropriate size of stations. This.
in my judgment. is a decision better
left to the marketplace instead of some
Government-mandated number.

I believe an ownership cap was put on
radio stations many years ago because
of the concern for undue concentration.
In this day and age, such a concern, in
my opinion, is unwarranted. With the
avalanche of entertainment sources
available to the public today, there is
no need to worry that a concentration
will cause public harm.

Cable systems already provide up to
30 channels of digital audio in a single
market under a single owner. Satellite
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digital audio will soon be able to de.
liver 60 channels of digital music in
every market across the country. Sat-
ellite television. like direct TV, now
offer 30-plus radio channels to homes.
This deluge of new entrants into the
radio business will ensure that com-
petition exists.

Extending the artificial restrictions
on radio ownership will give the indus-
try the wherewithal to compete
against other mass media providers. It
is my view that by ending these artifi-
cial restrictions, we encourage more
competition and give the public great-
er choice. I urge my colleagues to op-
pose the Simon amendment.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. HOLLINGS. I suggest the ab-

sence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
urge that Senators come to use time on
these amendments. We are down to
about an hour before the majority lead-
er will start us voting, and we are try-
ing to get agreements on amendments
and we are negotiating. If anybody who
wants to make a speech, we will make
arrangements to speak in general on
the bill or on an amendment. I urge
Senators to come to the floor to finish
this bill.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.
Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. BRYAN. I ask unanimous con-
sent that I might speak for a period of
time not to exceed 7 minutes as in
morning business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from Nevada is recog-
nized.

Mr. BRYAN. I thank the Chair.
(The remarks of Mr. BRYAN pertain-

Ing to the introduction of S. 926 are lo-
cated in today's RECORD under "State-
ments on Introduced Bills and Joint
Resolutions.")

AMENDMENT NO. 29
Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, S. 652, as

modified by the Dole-Daschle leader-
ship amendment, balances reduced reg-
ulations with increased competition.
That is exactly what the goal of the
chairman has been all along.

I think the legislation recognizes
that investment In new technology is
an essential part of developing an ad-
vanced telecommunications infrastruc-
ture here in the United States.
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Therefore. S. 652 provides a more sta-

ble and reliable business environment
for both cable and television companies
by reducing regulations and encourag-
ing competition.

Mr. President, S. 652. as reported by
the Commerce Committee, includes the
following:

First, maintained the regulation of
basic cable rates until there is effective
competition.

Second, redefined the effective com-
petition standard to include a tele-
phone company offering video services.

Third. allowed competition from
phone companies.

Fourth. deregulated upper tier pro-
gramming, but kept it subject to a bad-
actor provision. The bad-actor provi-
sion allows the FCC to make expanded
tier services subject to regulation if
rates are unreasonable and substan-
tially exceed the national average of
rates for comparable cable program-
ming services.

These provisions were certainly a
step in the right direction: away from
regulations and toward more competi-
tion.

During consideration of S. 652, the
Senate adopted the Dole-Daschle lead-
ership amendment by a vote of 77 to 8,
which included language addressing the
concerns of those who believe that, de-
spite the safeguards already contained
in S. 652. it might lead to unreasonable
rate increases by large cable operators.

It established a fixed rate. June 1.
1995, for measuring the national aver-
age price for cable services and only al-
lows for adjustments to occur every 2
years. This provision eliminates the
possibility that large cable operators
could collude to artificially inflate
rates immediately following enactment
of S. 652.

The bill. as amended, establishes a
national average based on cable rates
In effect prior to the passage of S. 652
when rate regulation was in full force.

It excluded rates charged by small
cable operators in determining the na-
tional average rate for cable services.

This provision addresses the concerns
that deregulation of small system
rates, which was included as part of the
Dole-Daschle amendment in S. 652.
would inflate the national average
against which rates of large cable com-
panies would be measured.

It specified that national average
rates are to be calculated on a per
channel basis.

This provision ensures that national
average is standardized and takes into
account variations in the number of
channels offered by different compa-
nies as part of their expanded program
packages.

It specified that a market is effec-
tively competitive only when an alter-
native multichannel video provider of-
fers services comparable to cable tele-
vision.

This provision ensures cable opera-
tors will not be prematurely deregu-
lated under the effective competition
provision if. for example, only a single
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channel of video programming is being
delivered by a telco video dial tone pro-
vider in an operator's market.

In addition, the leadership amend-
ment also included critical provisions
deregulating small cable operators.

In short. Mr. President, the reason I
have given this explanation is the
Dole-Daschle amendment tightened the
bad-actor provision on expanded tier
services and further limited the defini-
tion of effective competition.

This compromise closed any possible
loophole that would allow large cable
operators to unreasonably raise rates.
It gave relief to our small cable compa-
nies and maintained the delicate bal-
ance struck in S. 652 of reduced regula-
tions with Increased competition.

The reason, again, I think it is im-
portant that we understand this, Mr.
President. is that the Lieberman
amendment puts us back at square one
In this effort to move toward more
competition in the cable industry.
While it does include language similar
to the leadership amendment that
would deregulate small cable opera-
tors. the Lieberman amendment would
undermine the competitive objectives
of S. 652.

The amendment further restricts the
national average standard by limiting
It to the "national average rate for
.comparable programming services in
cable systems subject to effective com-
petition."

Mr. President, this is a backdoor
route that leads back to the restrictive
rate regulation standard similar to
what now exists: regulating rates that
substantially exceed those of compa-
nies subject to effective competition. It
is precisely this standard that has cre-
ated the highly bureaucratic regu-
latory morass that has stymied cable
television investment, and therefore
service to the consumer.

As I stated in my opening remarks on
this bill last week, I opposed the Cable
Act of 1992, and I voted against passage
of that bill.

Since the enactment of S. 12-that
was the Cable Act--I have received nu-
merous complaints from fellow Idaho-
ans who felt that the changes resulting
from S. 12 worsened, rather than im-
proved. their cable service and cost.

In addition, a number of very small
independent cable systems in Idaho
have been in jeopardy as a result of
that near closure and have been forced
to pay astronomical costs associated
with implementing the act.

A rural community hardly benefits if
it loses access to cable service because
the local small business that provides
service cannot handle the burden of
Federal regulations. Quite the opposite
is true.

Competition. not regulation, will en-
courage growth and innovation in the
cable Industry. as well as other areas of
telecommunications, while giving the
consumer the benefit of competitive
prices.

Mr. President, I would again suggest
to my colleagues the importance of not
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losing sight of the ultimate goal of re-
forming the 1934 Communications Act.
which should be to establish a national
policy framework that will accelerate
private sector deployment of advanced
telecommunications and information
technologies and services to all Ameri-
cans by opening all telecommuni-
cations markets to competition.

In addition, working toward the goal
will spur economic growth, create Jobs,
increase productivity, and provide bet-
ter services at a lower cost to consum-
ers.

The balance of reduced regulations
with Increased competition contained
in the provisions relating to cable in S.
652 will lead to the very important
goals I just stated.
In addition. Mr. President, I am con-

cerned if we continue to restrict the
ability of cable companies to obtain
capital necessary to invest in new pro-
gramming and services, we will also be
limiting the ability of cable companies
as competitors to local phone monopo-
lies.

Cable companies will require billions
of dollars of investment to develop
their infrastructures in order to be
competitive providers.

The Federal regulation of cable tele-
vision has restricted the cable indus-
try's access to capital. made investors
concerned about future investments in
the cable industry. and reduced the
ability of cable companies to invest in
technology and programming.

Mr. President. rate regulation will
not maintain low rates and quality
services in the cable industry. Quite
the opposite will occur. We have al-
ready seen it. Only competition will
provide the kind of services that our
consumers want.

New entrants in the marketplace
such as direct broadcast satellites and
telco-delivered video programming will
provide competitive pressures to keep
cable rates low and fit within the
framework of the market. Cable com-
panies are likely to provide the needed
competition to keep the telephone
local exchange market operating.

In short. Mr. President. deregulation
of the cable industry is essential for a
competitive telecommunications mar-
ket. and it is necessary as the element
of S. 652 and the competitive model en-
visioned in this bill.

I urge my colleagues to vote -no" on
the Lieberman amendment. It is not a
step forward. It is a step backward to
the industry. It is clearly a step back-
ward to the consuming public.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. could
I briefly state that I have received a se-
ries of letters-the first of which I be-
came aware of last night, from Time
Warner. The first letter stated some-
thing that was not true. and it was
sent to various people.

As discussed with you and your staff, this
agreement Is entirely contingent on the re-
moval of the program access provisions...

And so forth. That was not true. So
last night. I faxed to Timothy Boggs a
letter stating in part:

June 15, 1995
At no time during our conversation did I

indicate that any specific action by Time
Warner would result in deletion of the len-
gram access provisions. I have bad no further
conversation with HBOTime Warner about
this matter since that meeting. My staff has
not portrayed my position as being anything
Other than the Industry negotiations Aug-
gested on May 4. Nothing I said during our
short meeting could be construed as suggest
ing some sort of quid pro quo. which would
be wrong, if not illegal. I resent the inference
in your letter that I suggested something
other than an industry-negotiated solution.

I have this morning obtained a letter
from Time Warner saying - - - the
facts are exactly as outlined in your
letter." It goes on to say that "- u - at
no point did we seek or reach under-
standing with you or your Staff regard-
Ing any change in the legislation."

Mr. President. I ask unanimous con-
sent to have these three letters printed
in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

TiME WARNER.
June I. 1995.

Hon. LARRY PRESSLER.
Chaisan, Corniittee on Commerce, Science.

and Transpoitaion, U.S. Senate. Washing-
ton. DC.

DEAR CHAIRMAN PRESSLER: As you re-
quested, the attached signature pMge con-
firms that Home Box Office has reached an
agreement with the National Cable Tele-
vision Cooperative. Inc. for HBO program-
ming. As discussed with you and your staff.
this agreement is entirely contingent on the
removal of the program access provisions at
Section 204(b) of S. 652, prior to Senate ac-
tion on the legislation.

On behalf of Time Warner and HBO. I am
pleased to report that we have reached this
agreement and respectfully request that this
provision be removed from the bill at the
earliest possible opportunity. Without re-
moval of this provision from the bill. the
HBO distribution agreement with the NCTC
will be void.

Thank you for your leadership on this mat-
ter. Please feel free to contact me If I can be
of any assistance to you or your staff. I can
be reached at my office at 202457-925 or at
home at 2021483-5052.

Warm regards.
TIMOThY A. BOOS

U.S. SENATE. COMMIifEE ON COM-
MiRCE. SCIENCE. AND TANS.,t-
TIATION.

Wailhinton. DC. June 15. 1995.
Mr. TIMIOTiY A. BOGS.
S-vor Vice President fo' Public Policy. Time

Warne. Inc.. WaShinqW. DC.
DEAtR .BOGGS: Your faxed letter of June

13 contuin misleading statements which do
not accurately reflect my position.

On May 4. 1995. 1 met briefly with you. Ron
Schmidt and HBO'rime Warner executives.
In the presence of my staff, regarding the
pregram access provision of S. 652. During
that meeting. HBO-Time Warner urged me to
support deletion of the program access provi-
sions of the bill.

I stated that the program access provision
was of enormous importanceto small cable
operators. including those in South Dakota.
I suggested that if the program providers dis-
liked the provision, they ought to negotiate
with the small cable operators to reach an
agreement which might address the problems
this portion of S. 652 is attempting to solve.
Specifically. since Ron Schmidt is from my
home state. I suggested that he talk to a
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small cable operator from South Dakota.
Rich Cutler, to see if an industry com-
promise were possible.

At no time during our conversation did I
indicate that any specific action by Time
Warner would result in deletion of the pro.
gram access provisions. I have had no further
conversations with HBOflme Warner about
this matter since that meeting. My staff has
not portrayed my position a being anything
other than the industry negotiations sug-
gested on May 4. Nothing I said during our
short meeting could be construed as suggest-
ing some sort of quid pro quo, which would
be wrong. if not Illegal. I resent the inference
in your letter that I suggested something
other than an industry-negotiated solution.

Your letter indicates that failure to delete
the program access provisions from the bill
would vitiate any negotiated agreement
HBOTime Warner had reached with the
small cable operators. While HBOTime War-
ner is free to negotiate contracts as they see
fit, such tactics, in my opinion, cannot be
considered as good faith negotiations. Your
letter implies that I tacitly approved such a
condition, which is not the case. -

I expect you to send this letter to the Same
Individuals who received your letter to me.
Your letter is misleading, and does not accu-
rately characterize my position as presented
in my May 4 meeting with HBO~flme War-
ner.

Sincerely.
LARRY PRESSLER.

Choir-an.

TIsE WARNER,
June 15. 1995.

Hon. LARRY PRESSLER,
Chairssan. Committee on Commerce. Science.

and Transportation. U.S. Senate, Washing-
ton. DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your
letter of today. I write to respond and to joln
you in setting the record straight.

First. I am As distressed as you that any
statement I have made could be mls-
construed or infer anything other than the
facts.

Second. the facts are exactly as outlined in
your letter.

Third. at no point did we seek or reach un-
derstnding with you or your staff regarding
any change is the legislation. Any under-
standing Time Warner and HBO have reached
on this matter has been entirely with our
private business associates.

Finally, As stated In my letter of June 13.
Time Warner has urged that the Senate re-
move Seetlon 204(b) from S. 652 because we
are confident that Industry negotiations, by
ourselves and others could result In a change
of business practices that would make Sec-
tion 2N4(b} no longer necessary. Our good
faith negotiations have borme out this con-
fidence. I remain pleased to report that HBO
and NCTC have reached a distribution agree-
ment.

In closing, let me personally apologize for
any misunderstanding my letter has caused.
I deeply regret this confusion and remain
available to discuss this matter with any in-
terested party. As you request. I will distrib-
ute your letter of today to the very few peo-
pie who received a copy of my letter to you
of June 13.

Sincerely.
TEMOTHY A. BOGGS.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I very
much appreciate the remarks my
friend and colleague from South Da-
kota just made. He has had printed in
the RECORD an outrageous letter, an
outrageous letter from Time Warner on
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June 13. addressed to Senator PRES-
SLER. chairman of the Commerce Com-
mittee. Any lobbyist who would write a
letter like this, especially when it is
not true, should make a public apol-
ogy. And his powerful employer. Time
Warner. should do likewise. I am refer-
ring to the letter of June 13 that the
Senator from South Dakota has just
entered into the RECORD.

He has also entered in the RECORD a
letter of June 15. which is supposedly
an apology from Timothy Boggs for the
letter he earlier wrote. However. in the
letter of June 15, while admitting that
his previous letter was in error, and in
a way apologizing for it. I do not see
anything in the letter that indicates to
me that Time Warner may not have
had or thought they had a quid pro quo
with some other Members of the U.S.
Senate.

What we are talking about here is
money, and that is one of the problems
with this whole telecommunications
bill. in which I have had an integral
part to play. I want to say Senator
PRESSLER Is an honorable man. He is a
good and hard-working Member of the
Senate and has a very decent staff. He
is a friend and a colleague I respect,
and I congratulate the Senator on his
letter to Time Warner and their re-
sponse. I object to the action taken by
Time Warner and Viacom-tvo of the
big giants today-for putting the U.S.
Senate in a difficult If not compromis-
ing position.

Probably nothing else better dem-
onstrates the power of the lobbyists
around this place, who overreach and
overreach and overreach, and get not
only themselves but the reputation of
this body in some degree of disrepute.
There are good and substantive argu-
ments for and against the cable volume
discount provision in the committee-
passed bill. Time Warner and Viacom
have told the Senate they will give dis-
counts to the small cable operators, as
we had provided for in the bill. if and
only if, Mr. President-they have not
gotten themselves off the hook as far
as this Senator is concerned-they will
agree to these discounts that they
never would have thought of had we
not incorporated this in the bill, and
they simply say that if and only if the
Senate removes the volume discount
language for the small cable operators
will they carry out their commitment.

They still have a quid pro quo and it
is wrong. That is why this Senator last
night objected to any unanimous con-
sent requests that by voice vote we
change the committee's position. I will
insist on a rollcall vote. There may
well be good reasons for the Senate to
change that provision that came out of
the Commerce Committee. Time War-
ner has obviously put all kinds of pres-
sure on the small cable operators
around the United States. which they
can do. So now we have a situation, as
I understand it. where the small cable t
operators, whom we wanted to protect
to some degree with regard to insisting l
on some discounts, now have been pres-
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sured by Time Warner to appeal to us
to eliminate the proviso of the bill.

I do not want to see the Senate agree
to something like that, because I think
whether we do it knowingly or unwit-
tingly, we place ourselves in a position
of being influenced when maybe that is
not the case.

There comes a time when the U.S.
Senate. despite money, despite power.
despite pressure from competing inter-
est groups. has to stand up and do what
we think is right. Just because of the
action of the Commerce Committee to
provide some measure of relief for the
smaller cable operators, who by and
large are at the complete indirect con-
trol by the biggies like Time Warner.
the little guys are now appealing that
the big guys have said they will go
along with what we want to do if we
will knock it out of the piece of legisla-
tion.

This has gone way too far. Time War-
ner and Viacom have taken the small
cable operators hostage, just like hos-
tages are being taken in Bosnia today.
They have taken these little guys hos-
tage and they say. "If you will knock
this out of the bill. then somehow we
will get along." I think this is the time
to teach Time Warner and every other
lobbyist-and there are a lot of good
lobbyists around this place-that they
overstep their bounds. They clearly
overstepped their bounds when they
wrote the referenced letter I had just
cited and which was placed in the
RECORD by my friend and colleague, an
honorable man. the Senator from
South Dakota. Senator PRESSLER.

I hope we will recognize that Time
Warner is attempting to take hostages.
I think we should say to Time Warner.
grab them right by the throat if we
have to. and say: Mister. you may be
very big and you may have control like
no one else has ever had of our enter-
tainment industry, but you cannot
control the U.S. Senate.

Therefore, I will insist upon a vote
and I will be against any kind of a
voice vote because I think this is the
time to teach some of these larger
companies that enough is enough.
These large companies are saying to
the Senate. "If you do not remove this
provision, we will not give fair prices
to the small cable operators." They are
trying to take the U.S. Senate hostage.
also. If we. the U.S. Senate, do what
Time Warner and Viacom want us to
do, this type of contingency is dan-
gerously close to a quid pro quo. It is
not right and is probably illegal. The
U.S. Senate should not negotiate with
hostage takers.

Mr. President. because of this tactic.
I insist on a rollcall vote on trying to
knock out the volume discount provi-
ions. The Senate can work its will but
will stick by the committee's provi-

ions.
Mr. BYRD. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. EXON. I will be glad to yield to
he Senator.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President I thank the

Senator for his clear and forceful state-
ment. And I share his views. May I say
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that I am glad he will insist on a vote.
If he does not. I will.

It seems to me-I will have more to
say later-that the good work, the ef-
forts, and the many hours and days and
weeks and months that the committee
has devoted to this legislation run the
risk now of coming to naught, as far as
this Senator is concerned.

It appears to me that in our efforts
to control bigness, bigness isweighing
in. and I am not going to be impressed
by bigness or by money or by heavy
lobbying.

I think this also goes to show we
should not have voted for cloture yes-
terday. I voted against cloture. This is
a massive bill. It is an Important bill.
I am sure it has a lot of good elements
in It. But here at the last minute. we
are under pressure now. Cloture has
been invoked. And some kind of an
agreement has been entered into to
stack amendments with 2-minute ex-
plaDations.

I thank the distinguished majority
leader for including the "2-minute ex-
planation" in the agreement. I went to
him personally yesterday and asked
him to do that. If there are going to be
stacked votes, at least we should have
some explanation.

But I think this situation should
cure us of stacking votes, great num-
bers of votes with only a minute or 2
minutes of explanation. This is the
United States Senate where debate is
unlimited, unless we invoke cloture or
enter into time agreements.

From now on, I am not going to be
very congenial with respect to stacking
a large number of votes. But to have a
string of stacked votes on a very com-
plicated bill that I do not understand,
and I am not sure any other Senators
will understand what is in this bill by
the time this amendment process is
completed, to call up amendments, and
debate them for only 30 minutes. very
complicated amendments; the kind of
amendments that should be offered in
committee, or, if they are going to be
offered on the floor, there ought to be
adequate debate so that we all know
what we are doing-is going too far, es-
pecially if the vote on final passage is
to occur immediately following the dis-
position of the enumerated amend-
ments.

So I thank the Senator for stating
that he will insist on a vote. and I want
to put leadership on notice that in the
future this one Senator is going to be a
little more reluctant to enter into time
agreements on complex matters like
this and stack votes. to be followed by
the immediate passage of a bill. There
seems to be a mindset here that we
have to finish any complex bill in 3
days or 4 days. I am not sure that Sen-
ators ought to be in such a hurry.

I am disturbed by the Time Warner
letter. It is disturbing. It may be that
this will be one of the straws that
breaks the camel's back as far as this
Senator is concerned in respect of the
vote on this bill.

I thank the Senator for yielding.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. may I have
just one second to thank my friend
from West Virginia for his usually
thoughtful remarks? I appreciate them
very, very much. As one who has pre-
sided over and has put the U.S. Senate
on course, I think his words are well
taken.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I take 3
minutes of my time on my amendment.

I first want to comment on what Sen-
ator BYRD just had to say. I think in
general we can say there are rare occa-
sions when we take too much time on
a bill. There are too many occasions
when we take too little time on a bill,
as far as legislative process.

AMENDMENT NO. IM. AS MODIFIED
Mr. SIMON. I would like to Just

speak very briefly on an amendment
that I have in. The present practice of
the FCC is to limit radio station own-
ership by any one entity to 20 AM and
20 FM stations. The most any one en-
tity now has is 27 total. The bill, with-
out my amendment, takes the cap off
completely. My amendment says let us
put a cap of 50 AM. 50 FM, far more
than we have now by any one entity. It
is a 150-percent increase. But let us not
move to the day when we have too
much concentration of the media. I
think that is not a healthy thing.

One of my colleagues speaking
against my amendment says this is
what is happening in the newspaper
business. It is. It is not healthy in the
newspaper business. But we do not
have any control over that. We do have
control through Federal licensing of
radio stations and television. My
amendment goes further than some
people would want. I say lef us increase
that 40 limit now to 100. But let us not
let anyone who wants control of the
radio stations of this Nation to have
unlimited ability to get those radio
stations.

I hope my amendment will be ap-
proved.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President. if no one
wishes the floor, I question the pres-
ence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
KYL). Without objection, it is so or-
dered.

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that at the hour of
12:15 p.m.. the Senate proceed to a vote
on or in relation to the McCan amend-
ment No. 1285, to be followed by a vote
on or in relation to the Simon modified
amendment No. 1283. to be followed by
a vote on or in relation to the
Lieberman amendment No. 1298. with
the remaining provisions of last night's
consent agreement remaining in place.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.

AMEKDMXN r NO. 1Ul

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The hour
of 12:15 p.m. having arrived, there are 2
minutes- minute per side-for discus-
sion of the amendment and then voting
will occur on the amendment offered
by the Senator from South Dakota.
[Mr. PRESSLEa] for the Senator from
Arizona [Mr. MCCAIN].

The Senator from South Dakota Is
recognized.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
urge my colleagues to vote for the
McCain amendment and to vote the
other amendments down. The argu-
ments have been made. So I yield back
the remainder of my time. I yield back
all time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on agreeing to amendment
No. 1285 offered by the Senator from
South Dakota for the Senator from Ar-
izona. The yeas and nays have been or-
dered. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Utah [Mr. HATCH] is nec-
essarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Utah [Mr.
HATCH] would vote 4yea."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The result was announced-yeas 98.
nays 1, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 284 Leg.]
YEAS--8

Abrabamn Felngold taear
Akk.a FleaSteln Mack
Anaotoft Ford Me-tl
Bna.- Fr5 -oneS
BSnoett Olenn Mklslk
Blden Ooa M-eey.-Braaa
Bluarn Orb-h~ Moreila
Boad 0a Martkois
Boer Ornne Mare
Bradley Oraley Nlekle
Beem oell san
arek, PSkakd
E"" Hasneld Ni
Bam.ers Her15 Prerler
Br,, Helts Pryor
Byrd Holln arid
Carpherl Hauitton Robb
Chafee Inhofe RokefellerClats It...o. Bot
coohs-ne Jeffords Rt
Cothe Johnton
Conrad KRmb.ma Serb-e.
Co.-ere Kempthore Seby
Craie Kennedy 5tP n
D'Amato Kerrey 6.th
D5hie Kerry So0,
DeWlne ohl Speter
Dodd Kl Steens
Dole Labenberg ThOr

Doeaol Lea y Thoino
Doman .eeln Tha-.ond
Loon Lieberna Warner
FarLo t Last Welttone

NAYS-I
SLmon

NOT VOTING-
Hatch

So the amendment (No. 12851 was
agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
move to reconsider the vote, and I
move to lay that motion on the table.
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The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.
AMENDMENT NO. 120, AS MODIFIED

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
move to table the Simon amendment
and I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President. Pax-

liamentary Inquiry. My understanding
is that before these next two amend-
ments are voted on. the supporters get
1 minute, and the opposition gets 1
minute to explain.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct. Two minutes are equal-
ly divided.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, if I may
have the attention of -my colleagues.
the present FCC rule says one entity
can own 20 AM stations and 20 FM sta-
tions, or a total of 40:.Jtight now, the
maximum owned by any one entity is
27.

This bill takes the cap off com-
pletely. My amendment says we will
put a cap of 50 AM, 50 FM, a 150-percent
increase, but do not take the cap off
completely.

We should not concentrate media
ownership in this country. It Is not a
healthy thing for the future of our
country. I hope Members will resist the
motion to table my amendment.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
hope my colleagues will table this
amendment. We voted on this last
week in the leadership Package, the
Dole - Daschle - Pressler - Hollings
package. We voted something like 78 to
8. This matter has been settled in this
bill. It takes apart the leadership pack-
age. I urge everyone to table it. It Is
more regulation and I ask we proceed.

I yield the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING 'OFFICER. The

question occurs on the motion to table
amendment No. 1283 offered by the Sen-
ator from llinois [Mr. SIMON]. The
yeas and nays have been ordered.

The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk called the roll.
Mrs. KASSEBAUM (when her name

was called). Present.
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Utah [Mr. HATCH] is nec-
essarily absent.

I further announce that, If present
and voting, the Senator from Utah [Mr.
HATC] would vote "yea."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators In the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result Was announced-yeas 64,
nays 34. as follows:

Rolilcall Vote No. 265 Leg.
YEAS-64

Ablo,, Chafes Eo..
A hofo0~Co. PFarlotoli
5 u00 coobCr-o Ford
sezoett Co.en Fria
Boml Coodeli Gi.n
Sareexx Crayt Goro.
ere D'Amixto 0o

Se-ya" D-bhi. 0G,,,
B-n Dole 0r,0.
Campbell Domeald Gnnley
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Ore g
patne"d

H~fltn
Hollig.
Hutchtso

Jeffords
Kempthorue
Kohl

xolt

Aktake,
Bide-
El"--

Byrd
Conrd

Dodd
Dorma
Feingold

Lte.,
L.sC.

McConnell
Mexeley-Braun
Mrkowmki

Nose
P.5.o00
Presler
Roth
S-torem

NAYS-34
Feinstein
S.orkBD
H.1-0
Jonsi.

KeroeyKerry

Loute.Derg

Lieber-~LoMirlk

Shelby

SmithSnowey

spe.te

Warner

Moyoixb
M rr
Pell
Pr'or

Robb
Rockefelier
S~r-,.
$tmon
WelLto.e

ANSWERED "PRESENT-I
tmiboom

NOT VOTING-i
HAlos

So. the motion to -lay on the table
the amendment (No. 1283), as modified.
was agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the motion was agreed to.

I move to lay that.motion on the
table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

AMENDMEN'T N. N
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I

move to table amendment No. 1298, and
I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ABRAHAM). Is there a sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the order, there are 2 minutes equally
divided between the proponents and the
opponents of the amendment.

The Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I thank the Chair.
I rise to speak against the motion to

table. I ask my colleagues to listen for
these 60 seconds.

I usually do not make predictions on
the floor of the Senate. But based on
my experience in cable consumer pro-
tection-for more than a decade. I will
predict to my colleagues that, If this
bill passes unamended, most American
cable consumers will see significant
rate increases In the next couple of
years. These rate increases are not nec-
essary. In 1984, Congress removed regu-
lation from cable consumers. It was a
disaster. Rates skyrocketed.

In 1992, on a bipartisan basi..we
came back and put in reasonable
consumer protections, and they have
worked brilliantly. Rates are down 11
percent, and the cable companies are
thriving, with the highest profit mar-
gins in the telecommunications indus-
try, and with a great ability to con-
tinue to raise capital. There is no rea-
son to remove the protections that
cable consumers have In this bill.

My amendment simply restores a
standard of the marketplace saying
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that no cable company will be regu-
lated unless it charges more than the
average in markets where there is ef-
fective competition.

This amendment Is not perfect, but it
is all that stands between our constitu-
ents and significant cable rate in-
creases every month for the next sev-
eral years.

I thank the Chair.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask

my colleagues to table this amend-
ment. This amendment is undoing the
leadership package, the Dole-Dachle
package, which we voted on already.
The Dole-Daschle package and the
committee bill will increase competi-
tion and will cause consumer rates on
cable to go down as more entrants
enter the market.

I urge that we table this amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the motion
of the Senator from South Dakota to
lay on the table the amendment of the
Senator from Connecticut. The yeas
and nays have been ordered, and the
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. MACK (when his name was

called). Present.
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Utah (Mr. HATCH] is nec-
essarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Utah (Mr.
HATCH] would vote "yea."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Axe there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result was announced-yeas 67.
nays 31, as follows:

•[Rollcall Vote No. 266 Leg.]
YEAS--

AbrLhM
A.5koo5
Axhoo.

Bennett
Bood
B__
ero,

sow.5

cocsr
s~re.

cohen
C-ordeI

D'Armsto

D.O'i.
Dole
Domeno
Der.,

Btden
sin~nes
Boxer
Bradloy

Byrd
Conrad
Dodd
E...
Fengold
Fewntel.

F iroh McCan
Ford MoC.-onU
00e0 Mnose-kriGor'ton Mturkow.ku
Oroon 510Cles
Or- Nw0-1.7le Pckwood
Grk Preler
Harknld elHoei6d Robb

I Bonia
50101,of Both
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So the motion to lay on the table the

amendment (No. 1298) was agreed to.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I

move to reconsider the vote by which
the motion was agreed to.

Mr. STEVENS. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Alaska.
AMENDMENT NO. 1

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, the
next item to be taken up is my amend-
ment No. 1303. which I have offered
along with my good friends, the Sen-
ator from Hawaii, Senator INOuyE. and
the Senator from New York, Senator
D'AmAw0.

This amendment would clarify the
resale provisions of section 255 by re-
quiring the Bell companies to make re-
sale service available at prices reflect-
ing the actual cost of providing those
services or functions to another car-
rier.

The amendment seeks to carry out
and really clarify the delicate balance
of the bill. It really is just that, an
amendment to clarify the relationship
of sections 251 and 255. I do believe.
however, that we have developed a sit-
uation where there is a misunderstand-
ing about the actual terms of my
amendment.

I might state that when I offered it,
I thought it was an amendment that
had support. I offered it along with a
series of other amendments. As the
Senate realizes, all of those amend-
ments have been accepted by agree-
ment. There has been no dissension
concerning them.

I feel it essential this amendment
have further study in order that it will
maintain the delicate balance that this
bill requires. I will be a conferee on
this bill. and it is my intention to
make certain that this subject is called
up in the conference.

Any amendment clarifying these two
provisions would be within the scope of
the conference. In my opinion, and it is
my intention to ask that this amend-
ment be withdrawn at this time.

I want my friend from Hawaii to have
a chance to make a comment about
this before I do. however, because I
want to make sure everyone under-
stands that we are not abandoning this
subject, we are going to postpone it to
the conference in the hope that we will
be able to work out an amendment
there which will have the same success
as the other amendments we have
worked on so long, which have been
adopted by unanimous consent.

I yield to my friend from Hawaii.
Mr. INOUYE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Hawaii.
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President. I wish to

loin my colleague from Alaska in as-
suring all those who support the meas-
ure that it is not our intention to let it
die at this stage. We will most cer-
tainly, as conferees, insist that this
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matter be discussed and, hopefully, we
will be able to convince our colleagues
in the House and the Senate to adopt
it.

So. reluctantly but I believe nec-
essarily. I will concur with the action
that is about to take place.

Mr. PRESSLER addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I

want to pay tribute to the two Sen-
ators from Alaska and Hawaii. They
are two giants of the Senate and giants
in our committee. They will both be
conferees. They have provided enor-
mous leadership.

We Just feel, at this time, that we
have carefully crafted an agreement.
and the checklist, and so forth, might
come apart. So we have decided to
delay this discussion until conference.
I want to pay tribute to both of them
being willing to help move this bill for-
ward. I thank them very much.

Mr. DOLE. Let me concur in the
statement made by the manager. This
is a'controversial area. I think the
managers have indicated they are both
going to be conferees. It will be consid-
ered at that time. and it is within the
scope of the conference. There is a dis-
agreement, but this may help solve it.
I thank my colleagues.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that we may with-
draw amendment 1303.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

So the amendment (No. 1303) was
withdrawn.

AMENDMENT NO. 012
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

pending question is amendment No.
1292, offered by the Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. ROCKEFELLER1.

Mr. HOLLINGS. On behalf of the dis-
tinguished Senator from West Virginia.
Senator ROCKEFELLER, I ask unani-
mous consent that the amendment be
withdrawn.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

So the amendment (No. 1292) was
withdrawn.

AMENDME-r NO. 14i
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

pending question now is amendment
No. 1341. offered by the Senator from
South Dakota. Senator PRESSLER. for
the majority leader.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.

Mr- PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
hope we can turn now to the Heflin
amendment.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the pending
Dole amendment be set oslde so we can
bring up the Heflin amendment.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection. it is so ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. Ixi

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President. I believe
this has been cleared by both sides.
This deals with amendment 1367, which
I previously sent to the desk.

This deals primarily with a rule, in
urban areas, where 'there is a small
town that has a limited number within
the incorporated area or the urbanized
area. and has a high percentage of cus-
tomers in rural areas.

It is a unique situation in regard to
cable systems that have gone out be-
yond the incorporated limits, and they
have sold to customers there. That is a
pretty expensive type of thing.

When they go out. there is not the
density on the lines that you have in
the city. In rural areas, you might
have one customer per mile, and in the
cities you may have 1,200 customers to
a mile, or 1.000 customers to a mile.

This sort of takes care of a situation
for rural areas. It affects those where I
believe there are no more than 20,000
subscribers, and a high percentage is in
urban areas. I move the adoption of
this amendment.

Cable systems with less than 20,000
subscribers are extremely concerned
that they will be unable to compete
with the telephone companies once
they enter the cable business, a very
legitimate concern. Because of the
very real possibility that they will be
run over by their local telephone com-
pany if the only option is to compete
head-to-head, small cable systems
would like to have the option to form
a joint venture with their local tele-
phone company or to be acquired by
their local telephone company.

The bill as It is currently written
would disallow small cable systems in
urbanized areas to form joint ventures
or to be acquired by their local tele-
phone company. Due to the broad defi-
nition of an urbanized area, many
small cable systems serving very rural
areas will be ineligible to form a joint
venture or to be acquired by their local
telephone company because they tech-
nically fall within the definition of an
urbanized area.

My amendment would allow cable
systems in an urbanized area that
serve a significant number of subscril-
ers in nonurbanized areas to be eligible
to participate in joint ventures or to be
acquired.

These small cable operators serving a
significant number of rural subscribers
but who are swept into the urbanized
area definition should be given the op-
tion of forming joint ventures or of
selling to their local telephone com-
pany. Without these options. S. 652
could well force many of them out of
business.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
want to commend the Senator from
Alabama. I know he is leaving the Sen-
ate next year- We will miss him.

This is a good amendmet. We agree
to it. I think it will help smaller cities
in rural areas. We are prepared to pass
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the amendment. I move we adopt the
amendment. I congratulate my friend.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question Is on agreeing to the amend-
ment.

The amendment (No. il67) was agreed
to.

Mr. HEFLIN. I move to reconsider
the vote.

Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
motion on the table. .

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call-the roll.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I ask unan-
imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I think one
of the remaining two amendments Is
the amendment of the Senator from
Kansas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct. That is the pending question.

AMENDMENT NO. 1341
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. let me

state very simply the purpose of this
amendment. I do not know anything
about all the Time Warner material. It
has nothing to do with this amend-
ment. I heard the Senator from Ne-
braska. I thought we would be able to
accept this amendment, but I under-
stand he has a problem with it.

As I understand it, not being a mem-
ber of the committee, the current bill
is tantamount to Government price-
setting in the programming market.
The language in the bill would remove
programmers from taking advantage of
universally accepted marketing prac-
tices such as volume discounts.

It seems to me all I am doing is to
strike out this section. It strikes a pro-
vision of the bill that would have the
effect of regulating the prices paid by
small cable TV companies for program-
ming. And the intent of the provision
was to crack down on those program-
mers who were gouging small opera-
tors. But. unfortunately, it also im-
pacts on good programmers who did
not engage in the price-gouging effort.

Finally. small cable TV companies
have now negotiated good contracts. I
have a letter from the National Cable
Television Cooperative, Inc., and also a
letter from Turner Broadcasting, which
suggests that Discovery Communica-
tions. Black Entertainment Television.
and Turner Broadcasting support my
motion to strike section 204(b). They
set forth the reasons:

Although described as a "small cable oper-
ator- amendment. section 204(b) would effec-
tively entitle every cable operator to the
price charged to the largest cable opera-
tor....

Which was never the intent. So we
were just going to take it out. They
have now negotiated good contracts.

I also include the letter from Turner
Broadcasting and the letter from the

National Cable Television Cooperative.
Let me quote a part of that.

We are pleased to report that the National
Cable Television Cooperative has reached
agreements with Time Warner's Home Box
Offee Unit. Showtime Network, Inc.'s
Showtime and the Movie Channel Services,
and Viacom's MTV Network Services ...
AS a result of this important change in cir-
cumstances, we no longer believe that the
changes to the program access provisions of
the Cable Act proposed in Sec. 204(b) of S. 652
are necessary. and we can Accept the re-
moval of those provisions from the bill.

I know the Senator from Nebraska
brought in a lot of material on Time
Warner. I do not have anything to do
with that. I do not know anything
about Time Warner. I mentioned their
name myself a couple of weeks ago in
Hollywood. So I do not have a dog in
that fight. I do not understand what it
is all about. .

All I am doing is striking out a sec-
tion that is no longer necessary, and it
is supported, as I said, by Discovery
Channel, Black Entertainment Tele-
vision. Turner Broadcasting, National
Cable Television Cooperative.

I will yield the remainder of my
time. There may be time in opposition.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent the two letters be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION
COOPERATIVE. INC..

Lenera. KS, June 15,1995.
Hon. LARRy PRESSLER.
U.S. Senate. Chaireian. Comittee on Com-

,erce, Science and -ransprtation. Wash-
ngton, DC.

DEA CHAIRMAN PRESSLER: We are pleased
to report that the National Cable Television
Cooperative hs reached agreements with
Time Warner's Home Box Office Unit,
Showtime Network. Inc.'s Showtlme and the
Movie Channel Services, and Viacom's MTV
Network Services (MTV. VHI. and Nickel-
odeon). As a result of this important change
in circumstances. we no longer believe that
the changes to the program access provisions
of the Cable Act proposed in Sec. 204(b) of S.
652 are necessary, and we can accept the re-
moval of those provisions from the bill.

As you know, other conflicts remain. De-
spits repeated attempts by the Cooperative.
we have failed to conclude master affiliate
agreements with many non-vertically-inte-
grated networks which are exempt from ex-
isting law.

For example. we were recently notified by
Group W of their intent not to renew our
long-standing contract for Country Music
Television. (Originally negotiated by NCTC
with CMT's former owners in 1980. prior to
CMT's purchase by Group W/Gaylord). Group
W has also steadfastly refused to conclude a
contract with us for The Nashville Network.
The most difficult of many other examples
we could cite would be that of ESPN.

Please accept our deepest appreciation for
lending your support and good offices to
bringing about a resolution of this matter
which we believe is mutually beneficial to
all parties.

Sincerely.
MICHAEL L. PAVDZIX.

Presidenl.

TURNER BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
INC.. WASHINGTON CORPORATE OF-
FICE. Washingon. DC. June 14.1995.

Hon. ROBERT DOLE.
Hart Senate Office Building, Washington. DC.
DEAR SENATOR DOLE: I am writing on be-

half of Discovery Communications. Black
Entertainment Television and Turner Broad-
casting System. Inc.. to support your motion
to strike section 2D4(b) of S. 652. the "Tele-
communications Competition and Deregula-
tion Act of 1995,"

Section 204(b) would remove the words "le-
gitimate economic benefits" from current
law. thereby outlawing the volume discounts
charged by certain programmers ithose with
5% co-ownership with cable systems) even
where the volume discounts are economi-
cally lustified.

Although described as a "Small cable oper.
ator amendment. section 204(b) would effec-
tively entitle every cable operator to the
prices charged to the largest cable operator.
working substantial economic harm to the
affected networks. Moreover. since section
204(b) applies only to some and not all pro-
gramnmers, it would have a very unfair com-
petitive impact.

We deeply appreciate your efforts to cor-
rect this problem with the bill.

Sincerely.
BERTRAM W. CARP.

Vice President. Covernment Affairs.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a Sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I sug-

gest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.'
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I

thought the time was limited. I under-
stand the time is not limited on this
amendment.

I would simply Say. with respect to
the merits, that programmers give big
cable operators the volume discounts
and not to the small cable operators.
So. in trying to provide for that uni-
versal service and to make sure that it
Is extended, particularly to the high-
Cost and rural areas, the provision in
the bill is that the small cable opera-
tors get the similar discounts.

With the Dole amendment, that
would be removed. There would be
high-volume discounts to the big cities.
let us say. and higher costs thereby and
a diminution of universal service to the
rural areas of America.

So. this side would oppose the
amendment on the merit itself. There
is some question in this Senator's
mind, without seeing anything further.
on how this amendment came to the
floor. With that in mind. let me yield
to my colleagues who have come.

I understand the distinguished Sen-
ator from Iowa wants to talk as in
morning business while we are waiting.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. could
I Just make a statement on the pro-
gram access Issue?
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I rise

in strong support of the Dole amend-
ment. Coming from a rural, small-city
State. I have long been concerned with
program access. In fact, in the 1992
cable bill, my main reason for support-
ing it was not the pricing side so much
as the program access side. It is a con-
troversial thing, but I think the pric-
ing side of it was a mistake but the
program access side was a necessary
thing.

To understand this amendment, or
this issue, remember that program ac-
cess is not something that everybody
has. I remember one of our REA's,
which transmit TV signals by micro-
wave, wanted to get ESPN on their
channel and they could not even get
ESPN to return a phone call because
they were too small. So there was a
need for program access. And this
amendment is continuing in that tradi-
tion. So this is a subject that all of us
have worked on for years.

The program access portions, I think.
of that act have worked at least to help
the smaller cities and to help the rural
areas where they transmitted by
microwave from one farm to the next
where it is too expensive for cable lines
to run. Nobody will sell those people
programming because it is not worth it
financially. There are myriad interests
concerned with this issue. I know the
Black Entertainment Network has en-
dorsed this amendment for the same
reason, that they are very much in
need of program access.

There has been much discussion over
the program access provisions con-
tained in S. 652. From the beginning of
this process, I wanted to deal with the
problem which many small operators
have faced in being charged higher
rates for programming. S. 652's pro-
gram access provision is important to
small cable operators, especially those
in South Dakota. Program providers
strongly object to this provision. I sug-
gested to the program providers that
they work with the small cable opera-
tors to seek an industry agreement
which could make a legislated solution
unnecessary. The president of the Na-
tional Cable Television Cooperative.
Michael Pandzik. the organization that
purchases programming on behalf of
the small cable operators, wrote to me
that the cooperative has reached agree-
ment on the small cable rates on pro-
grams from the major vertically inte-
grated entertainment companies. As a
result. I support the amendment by
Senator DOLE to strike the program ac-
cess language change in S. 652.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the amendment.

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Will the Chair advise the

Senator from Nebraska what is the
pending matter before the Senate?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
pending matter before the Senate is
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amendment No. 1241. offered by the
Senator from South Dakota for the
majority leader.

Mr. EXON. I thank the Chair. This is
the amendment I had discussed earlier
in the day. As I understand it, the Sen-
ator from South Dakota is recommend-
ing and has introduced this amendment
for the majority leader, notwithstand-
ing the discussions that we had earlier
in the day on this specific matter?

Mr. PRESSLER. I am sorry, would
my friend-

Mr. EXON. I simply say I want to un-
derstand what is being- proposed. Do I
understand the Senator from South
Dakota is offering the amendment for
the majority leader?

Mr. PRESSLER. The majority leader
offered it for himself and spoke for it.

Mr. EXON. Now you are calling it up
for a vote, is that correct?

Mr. PRESSLER. Yes. if the Senator
from Nebraska wishes.

Mr. EXON. No. it is fine to have the
vote. I am not going to object to that.
There is no way I can object to a vote.

I would simply say to my friend from
South Dakota. is he, as the leader of
the bill. recommending that the Senate
vote for the Dole amendment?

Mr. PRESSLER. Yes, I am. I have a
long tradition of support for program
access. I voted for the 1992 cable bill
mainly because of program access is-
sues. Yes, I am recommending that.

Mr. EXON. I would simply say. I
think the Senator from South Dakota
knows this Senator came to the de-
fense of my friend and colleague from
South Dakota earlier because of what I
thought was terrible precedent setting
with regard to the letters that had
been distributed, apologies given on
this whole matter.

Notwithstanding the serious objec-
tion that the Senator from South Da-
kota. I thought, had with regard to the
lobbying activities that took part on
this. notwithstanding that, am I to un-
derstand the Senator from South Da-
kota is still going to support the meas-
ure?

Mr. PRESSLER. Yes. I have stated
my views in my letter. But the under-
lying substance of this amendment I
support.

Mr. EXON. Is the Senator saying that
while he objects to the way this matter
has been handled, the end result, in his
opinion, is that it is good for rural
areas with regard to receiving tele-
vision material?

Mr. PRESSLER. Yes. I gave an exam-
ple when the Senator was not here of
some of my rural telephone co-ops hav-
ing difficulty getting ESPN. We had to
get the Vice President out there. My
reason for supporting the 1992 Cable
Act was program access. The substance
of the amendment is good for the coun-
try. I believe. It is very much in keep-
ing with that.

I wrote a letter back to Time Warner
regarding that matter and have placed
it in the CONORESSIONAL RECORD. They
wrote me a letter back. The National
Cable Television Cooperative group
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supports it very strongly. I have a let-

.ter from them. I cited this earlier.
We are pleased to report that the National

Cable Television Cooperative has reached
agreements with Time Warner's Home Box
Office Unit, Showtime Network. Inc.'s
Showtime and the Movie Channel Services.
and Viacom's MTV Network Services (MTV.
VHI. and Nickelodeon). As a result of this
Important change in circumstances. we no
longer believe that the changes to the pro-
gram access provisions of the Cable Act pro-
posed in Sec. W4b of S. 652 are necessary.
and we can accept the removal of those pro-
visions from the bill.
As you know, other conflicts remain. De-

spite repeated attempts by the Cooperative,
we have failed to conclude master affiliate
agreements with many non-vertically-inte-
grated networks which are exempt from ex.
isting law.

For example, we were recently notified by
Group W of their intent not to renew our
long-standing contract for Country Music
Television. (Originally negotiated by NCTC
with CMTs former owners in 199. prior to
CMT's purchase by Group W/Gaylord. Group
W has also steadfastly refused to conclude a
contract with us for The Nashville Network.
The most difficult of many other examples
we could cite would be that of ESPN.

So, in any event, I think we are all
aware of these problems. I support the
substance of the amendment. I disagree
with the way Time Warner dealt with
that particular letter. I wrote them a
strong letter back, and they wrote me
a letter stating my letter was abso-
lutely accurate, and they apologized.

Mr. EXON. Just so that I understand
this. I would like to have my colleague
from South Dakota explain a little bit
more. As I understand it, Time Warner
and all these other good folks that con-
trol massive sections of our entertain-
ment industry were not treating the
small cable owners In South Dakota
and elsewhere fairly. In the opinion of
the Senator from South Dakota and
the Senator from Nebraska and the
Senator from South Carolina, the
ranking Democrat on the Commerce
Committee.

Therefore, we wrote into the tele-
communications bill that was reported
out of committee language that would
have required Time Warner and all
these other good folks, who were very
much concerned about the public inter-
est and public access, and not inter-
ested In making money-we wrote that
in there to try to force them to treat
the subscribers to cable in South Da-
kota and elsewhere fairly.

Is that accurate? Is that an accurate
reflection of what I thought we did in
committee?

Mr. PRESSLER. I believe that the
legislative process here, as it moves
forward. is trying to be fair, and dif-
ferent Senators have different points of
view. Senator DOLE has brought his
amendment forth and has spoken on it.
having made the arguments for it. I
think the Senator's comments are
most welcome.

I have a long record of fighting hard
for program access. The Black Enter-
tainment Network has endorsed this ef-
fort by Senator DOLE. I think it is a
very good effort.
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Mr. EXoN. Is it fair to assume I
in the opinion of the Senator I
South Dakota. Time Warner and
these good folks would not have n
this arrangement at this very late I
had it not been for the actions tha
in the Commerce Committee tool
address some things that were goin
with regard to the way Time Wa
and others treated rural areas? I
safe to assume, in the opinion of
Senator from South Dakota. that
grand compromise at the last mi
would not have been reached hac
not takes the action that we did ir
Commerce Committee on the
communications bill?

Mr. PRESSLER. It is hard to
But let me say that I have for y
fought hard for program access
smaller cable people, for our rural
pie, and there is an understanding
the president of South Dakota
River Electric. We could not get E
even to return our calls. Finally
called the head personnel up in
York and they sent a person out.
ultimately Time Warner may be
sponding to that.

The point is that there is a cons
battle, trying to balance between i
and program access. The same t
happened when Hubbard put up his
ellite, DBS. He had a hard time gel
program access.

All of us on the Commerce Coin
tee, including the Senator from
braska. I am sure, and others. wo
on this. That Is a key part. Prol
access is a key part of this whole I
ness. That is what we'are working

Mr. EXON. So the Senator
South Dakota cannot confirm my
piclon that the grand compro
being offered by the Dole amendi
would not likely have taken place
we not acted in the committee.

Mr. PRESSLER. The Senator
Nebraska will have to reach his col
slons. Obviously, he has reached a.
If an intraindustry solution cai
reached, a legislative mandate is
necessary. The NCTC has negotl
for small cable, and t
intraindustry negotiations will
doubtedly continue.

We can reserve the opportunity t
store this language if the program
of small cable cannot reach an ac,
modation in conference. My ft
from Nebraska will no doubt be in
conference. So we welcome him.

Mr. EXON. I simply say that I
not take any more time on this. T
will be others who may want to si
on it.

I happen to think this whole pr
sitlon is a pretty sorry mess. It si
to me that if we approve the
amendment, which Time Warner
others would like to have, we w
simply be saying, regardless of
improper activities, regardless of
letters that you wrote within the
few days. which I thought was unfa
the Senator from South Dakota
others, and certainly unfair to
processes and workings, legitlr
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,hat, processes and workings, of the U.S.
from Senate. then I think it would be en-

all tirely proper to vote for the Dole
lade amendment.
lour On the other hand, if you feel as I do
t we that this is kind of a blot on the U.S.
k to Senate. and that if we vote for the Dole
g on amendment we are just going to be
rner saying to Time Warner and others to
Is it come in with your strong-arm lobby-
the ing. come in with your accusations in
this the form of letters about Senator

note PRESSLER and others, but we are all
I we going to have one happy ending here
i the now. because we have gotten together
tele- in a grand compromise and. therefore,

this is a good for everyone.say.

'ears The fact that Time Warner, in my

for opinion. has taken hostages through
peo- the small cable operators that you in

with South Dakota and myself in Nebraska,
East and my colleague from Nebraska. Sen-
SPN ator KERREY. have tried to protect, it
. we seems to me that we in the Senate. if
New we adopt this amendment, are winking
and and saying: You should not have done
re- that. but you are going to get what you

want in the end anyway.

tant I urge rejection of the Dole amend-
price ment.
hing Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, let
sat-

Ain me join in the sentiment of the Sen-
g at-or from Nebraska. And to elaborate

nit- on my previous remark. I just quietly

Ne- said it disturbed me--the process by

rked which this particular amendment has
reached consideration in the U.S. Sen-

ram ate. I figured, as the expression wasbusl Us
r used earlier, that.I did not have a dog
from in the fight because I had been shown a

S- letter to the Honorable LARRY PRES-

mise SLER, the chairman, dated June 13,

nent which has already been included in the

had RECORD.
I will let my previous remarks be suf-

from fnclent except that now I am shown an-
nclu- other letter that is signed by Timothy
sine. Boggs. talking of the agreement. That
n be letter, being dated June 13, says:

not As yOU requested, the attached signature
ated tage confirms that Home Box Office has
hose reached an agreement with the National
un- Cable Television Cooperative, Inc. for HBO

programming. As discussed with you and
o re- your staff, this agreement Is entirely contin-
ners gent on the removal of the program access
cor- provisions at Section 041b) of S. 652. prior to
lend Senate action on the legislation.
that Without the removal of this provision from

the bill. the HBO distribution agreement
will with NCTC would be void.
here I had nothing to do with it. and noth-
peak ing was addressed to me. I have now

sent the staff to look, because these
rOPO- things surface.
eems
Dole I have been given another letter.
and dated June 13, 1995, signed by Mr. Mark
ould M. Weinstein. with a copy to Senator
your BOB DOLE and Senator ERNEST F. HOL-

the LINGS. I ask unanimous consent that

last the letter in its entirety be printed in
Ir to the RECORD..
and There being no objection, the letter
the was ordered to be printed in the

nate RECORD, as follows:
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New York. NY. June 13. 1995.
Hon. LARRY PRESSIER.
U.S. Senate, Senate Russell Office Building,

W hington. DC.
DEAR ,MR. CHARMAN: As you know. at your

request. Showime Networks Inc., a cable
programming division of Viacor. has been
neeotiating in good faith with the National
Cable Telelision Cooperative (NCTC, to
reach an agreement regarding carriage of its
cable programming services.

We are pleased to report that we have
reached an agreement between NCTC and
Showtime for carriage of our premium cable
services. NCTC also requested, just recently.
that MTV Networks iMTVN) begin discus-
sions over the basic cable services. Accord-
ingly. MTVN has been negotiating in good
faith with NCTC over carriage of the basic
cable services, We are committed to contina-
ing to negotiate and hope to reach an MTVN
agreement in the near future.

We ask for your support in ensuring the
adoption of an amendment deleting the vol-
ume discount language in S. 652. as pre-
viously agreed. Thank you for your assist-
&ace in this matter.

Sincerely.
MAR M. WEISTEIN.

Senior Vice President.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I will read that to
make certain that my comments are
right to the point. This is to Chairman
PRESSLtER.

Dear Mr. Chairman: As you know. at your
request. Showtime Networks. a cable pro-
gramming division of Viacom. has been ne-
gotiating In good faith with the National
Cable Television Cooperative to reach an
agreement regarding carriage of its cable
programming services.

We are pleased to report that we have
reached an agreement between NCTC and
Showtime for carriage of our premium cable
services. NCTC also requested Just recently
M[TV Networks. MTVN, begin discussions
over the basic cable services. Accordingly,
MTVN hais been negotiating in good faith
with NCTC over carriage of the hasic cable
services. We are committed to continuing to
negotiate and hope to reach an MTVN agree-
ment In the near future.

We ask for your support in ensuring the
adoption Of an amendment deleting the vol-

'nine discount language In S. 652 as pre-
vously Agreed, Thank you for your assist-
ance in this matter.

Now, it is incumbent on me. Mr.
President, and my dear colleagues of
the Senate. I can tell you here and now
-as previously agreed," by Mark M.
Weinstein-he signs the letter-I can
tell you I do not know the gentleman.
I have never seen and have never spo-
ken with him. And I have checked with
my staff, and we have not had this let-
ter or anything else, have we?

It could be that this has been faxed.
We are searching the records now be-
cause we have been in the Chamber for
a week.

Mr. PRESSLER. If my good friend
will yield for a minute.

Mr. HOLLLNGS. Yes.
Mr. PRESSLER. As my friend knows.

when I discovered that same language
in the Time Warner letter, I requested
immediately a correction. I wrote a
two-page letter, and they sent me not
only a correction but an apology. I
think I can obtain the same thing from
these folks very quickly, because that
is not true.
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Mr. HOLLINGS. I understand so. The

distinguished chairman is absolutely
correct. And I think his letters have
been made a part of the RECORD show-
ing that he had nothing to do with it.
The inference is not by the Senator
from South Carolina that the Senator
from South Dakota was in any way en-
gaged in this kind of shenanigan. I can
tell you here and now the Senate is
going to operate not only with the cor-
rection but with the appearance of cor-
rect conduct here.

I just did not want this to pass. I
would have hoped that this amendment
would have not been pursued on the
basis of its merits, and I hope it will be
defeated on the basis of the process so
that everyone knows you cannot deal
this way and get your amendments
passed. I just think this reflects on the
Senate. I agree with the Senator from
Nebraska. And since my name is on the
Weinstein letter and the first I have
seen it Is here this morning, I wanted
to make that record absolutely clear. I
hope we kill the amendment.

Mr. EXON. Will the Senator yield for
a question?

Mr. HOLLINGS. I will be glad to
yield for a question.

Mr. EXON. I would like to ask the
managers of the bill, both my friend
from South Carolina and my friend
from South Dakota, about exactly
what we are doing here.

As I understood the Senator from
South Dakota. the chairman of the
committee, he said that if we accept
the Dole amendment, it will fix or cure
the problem that we have with regard
to availability for small cable opera-
tors to get certain types of program
from the likes of those good folks,
Time Warner and Viacom. Is that
right?

Mr. HOLLINGS. No. If you are asking
this Senator a question, I can tell you
my Judgment. If this change on the
amendment is adopted, then the rates
are bound to go up. The bill provides,
very properly that small and rural
cable television operators get the vol-
ume discount.

Now, what they want to say is, no.
that is going to be stricken, and they
are not going to get these volume dis-
counts. Obviously. the price is going up
on these small entities, and that is
going to destroy the universal service
theme of our particular S. 652.

Mr. EXON. I would like to ask a
reply to my question from the Senator
from South Dakota.

Did I understand the Senator from
South Dakota to correctly say that if
we pass the Dole amendment, it is the
understanding of the Senator from
South Dakota that we would fix or re-
pair the essential problem that the
Senator from South Dakota has recog-
nized is an important player in includ-
ing some protection for small cable op-
erators in the measure that has passed
out of his committee? Is the Senator
saying he thinks that is repaired or
fixed with the Dole amendment?

Mr. PRESSLER. Let me say that I
think we should recognize that private
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agreements and private negotiations
are underway, have been underway,
and that is something that goes on in
our country.

Let me say that I shall seek correc-
tions on these other letters. just as I
have received a strong correction from
the first one.

Let me say that if these private ne-
gotiations break down or do not work-
we are now in a situation where Black
Entertainment Network, the small
companies, and so forth, are endorsing
these private negotiations. And cer-
tainly I prefer private negotiations to
Government activity, and that has
been something that has been a corner-
stone. But I have long been a champion
of program access for smaller cable
owners, for REA's. and I will continue
to be so.

Also, it is my general observation-
by the way, I did not make any re-
quests here of anybody, and we are sort
of arguing on two levels here because I
agree with the Senator from Nebraska
that the letter sent me was incorrect. I
requested that it be corrected, and it
was instantly.

Mr. EXON. What I am trying to get
at, though, Mr. President, it obviously
is the Senator's feeling-

Mr. PRESSLER. If I may conclude, if
my friend will yield.

Mr. EXON. I am sorry.
Mr. PRESSLER. Basically, I would

prefer that these problems be settled In
private negotiations as opposed to
being legislated by this Senate all the
time. But if they cannot be solved, we
have the conference coming up. There
are additional opportunities. I think at
the moment the materials read by Sen-
ator DOLE and myself here indicate
very clearly that there are various
small companies ranging from the Na-
tional Cable Television Cooperative on-
ward that are supporting Senator
DOLE'S efforts.

That is where we stand presently.'
Mr. EXON. Could I rephrase my ques-

tion? I took it from the statements
that the Senator from South Dakota
just made that he is recommending we
accept the Dole amendment because he
believes, with the private negotiations
that are going on. the Dole amendment
would satisfy or solve the situation as
of now, and that is why he has sup-
ported the Dole amendment. Is that a
fair interpretation of what the Senator
from South Dakota is saying?

Mr. PRESSLER. No. the Senator
from South Dakota has his own reasons
for supporting the Dole amendment. I
am supporting the Dole amendment be-
cause we have private agreements that
are working these problems Out. be-
cause the small cable companies and
many other entities such as Black En-
tertainment Network, have supported
that concept, that is. as of this time.

If problems arise, if the private par-
ties cannot work it out, then the Gov-
ernment should get involved. This is
my opinion.

I ask my friend from Nebraska, is he
opposed to these things being worked
out privately?
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Mr. EXON. No, I am not opposed to

something being worked out privately
at all, except that I am opposed to the
concept that nothing privately is
worked out until the last minute when
changes are made, which leads me to
my next question.

It seems to me that what we are see-
ing is that Viacom and Time Warner,
and all those other public-minded
folks, are now at the last minute offer-
ing to have private negotiations with
some of the smaller cable operators
that they were not willing to do pre-
viously.

Let me phrase the question'this way:
Why would it not be wise to leave the
amendment as it came out of commit-
tee in place and not adopt the Dole
amendment? Am I to understand that
unless we adopt the Dole amendment
under the pressure and under the unsa-
vory acts that I think have taken place
in the last few days. that unless we can
accept the Dole amendment that nego-
tiations will break down?

Mr. PRESSLER. I think the Senator
from Nebraska is tying things together
here more than I would, in the sense
that if one group of lobbyists behaves
in a certain way, that does not mean
that the underlying substance is
changed.

It is my strong feeling, and I have
been on this same subject for years,
that program access is a very impor-
tant thing. Sometimes it is negotiated
privately. For example, we have ESPN
involved privately, without a law. I al-
ways prefer to do something in the free
enterprise system privately than with
a Government law, with a Government
regulation. That Is what we are talking
about.

I do not know what more to say to
the Senator from Nebraska, except
that I feel that the Dole amendment is
a very positive thing.

Mr. EXON. Just let me add, I could
not disagree more with my friend and
colleague from South Dakota. I happen
to feel that we have a gun to our heads
and probably a gun to the heads of the
small cable operators, where all those
good folks I mentioned before. Viacom
and those other public-minded non-
profit operations, have a gun to the
heads of the small cable operators and.
as part of that. they are taking the
United States hostage.

It seems to me--
Mr. PRESSLER. If the-
Mr. EXON. I have the floor. It seems

to me it would be much better to leave
the measure as it Is in hand and let
them continue their negotiations. I
point out again that I think anyone
who understands the process knows we
would not have had the Dole amend-
ment had we not had action taken by
the Senator from South Dakota. my-
self and others that forced their hand.
It seems to me that we have forced
their hand to try and give the small
cable operators a decent chance. Now
they are coming to us saying, "We will
give them the decent chance, maybe, if
you don't pass the law." I think that is
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putting the cart before the horse, but I
have nothing further to say on the
matter at this time.

Mr. PRESSLER addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

GRAMs). The Senator from South Da-
kota.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
have the highest regard for my friend
from Nebraska, and I have said so on
this floor many times. He is a giant in
this Senate and on our committee.

I was watching Harry Truman's life
story on TV the other night on "Biog-
raphy." He was trying to settle the rail
strike. I believe. He was speaking to
Congress with proposed legislation
when one of his Secretaries handed him
a note. and he said that the parties
have privately begun to negotiate and
are going to arrive at a private settle-
ment and he withdrew his legislation,
or he lessened his legislation.

Many criticized him. They said,
"Well, Harry Truman is a little too
flexible, he is not standing as he said
he would."

I like to read about Harry Truman. I
found this a very interesting episode.
And I am certainly not comparing my-
self to Harry Truman. I think he was a
man of enormous stature.

Analogously in the same case, pri-
vate agreements are coming into place,
and if we get letters from the various
groups. small cable and Black Enter-
tainment Television, and so forth, why
would we have Government regulation
-at that point. just for the sake of hav-
ing it? A lot of times parties negotiate,
realizing that down the road If they do
not, there is going to be a problem.
Certainly, there is that interaction.

So. in conclusion, I say I have great
regard for my friend from Nebraska,
but I think we are talking about two
separate things here. I strongly sup-
port the Dole amendment.

Mr. KERREY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I come

to the floor this afternoon to speak and
vote against the Telecommunications
Competition and Deregulation Act of
1995. I am deeply disappointed that I
am not able to speak and vote in favor
of it. For the past 10 years. I have been
arguing for a radical overhaul of our
telecommunications laws. They have
not been changed significantly in the
past 60 years, a time of unprecedented,
breathtaking and. for many of us. I
must confess, nearly incomprehensible
change in the technologies of commu-
nication.

The short description of what has
happened in the past six decades since
the 1934 Communications Act was
passed is this: The need to continue
monopoly franchises and the line of
business restrictions has evaporated.
The heat which turned the water of our
law into steam is technology. Our laws
have been overrun by changes in tech-
nology. Failure to acknowledge this
and to liberate the businesses to com-
pete has been detrimental to the
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consumer. Thus, the time for rewriting
the people's law is long overdue.

However. Mr. President, technology
does not have a vote. people do, and the
American people have a love-hate rela-
tionship with technology. They love it
when it entertains or amuses, but they
hate it when amusement turns violent.
pornographic or threatening.

They love it when they have the
skills needed to survive the downsizing
chain saw but hate it when a lifetime
of dedication to doing a job well ends
with a pink slip.

Not only do the American people
have mixed feelings about technology.
but the attitude of the people and the
attitude of corporations toward tech-
nology is decidedly different.

Successful communication corpora-
tions must follow technology wherever
it takes them. Successful communica-
tion corporations treat technology as if
its status were somewhere between
King and God. As people, we have
learned the hard way that to worship
technology is to select a graven image
with a double-edge potential of doing
grave harm and great good.

All of this is said. Mr. President. to
put a brake on the wild and woolly ex-
pressions of enthusiasm for the glory of
these new technologies. No doubt they
can serve us well, no doubt they can
expand our reach and improve our ca-
pacity to produce, to learn and to gov-
ern ourselves. However. there is also no
doubt they can lead us astray if we do
not think carefully about where we
want to go.

We. the people, in our minds and our
hearts, must drive these new techno-
logical wonders, or, most assuredly,
they will drive us.

Regrettably. the rewriting of our law
we have witnessed has created the per-
ception that this was not paramount in
our deliberation. Indeed, the amend-
ment before us now reinforces that per-
ception. The perception is that the law
was not done for or by the people of the
United States of America. The percep-
tion has been created that it was done
by and for the telecommunications cor-
porations of America. Rather than
being a Contract With America. this
legislation looks like a contract with
corporations.

This is one reason Americans feel
they have no power over their Govern-
ment. Indeed. despite the scope of its
impact on their lives, Americans nei-
ther asked for this bill, nor do many of
them even know we engaged in this de-
bate.

To be clear. I have nothing against
corporations, or the people who tempo-
rarily run them. Indeed. most Ameri-
cans work for a corporation. However.
corporations--particularly public cor-
porations-are not people. Incorpora-
tion is a charter granted by the peo-
ple's laws to an organization, usually
for the purpose of ensuring perpetual
life and providing many of the bene-
ficial powers of an individual, like en-
tering into contracts, buying and sell-
ing property, while shielding the orga-
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nizations from many of the detrimen-
tal liabilities of being an individual.
such as conscience and public respon-
sibility.

Public corporations provide first for
shareowners and investors. If the ana-
lysts say that a CEO did the right
thing by laying off 10,000 employees
with no severance pay. health care, or
retirement, then a CEO would be
judged incompetent not to make this
move. If plant closings and downsizing
are judged to be sound business deci-
sions, the market will bid up the value
of the stock and the salary of the re-
sponsible CEO. If selling products that
turn America into a society of efficient
players of electronic games and selec-
tors of video programs is good for busi-
ness. then a corporate board would fire
any CEO whose conscience interfered
with the need to produce revenue.

This is not to say the managers of
the leading telecommunications com-
panies--who must be given credit for
crafting and enacting this legislation-
are heartless. They are not. This is not
to say they are not concerned about
the future of America or the quality of
life in our country. They are. Nor does
it mean that America does not benefit
when tough-minded business executives
make tough-minded business decisions.
We do.

However, it is to say that we should
take care when corporations appeal for
changes in the law on eleemosynary
grounds. When they tell us the new law
is going to be good for America and
American consumers, we should take
care to remember who it is that but-
ters their bread: their share owners.
And we should take care and remember
who butters ours: American consumers,
citizens, and voters.

Over and over in this debate, we
heard the phrase. "We have struck a
delicate balance between the various
corporate interests." used in defense of
a specific provision. Over and over
when changes were proposed which
would have given consumers and citi-
zens some protection, this "balancing
of corporate concern" was raised as a
barrier.

Regrettably. this has resulted in a
law which will not guarantee that
American households will have robust,
competitive choices which would have
ensured lower prices and higher qual-
ity. Regrettably, this law gives the
power to those monopolies who already
have the power to control the market
and who will give consumers two
choices: Take it or leave it.

The regret I feel is a child of lost op-
portunity. We have lost an opportunity
to seize a three-part promise. The
promise I see with the technologies of
communication is to create jobs. im-
prove the performance of America's
students. and strengthen democracy by
helping our citizens become better in-
formed. And while this legislation will
undoubtedly produce some gains in all
three areas, narrow corporate concerns
prevented us from doing all that was
possible.
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The regret I feel. as well, Is also a

consequence of believing that tele-
communications is much more than
just another business. Telecommuni-
cations defined is to communicate
across a geographical space, across dis-
tances. Communication defined is one
human being telling a story or deliver-
ing information to another. To commu-
nicate is to define what It means to be
a human being.

We are not just deregulating another
business with this law. We are deregu-
lating businesses which have been
granted the right to control what we
read, hear. and see. They decide what is
news and what stories are worth tell-
ing. When it comes to defining who we
are as people, it is not an exaggeration
to suggest that these businesses are as
powerful an influence as parents or re-
ligious leaders or teachers*

What are the flaws of this bill which
cause me to withhold an affirmative
vote? The most important occurred be-
fore we started writing the legislation.
The most important flaw was our atti-
tude. We worried too much about liber-
ating businesses and not enough about
liberating people.

As a consequence, we made a crucial
error when we wrote the law. The most
important flaw is that we did not give
the Antitrust Division of the U.S. De-
partment of Justice a determinative
role in ensuring that robust competi-
tion occurs at the local level before al-
lowing the monopoly to enter other
lines of businesses. Competitive choice
means that households have the power
to tell a company they do not like the
price or quality of the service. Consum-
ers must be able to buy from someone
else before they have real power over
the seller.

Substituting a checklist for the Anti-
trust Division of the Department of
Justice is not an equal trade. A cor-
poration could easily satisfy the check-
list without giving the consumer com-
petitive choice. And without competi-
tive choice, this law will concentrate
power away from the consumer.

Last year. under the leadership of
Senator HOLLINGS of South Carolina.
the Senate Commerce Committee re-
ported a bill I could have supported.
All but two members of the committee
voted for a bill which gave the Depart-
ment of Justice this determinative
role. Unfortunately. in the distance
and time traveled from November 8,
1994. to June 15. 1995, the law was
changed, and I can no longer support
it.

Why is it so important, Mr. Presi-
dent, to American consumers to have
the Department of Justice with a de-
terminative role? The answer can be
found by following one of the most fre-
quently used arguments in support of
this bill: Consumers benefited when
AT&T was forced to compete in 1982.
Well. guess who was responsible for
forcing them to compete? Was it the
Congress? Was it the Federal Commu-
nications Commission?
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Listening to the arguments against
the Department of Justice role, or
looking at the law itself, you might as-
sume that the answer would be that
Congress or the FCC made them com-
pete. If you did. Mr. President. you
would be wrong. It was the Antitrust
Division of the Department of Justice
that sued AT&T. It was the Antitrust
Division of the Department of Justice
that forced AT&T to compete. It was
the Antitrust Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice that should be given
credit by consumers for the lower
prices and higher quality service in
long distance.

Neither Congress nor the Federal
Communications Commission had the
guts or the power to take on AT&T. So
I guess it should not be surprising that
under the banner of competition and
deregulation, we pass a law that per-
petuates the power of the monopolies.

Mr. President, this legislation is not
without merit. It will help America's
schools and America's school children
take advantage of the technologies in-
formation age by ensuring affordable
infrastructure, connectivity, and rates.
It does preserve the goal of universal
service for all of America's commu-
nities. It does encourage some competi-
tion by smaller carriers at the local
level through joint marketing, a strong
section favoring network interoper-
ability and good interconnection and
unbundling requirements in section
251.

It contains strengthened provisions
for rural customers: Comparable serv-
ices at comparable rates: geographic
toll rate averaging; evolving national
definition of universal service; support
for essential telecommunications pro-
viders; waivers and modifications of
interconnection requirements for rural
telephone companies, and infrastruc-
ture sharing.

We fought for and succeeded in in-
cluding in the law some protections for
consumers including the prohibition of
cable/telco joint ventures and buyouts
except in rural markets of 50.000 or
less. allowing State regulators to con-
sider profits of telephone companies
when using rate regulation methods
other than rate of return, ensuring
that price flexibility should not be used
to allow revenues from noncompetitive
services to subsidize competitive serv-
ices, and protecting ratepayers from
paying civil penalties, damages, or in-
terest for violations by local exchange
carriers.

With all of these good things, Mr.
President, I regret the absence of a De-
partment of Justice determinative role
all the more. With the Department of
Justice ensuring competition, consum-
ers would not have to doubt that they
would have a courageous. procom-
petitive Federal force on their side.
Without it. we must trust that the cor-
porations will do the right thing.

Mr. President, this legislation bur-
dens trust too much. Ultimately this
bill is about power. The bottom line is
that in this case, corporations have it
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and consumers do not. Accordingly. I
must vote "no".

Some things have been said in the
heat of debate about the Department of
Justice and the Antitrust Division that
just are not true, and I would like to
take this opportunity to correct the
record.

For example, it has been said that
the Antitrust Division has 800 or 900 at-
toreys. It has been said that It has
several hundred lawyers acting as regu-
lators. The fact is that the Antitrust
Division had 32 attorneys total-to
carry out all of its responsibilities-at
the end of fiscal year 1994. This number
is about 30 percent lower than the
number of attorneys the Antitrust Di-
vision had in 1980 and is about equal to
the number that it had more than 20
years ago during the Nixon administra-
tion. when the economy was much
smaller, less global and less complex
and when antitrust enforcement was
less challenging.

When we talk about growth of bu-
reaucracy, we certainly cannot reason-
ably mean the Antitrust Division. The
Antitrust Division has for years been
doing what we now ask of all Govern-
ment agencls--carying out vital mis-

.sions more effectively, more efficiently
and with fewer resources. With its rel-
atively limited number of attorneys.
the Antitrust Division has pursued vig-
orously criminal enforcement of the
antitrust laws. a strong merger review
program, civil antitrust enforcement
and all of its other responsibilities.

It has been said that DOJ has failed
to comply with a court order to review
MFJ waiver requests within 30 days.
The fact is that Judge Greene in 1984
issued instructions regarding how DOJ
should handle specified waivers then
pending and established a schedule
under which DOJ had 30 days to handle
those specific waivers. Those waivers,
incidentally, were far less complex and
sensitive than the waivers pending
today. DOJ complied with that order
and has fully complied with all sched-
ules set by Judge Greene.

It has been said that DOJ has refused
to conduct triennial reviews. In I989.
while the appeal of the first triennial
review was still pending-it would not
be finally resolved until 1992-Judge
Greene gave DOJ complete discretion
whether and when to file any subse-
quent triennial reviews.

He noted that the need for triennial
reviews was not as great as had been
anticipated when originally conceived.
As it turned out, Judge Greene ob-
served, there had been "a process of al-
most continuous review generated by
an incessant stream of regional com-
pany motions and requests dealing
with all aspects of the line of business
restrictions.- United States versus
Western Electric Co., slip op. at 1. July
17. 1989. [emphasis added]. Judge
Greene pointed out that he had -re-
peatedly considered broad issues re-
garding information services, manufac-
turing, and even long distance.- Id. He
explained that "as soon as there is a
change, real or Imaginary. in the in-
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dustry or the markets, motions are
filed and all aspects of the issue are re-
viewed in dozens of briefs." Id. at n.2.
Further triennial reviews thus would
have been duplicative of work that was
already being done.

Judge Greene's observations are still
valid. Over the life of the MFJ. incred-
ible as it sounds, the Bell companies
have filed an average of one waiver re-
quest every 2 weeks. They have buried
the Department of Justice in an ava-
lanche of paper-something never ex-
pected when the MFJ was entered.
Now, some say ;they are "shocked.
shocked" that the Bells do not expedi-
tiously receive the approval they claim
their requests merit.

And in fact, what amounts to a tri-
ennial review is underway right now.
as DOJ investigates a motion pursued
by three Bell companies to vacate the
entire decree -without any of the safe-
guards in S. 652. even In States where
local competition Is stil, ilegal. This
investigation will be completed in the
next few months, with a report that
will provide a comprehensive review of
the need for continuing the line of
business restrictions.

It bas been said that the Bell compa-
nies' so-called generic request--that is,
a consolidated request joined by all the
Bell companies--for a wireless waiver
Is still awaiting action. In fact, Judge
Greene has approved that request.

A colleague referred to.that wireless
waiver as simple. It was not. The ini-
tial request was very broad. It at-
tracted a tremendous amount of com-
ment and concern at the outset and
each time It changed substantially.
And change it did-it went from a very
broad waiver to one carefully tailored
and conditioned to protect competi-
tion. The long distance companies and
the Bell companies disagreed with
DOJ's ultimate recommendation to
Judge Greene. That is not unusual. But
Judge Greene adopted most of the pro-
visions that DOJ recommended. DOJ
exercises its responsibility by doing
what is best for competition, not what
one industry or another prefers.

It has been said that DOJ has not
acted on a request for a waiver that
would allow the Bell companies to offer
long distance service in connection
with Information services. In fact, DOJ
has recommended to Judge Greene that
he approve the requeat. as modified
after extensive negotiations between
DOJ and the Bell companies.

The case of the information services
waiver illustrates how any purported
delay in resolving waiver requests re-
lates to the overbreadth of the original
Bell companies' requests. Much of the
time between the filing of the initial
waiver and DOJ's recommendation in
favor of a heavily modified waiver oc-
curred after DOJ rendered a decision
based on the original waiver and in-
formed the Bell companies that it
would not support the waiver.

The details of the information serv-
ices case are worth recounting at some
length, because they belle some of the
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charges that have been leveled over the
past several days.

In 1987. DOJ asked Judge Greene to
eliminate the restriction on the Bell
companies' provision of information
services. DOJ did so over intense oppo-
sition from the information services
industry, because of DOJ's conclusion
that eliminating the restriction would
promote competition in the informa-
tion services market. But DOJ's focus
was on competition and consumers.
DOJ was not trying to protect vested
industry interests or some role as a
regulator. DOJ's position was initially
rejected by Judge Greene. but after a
reversal and remand by the Court of
Appeals, the information services re-
striction was removed in 1992.

While seeking to lift the information
services restriction, DOJ did not sup-
port authorizing the Bell companies to
bundle lnterexchange service with
their information services. The reason
for this Is that there is no clear dis-
tinction between information services
and conventional telephone services.
The FCC has been struggling for nearly
two decades to define and enforce such
a distinction in its Computer I, Com-
puter U1, and Computer HI proceedings,
which have tried to distinguish be-
tween basic services--including
interexchange voice services--which
are regulated, and enhanced services-
or information services-which are un-
regulated. This has been one of the

.most prolonged and difficult proceed-
ings in the history of the FCC.

Because there is no clear distinction
between Information services and basic
services, a decision to allow the Bell
companies to bundle interexchange
services would substantially eliminate
the core MFJ" prohibition against their
provision of lnterexchange service. The
Bell companies tried to argue in court
that the court's decision to lift the in-
formation services restriction meant
that they could engage in such bun-
dling, without any restrictions or safe-
guards. This Interpretation by the Bell
companies would have given them
much more freedom than S. 652 pro-
poses to do today. But that argument
was firmly rejected by DOJ. Judge
Greene and a unanimous panel of the
Court of Appeals.

Judge Silberman of the Court of Ap-
peals concluded that the Bell compa-
nies "urge a rather strained interpreta-
tion of the language of the decree-The
Bell companies' interpretation-it
seems rather obvious, would create an
enormous loophole in the core restric-
tion of the decree." 907 F.2d 160, at 163

Against this background, the Bell
companies filed a waiver request in
June 1993 that would have allowed
them to bundle their information serv-
ices with interexchange service. In
doing so. they agaln sought to create
what Judge Silberman had described as
an enormous loophole In the
interexchange restriction. In effect,
they would have been able to offer
Interexchange service without the safe-
guards that are required by S. 652.
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The Bell companies' waiver request

naturally provoked strong opposition
from the interexchange carriers and in-
formation services providers. DOJ gave
the Bell companies an opportunity to
respond to the arguments against their
waiver, and the Bell company re-
sponses were filed in February 1994.
After reviewing the Bell companies' ar-
guments and the many arguments that
had been submitted in opposition to
the request, the DOJ told the Bell com-
panies that it would not support the
waiver request. The Bell companies
were free at that time to challenge the
DOJ decision in court. But presumably
because they recognized that they had
little chance of winning in the face of
a clear decision by the Court of Ap-
peals, the Bell companies chose to nar-
row their original waiver request to
seek a more reasonable waiver.

The Bell companies submitted a
somewhat narrower proposal to DOJ
soon thereafter. DOJ again rejected the
proposal. because it still did not deal
with the loophole that the Court of Ap-
peals had identified.

The Bell companies finally submitted
a third proposal that was substantially
narrower. This time, DOJ indicated
that it would support the proposal.
This last proposal has now been briefed
and is awaiting decision by Judge
Greene.

The reason for the delay in process-
ing this walver was that the Bell corn-
paries submitted-not once but twice-
a waiver request that was very broad.
Their proposal would have resulted In
an enormous loophole in the core re-
striction of the MFJ. As a practical
matter, this loophole would have given
them much of the relief that S. 652
would give them, but without any of
the safeguards that accompany such
relief in S. 652. It does not make sense
to criticize the Department of Justice
for refusing to give the Bell companies
what the authors of S. 652 certainly do
not Intend to give them in S. 652.

DOJ acted to protect competition
and consumers. When DOJ supported
the removal of the information serv-
ices restriction in 1987, it did so over
strong opposition from the Information
services industry. DOJ's support for
the recent Information services waiver
has been strongly opposed by the
interexchange carriers and by informa-
tion services providers. DOJ isn't pro-
tecting industry turf: It's doing what's
right for competition.

As the Information services case
demonstrates, the Department always
has been willing to take the time to
work with the Bell companies to fix
waiver requests so that the Bell compa-
nies can get as much MFJ relief as is
consistent with the consent decree's
protection of competition in markets
that the Bell companies seek to enter.
Of the waivers approved by the Court
in 1993-94 that were not mere dupli-
cates of waivers filed by another Bell
company, fully 60 percent were the
product of negotiations between DOJ
and the Bell companies that resulted in
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a modification of the original waives
request.

To be sure, these complex, negotiated
requests generate a lot of public com-
ment and concern. The number of com-
ments per waiver for waivers filed in
1993-1994 is nearly six times the com-
ments per waiver in 1984-1992. This is
not surprising, as the more recent
waivers go to the MFJrs core restric-
tions. This modification and comment
process works to obtain workable waiv-
er proposals while still protecting com-
petition, as the information services
case illustrates.

The fundamental point is that DOJ
acted to protect competition and con-
sumers. DOJ's support for the revised
information services waiver has been
strongly opposed by long distance and
Information services providers. But
again. DOJ doesn't protect industry
turf-it does what is right for competi-
tion.

Of course, no discussion of purported
delay in the waiver process would be
complete without noting the Bell com-
panies' filing of overlapping and dupli-
cative waiver requests. For example.
several Bell companies filed a request
to vacate the MFJ, seeking to com-
pletely eliminate its restrictions with-
out replacing those restrictions with
any safeguards or requirements, such
as those contained in S. 652. Once
again, the Bell companies sought relief
that the Congress likely would not ap-
prove. The Bell companies argued that
this motion was critically important to
them, and urged prompt action on it.
DOJ agreed that it would make this re-
quest its first priority.

But less than a week after submit-
ting the request to vacate the MFJ en-
tirely, one of the companies filed a sep-
arate waiver request for so-called out-
of-region relief. But that request is
completely subsumed in the motion to
vacate. And the other Bell companies
that had filed the sweeping motion to
vacate the MFJ apparently delayed and
stalled in producing documents that
DOJ required in order to evaluate the
merits of the motion.

The AirTouch story that has been re-
peated during this debate is also not
nearly as simple as has been suggested.
Loosely casting aspersions on the inde-
pendence and integrity of the Depart-
ment of Justice in relation to its posi-
tion on the AirTouch matter is deeply
wrong. DOJ has enforced the terms of
the MFJ through Republican and
Democratic administrations of vastly
different ideologies.

The Department has explained its po-
sition on the AirTouch matter in a let-
ter to House Commerce Committee
Chairman BLILEY. Regardless of what
one thinks of the merits, the bottom
line Is that the Department has a re-
sponsibility under existing law to up-
hold the terms of the MFJ that differs
from that of Congress. which can write
new laws. I will include that letter in
the RECORD.

It has been said on the Senate floor
that DOJ has repudiated the VIUIC)
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test of the MFJ through the Ameritech
plan, which I have supported since

I Ameritech introduced its Customers
First program. The Ameritech Plan Is
completely consistent with the stand-
ard established by Section VIH(C) ol
the MFJ. because it builds on the idea
that one possible basis for satisfying
ViII(C) is if the development of local
competition removes the ability of the
Bell company to use the local monop-
oly to hurt competition in long dis-
tance. I encourage colleagues to read
the Department's Ameritech brief,
which the distinguished Senator from
South Carolina put in the RECORD a few
weeks ago.

The plan does not preclude
Ameritech or any other Bell company
from seeking VmI(C) relief in spite of
the continued existence of the local
monopoly. In fact, DOJ has supported
numerous waiver requests where-in
spite of the existence of the local mo-
nopoly-safeguards or other con-
straints ensured that there was no sub-
stantial possibility that the Bell com-
pany could use the local monopoly to
impede competition in the market it
sought to enter. Most recently-and
after it outlined the approach of the
Ameritech plan-DOJ supported the
Bell companies' request for a waiver to
provide long distance service in con-
nection with information services.

It has been said that DOJ forced the
Ameritech plan on Ameritech. In fact.
the Ameritech plan originated with
Ameritech itself. The plan now enjoys
an unprecedented breadth of support
among interested parties. It is sup--
ported by a Bell company. AT&T,
Sprint, other long distance competi-
tors, local competitors like MFS.
consumer groups, the FCC, state regu-
lators from all the States in
Ameritech's territory, the Republican
governor of Illinois and numerous
other industry participants. In joint
comments filed with the court in sup-
port of the plan, which I will include in
the RECORD, the regulatory commis-
sions from Illinois. Indiana. Ohio, and
Wisconsin praised the proposal as a de-
cisive step toward the goal of a com-
petitive telecommunications market.
This remarkable consensus is a lot
more than S. 652 has attracted, and I
commend Ameritech for taking this
historic step.

DOJ has been criticized in this de-
bate because the draft Ameritech order
is 40 pages long. Forty pages doesn't
seem like too much, when one consid-
ers that the order seeks to do some-
thing that has never been done before
by anticipating the opening of a com-
plex. monopolized market to competi-
tion and allowing a Bell company to
enter a long distance market measured
in the billions of dollars. But this criti-
cism is especially ironic because it
comes in a debate over a bill that seeks
to do much the same thing as the
Ameritech proposal-but that is some
150 pages long and getting longer as we
speak. And while this 150-page bill has
been the subject of much debate--to
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say the least-the 40-page Ameritech
order enjoys unprecedented support
frofm a broad array of interested par-
ties.

It has been said that the Ameritech
plan will shift power from State and
Federal regulators to the Department
of Justice. In fact, the implementation
of the market opening provisions
agreed to by Ameritech will be handled
by State regulators and Industry par-
ticipants. The DOJs role is to assess
the end result: the marketplace effects
of those market opening provisions.

The plan fully preserves the tradi-
tional functions of State and Federal
regulators, as evidenced by the fact
that the plan enjoys the support of all
the State regulatory commissions in
Ameritech's region and of the FCC.
Moreover, the plan has the sort of safe-
guards and standby authority for DOJ
that are well suited to an untried and
groundbreaking initiative.

I have here, Mr. President, a letter to
Assistant Attorney General Bingaman
from Craig Glazer, the chairman of the
Ohio Public Utilities Commission.
Writing on behalf of all the State regu-
latory commissions in the Ameritech
region, he praises the Department of
Justice for its efforts in negotiating
the Ameritech plan. Mr. Glazer writes,
in part, that "the willingness of the
Department of Justice to work with
and specifically accommodate a num-
ber of State concerns represented an
exemplary level of cooperation and
teamwork between the Department and
the State commissions.'" I will include
the entire letter in the RECORD.

The point that comes through loud
and clear from this letter and from the
briefs that State officials have filed
with Judge Greene In support of the
Ameritech plan is that DOJ is not try-
ing to displace regulators or become a
regulator itself. Governor Edgar of Illi-
nois, for example, lauded "the Pro-
posed Order's reliance on State regu-
lators to complement the Department's
supervisory role of the proposed trial."
I will conclude Governor Edgar's com-
ments in the RECORD. DOJ has pro-
posed a well-crafted plan that main-
tains the traditional roles of all in-
solved agencies. The State regulators
and the FCC regulate; the Department
of Justice assesses competition.

Mr. President. this bill deals with
complicated issues, and there is a lot of
room for reasonable people to disagree.
But a lot of the things said about the
Department of Justice were just plain
wrong. I appreciate this opportunity to
correct the record.

Mr. President. I ask unanimous con-
sent to have the letters and other ma-
terial printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection. the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

ANTITRUST DIVISION,
Washington. DC. Januarp 31. 1995.

Re AlrTouch Communications, Inc.
Hon. THOMAS J. BLILEY. .
Chaismn. Comsitee On Cosmevce. Houe of

Represestutives. Rayburn House Offce
Building. Washington, DC.

DEAR CHAnuRAN BLILEY: Thank you for
your letter of January 27. 1995 concerning
the status of AirTouch Communications. Inc.
l"AirTouch") under the Modification of
Final Judgment ("MFJ") is United States v.
Western Electric. Co.. Inc. I appreciate your
Interest in this matter, and I understand
that this issue has significant implications
for AirTouch and perhaps other cellular tele-
phone companies.

As I will explain, the Department's recent
action concerning AlrTouch's status under
the MFJ does not reflect a decision about
the important competition policy issues to
which your letter refers. We fully agree with
you on the Importance of those policy ques-
tions, and look forward to working with you
to resolve them. As you know. I testified be-
fore a subcommiteee of the Committee on
Commerce last year in favor of comprehen-
sive telecommunications legislation based
on competitive principles.

The only competition policy Issue with re-
spect to this AirTouch matter is whether we
are willing to work with AIrouch on an ap-
propriate waiver of the applicable MFJ pro-
vision-and you should know that we offered
to do sO before announcing our decision on
the complaint that prompted'our review of
this matter. Airouch did not accept that In-
vitation.

I provide additional background below In
response to your letter. Including the respec-
tive roles of the Department and Court under
the MFJ on questions such as the AlrTouch
Issue: the benefits to competition and con-
surner from the MFJ: the Department'. rea-
soning and position on the AfeTouch matter;
and the Department's cooperation with
Aierouch to facilitate court action now.

TH DEPARTM ENT'S ROLE UNDER THE MFJ
First. let me pot our role under the MFJ in

context. As you know. the MFJ Is a court de-
cree which resolved a hard-fought litigation.
Relief from the MFJ can only be gives by a
court, not by the Department of Justice.
While we make our position known to the
court, it is the court and not the Department
which determines disputes about the cov-
erage of the MFJ.

The court also has the power to give relief
from provisions of the MFJ which become
unnecessary. As you are aware, the Depart-
ment Is supporting an MFJ waiver which
would allow cellular service providers affili-
ated with RBOCe to provide long-distance
services. subject to certain safeguards, and
this waiver is pending before the Court. The
cellular market will be movIng from the du-
opoly model toward more vigorous competi-
tion. a trend that will accelerate with com-
pletion of the spectrum auction and deploy-
ment of PCS. We also hope that landline
local exchange competition will become law-
ful and real. If such developments occur.
more relief will certainly be appropriate.

THE BEEEFIrS OF THE MFJ

Is discussing how the MFJ is applied. it Is
useful to bear in mind what I know you un-
derstand-the pivotal role of the MFJ in
unleashing the competition that has put our
country at the forefront of the telecommuni-
cations revolution. I am also particularly
pleased that the case against the telephone
monopoly and supervision of the MFJ has
been a priority at Democratic and Repob-
lican Departments of Justice alike, and that
my antitrust professor. Bill Baxter. who
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served as Assistant Attorney General for
Antitrust during the Reagan Administra.
tion. successfully negotiated the historic
MFJ.

Since the MFJ, multiple fiber optic net,
works have been constructed by long dis-
tance competitors, consumers have reaped
steeply lower long distance prices while dra.
matically increasing their minutes of usage.
and according to a January 21. 1995 front
page story in the New York Times headlined

No-Holds Barred Battle For Long-Distance
Calls." at least 25 million residential tele-
phone customers exercised a choice in 1994
by switching long distance carriers. The tele-
communication equipment and services mar-
het have simply exploded.

Moreover, it is this growing competition.
which can be accelerated through legislation
which opens local markets to real competi.
tion while continuing to protect consumers
and competition from monopolists, that will
provide opportunities for deregulation.

THE DEPARTMENT'S AIRTOUCH POSITION
Our position in the Air'Touch matter does

not reflect an antitrust or policy Judgment
about the cellular industry. Instead, It re-
flects our interpretation of a narrow, but ex-
tremely Important. question Concerning the
continuing applicability of antitrust decrees
after the sale or reorganization of corporate
antitrust defendants. Section III of the MFJ
includes a provision, contained in irtuOlluy
ail of the government's antitrust decrees.
making its limitations applicable to "succes-
sor," to the corporate entities originally
bound by the decree. Such provisions are in-
cluded to ensure that a decree's require-
ments cannot be avoided simply through a
reorganisation or transfer of ownership of
the businesses that are subject to the decree.
Without such limitations, of coure. it would
be relatively easy for an antitrust defendant
to avoid its legal obligation to comply with
a decree through a transfer of significant as-
sets restructuring or reorganization. there-
by rendering the decree Ineffective.

The position the Department has taken in
response to the complaint submitted to it
concerning AlrToucb was made in the con-
teat of this history. AirTouch was spun off
from one of the seven regional holding com-
panies. It continues to operate, among other
things, the cellular telephone business pre-
'lously owned by that regional holding com-
pany and Is subject to a common consent de-
cree provision applying the decree to 'suc-
cessors."
In your letter, you refer to the purpose of

the spin off' from Pacific Telesis as to
avoid MFJ objections. In this regard I want
to advise you that neither Alrrouch nor Pa-
cific Telesis chose to submit any request for
written guidance on this question to the
Court or to the Department at the time of
the transaction. Moreover. AirTouch'e dis-
closure documents reflect that they under-
stood and told the public that there was a
risk that a determination such as we just
made might ensue. (See Attachent)

After careful consideration of the history
of the MFJ and the decisions interpreting its
provisions, and after detailed consideration
of AirTouch's arguments about the meaning
of the relevant MFJ provisions. the Depart-
ment concluded that AlrTouch is a "succes-
sor" within the meaning of Section II of the
MFJ.

OUR COOPERATION WITH AIRoUC5
We have worked with AirTouch to assure

that it will be able to continue its current
business activities while seeking a ruling by
the District Court on the question of wheth-
er It should be considered a "successor"
under the Kb'FJ. This is a legal question
Almrouch can bring to the court. In the
meanwhile, in light of the assurances
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AirTouch ha given us that they will not un-
dertake any new activities that could be
viewed as violating the MFJ. we informed
AlrTouch that we have no intention of Seek.
lng enforcement action against them pend-
ing a decision by court as to their status
under the MFJ.

Also, us you know. the MFJ contains pro-
visions that allow parties to seek waivers or
modifications if their activities, although
technically covered by the decree, do not
pose competitive problems. We have stated
clearly to AirTouch that our position on the
complaint before us rests solely on the
meaning of the "successor" provision of the
MFJ. and that they should not construe our
position As reflecting a decision to oppose a
waiver of MFJ restrictions which might be
sought pursuant to section VIII IC) of the
MFJ. Rather. we informed Air'ouch that we
would work with them to seek an appro-
priate waiver. Although AirTouch has not
sought a waiver at this time, the oppor-
tunity to do so will continue to be available
to them.

I know that you and the Committee under-
stand and appreciate the importance and
flexible nature of section VIII (C) where mar-
ket conditions are changing. That is no
doubt one of the reasons that the tele-
communicatlone legislation reported last
Congress by the Committee on Commerce.
which paused the House of Representatives
with more than 420 votes, provided that the
Department of Justice should apply this test
to determine when. among other things, the
RBOCs should be permitted to enter the long
distance market.

I hope that this information Is helpful to
you in analysing the Department's position
in the AirTouch matter. With respect to the
AT matter that you briefly touch upon,
thIs was addressed primarily under the Clay-
ton Act and not under the MFJ. and requires
separate discussion.

I would be very happy to discuss these or
other telecommunications matters with you
at our Scheduled meeting or at your conven-
ience.

Sincerely.
ANNE K. BINGAMAN.

(From the Wall Street Journal]
PACIFIC TELESIS IGNORED U.S. ON AIRTOUCH

(By Leslie Cauley)
NEw YORE.-Pacifnc Telesis Group ignored

statements by the Justice Department in
1993 suggesting that its cellular spinoff could
run afoul of the court decree governing the
Baby Bells, a senior department official Said.

Now the spinoff. AirTouch Communica-
tions, is scrambling to win a federal judge's
approval lest It be forced to scale back dras-
tically Its ambitious plans for future expan-
sion.

Rules governing the Bell System breakup
prohibit the seven Baby Bells and their serv-
ice spinoffs from offering long-distance com-
munication services or making phone gear.

But Pacific Telesis. based in San Fran-
cisco. brushed aside these restrictions when
it spun off the unit almost two years ago.
said Robert Litan. deputy assistant attorney
general for the Justice Department's ant-
trust division

"We indicated to them at that time that It
was an open question." Mr. Litan said. par-
ticularly since the unit had retained net-
work facilities it had used as a Bell entity.

Air-Touch recently began transmitting
long-distance calls on its cellular network.
and it is developing phone equipment. On
Jan. II. the Justice Department formally no-
tifned Acl'rouch that it must abide by the
terms of the decree just like Its former par-
ent.

Officials at Pacific Telesis and Air-Touch
expressed surprise at the department's
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stance, noting that Justice Department ofi-
clads had known for at least two years of
ArT'ouch' Intention to enter markets
banned to the Belle.

"We could not have been more clear about
what we were talking about," said Richard
Odgers. Pacific Telesis' general counsel.
Moreover, he added, three law firms hired by
the company came to the same conclusion
that the decree didn't apply to AirTouch.
Justice Department officials counter that

lt anttruit division. as a prosecuting arm
of the government, doesn't offer casual as-
eesunent. Pacific Telesis "could have made

a request for a formal (legal) opinion" when
the spinoff was being contemplated In 1993.
Mr. Itan maid. "But they never did that.
They went ahead and took their chances."

AfrTouch's public documents issued at the
time it went public indicate that it knew it
mnight be jumping the gun if It pursued buial-
ness barred by the decree. The company's
November 1993 prospectas. released in antici-
pation of its Initial public offering last
spring, boted that there was no assurance
"that DOJ or a third party might not object
at some time in the future or that the courts
might not agree" with AlrTouch's opinion
that it wasn't subject to the decree restric-
tions.

The prospectus added that Air'ouch had
advised the Justice Department of "Its belief
that the (decree) would not apply to the
company after the spinoff. . [and) DOJ
has not stated any intention to object iPa-
clfic] Telesis' position."

Margaret Gill. an AirTouch senior vie
president, maintained last week that "that
statement was made because we had cars-
fully noted conversations with appropriate
senior officials at the department."

Department opinions aren't binding with
the courts, and even when it finds nothing
objectionable, the agency can take action
later. But it is virtually unheard of for the
Justice Department to prosecute a company
for engaging in activities that have been sub-
ject to a formal review, a process that can
take several months or more to complete.
AlrTouch has big plans. Besides operating

one of the nation's largest cellular phone
networks, the company already has begun of-
fering highly profitable long-distance serv-
ices In its territories. AlrTouch is also build-
ing systems In international markets that
will be tied through a sophisticated satellite
network.

The company has proposed merging with
the cellular unit of former sibling US West
Inc. Together. AlrTouch and US West are
bidding with two other Baby Bells-Bell At-
lantic Corp. and Nynex Corp.-for new wire-
less "personal communications services" li-
censes. with plans to build a nationwide PCS
network offering anywhere-anytime wireless
calling.

Efforts by AlrTouch to boost growth and
profits by also providing the long-distance
links to its subscribers could be cut off if the
company doesn't win a favorable ruling from
the courts. A $7.5 million investment by the
company In a satellite venture also seems in
Jeopardy.

AirTouch didn't reveal the department's
concerns until last week, when it asked fed-
eral Judge Harold Greene for an immediate
ruling saying AirTouch Isn't subject to the
decree. In the meantime. Air''ouch has
agreed to stop further expansion into prohib-
ited businesses and the department has
agreed not to take action against the com-
pany until a decision Is rendered.

AlrTouch's predicament underscores the
gravity with which the U.S. government still
views the restrictions on the regional Bell
monopolies, the crackdown on the fledgling
Bell spinoff could presage similar moves
against the other Bell affiliates that were
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cut loose but are still considered local serv-
Ice bottlenecks.

Many telecommunications attorneys be-
lieve AirTouch won't get a favorable ruling
from Judge Greens, who has historically
taken a hard line in interpreting the decree.
But they think it will prevail In the courts.

But that could take years. according to
some attorneys. However, Alirrouch could
ask for a waiver from the courts that could
ask for a waiver from the courts that would
allow it to continue its operations un-
changed.

Even with its current predicament.
AlerTouch still has a healthy core business
providing cellular services In its territory.
The company's fledgling long-dlstance.busd-
ness is a miniscule part of total operations,
and It has a stock market raise of about 014
billion. The company, which has had growth
rates of greater than 30%, Is expected to re-
lease fourth-quarter earnings on Wednesday.

TE PuBuc UTlurrs
COMMISSION Or OOO,

April 25. 1995.
Ms. ANNE BIhGAMAN.
Asssiiant Attorney General. U.S. Depsrtyent Of

Justice, Antitrust Division. Washington.
DC.

DEAR Ms. BINOAMAN: I am writing to you
in my capacity as Chairman of the
Ameritech Regional Regulatory Committee
(ARRC). ARRC Is an ad hoc group of the five
state regulatory commissions is the
Ameritech region: ullnois. Indiana, MichI-
gan, Ohio, and Wisconsin. The ARRC mission
is to facilitate the exchange of information
among the public utility commissons of the
five states regarding telecommunications is-
sues in general and telephone companies op-
erating within the five respective jurisdic-
tions in particular. The ARRC is made up of
representatives of the commissions andor
staffs of the Dlinois Commerce Commission.
Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission, the
Michigan Public Service Commission. the
Ohio Public Utilities Commission and the
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin.

On behalf of the ARRC. I want to thank
you and members of the Department Staff
for devoting many hours to meeting with the
ARRC to seek Input from and accommodate
concerns raised by the respective state regu-
latory commissions and/or their staffs con-
cerning the proposed request to Judge
Greene to authorize an InterLATA experli
met In parts of Michigan and Illinois. Spe-
cifically. Mr. Willard Tom and Robert Litan
of your Staff traveled to the region and met
with the ARRC staff On a number of occa-
slons concerning the proposed experiment.
Moreover. the ARRC staff representatives re-
ceived and were allowed to have input on the
various drafts leading up to the proposed
modification of the Decree filed with the
Court on April 3. 1995. Although there may
still be issues which individual state com-
missions and the ARRC may be raising in
comments before Judge Greene. I can ny on
behalf of all of the ARRC states that the
willingness of the Department of Justice to
work with and specifically accommodate a
number of state concerns represented an ex-
emplary level of cooperation and team work
between the Department and the vtate com-
missions.

Should the modlfication to the Decree be
adopted by Judge Greene. by its own teims it
calls for various regulatory and enforcement
activities to be undertaken both by the
States and the Department of Justice. I am
heartened by the cooperative process that
har occurred to date and feel that it bodes
well for implementing the proposed trial in a
manner which is in the public interest.

Again, on behalf of the ARRC. I expreus my
sincere thanks for the Departnent's extra ef-
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forts to hear and attempt to accommodate
state regulatory Issues and concerns.

Sincerely,
CRAIO A. GLAZ R.

ARRC Chinesan.
Mr. KERRVY, I yield the floor.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I un-

derstand I have 3 minutes. I yield my-
self such time as I may need. I ask for
1 minute as in morning business out of
my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

A CELEBRATION OF DAD'S DAY

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. as we
approach Father's Day 1995. 1 want to
share with the Senate and the Amer-
ican people a letter I have received
from a fellow New Mexican, Chuck Ev-
erett. Mr. Everett originally wrote this
letter while he was serving in Korea to
his father who was back home In the
United States.

Mr. Everett's father described the
letter as "a masterpiece of simple
truths." I could not agree more, In Mr.
Everett's cover letter to me, he says to
"delete the word 'Communism' and in-
sert the word 'terrorism' and we have a
thought that is as true today as In
1952." His prophetic and patriotic
words are as valid now as they were
when he first wrote them. I trust you
will find the text of Mr. Everett's 1952
letter a hopeful and encouraging sam-
ple of a young man's commitment to
America and Ite values. These are In-
deed "simple truths." Times have
changed the face of totalitarian and
Communist regimes, but new dangers
are substituted for the old. As Mr. Ev-
erett says, we "are on a mission, so
that next year and the years that fol-
low, free people all over the world can
celebrate Dad's Day." I respectfully
ask unanimous consent that the text of
Mr. Everett's letter be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

Oc'nsOER 1952
It's a beautiful morning, the kind of a day

when a fellow likes to get up early in the
morning, gather up his golf clubs and head
for an early morning bout with fairways.
roughs, greens and caddies.

I'd like to sit down to a nice roost beef din-
ner. with diced carrots. peas. Srussels
sprouts. chopped salad. blue-berry pie and a
big glass of milk. in the afternoon I'd like t
siesta, then pack a picnic lunch of cold cuts.
cheese and lemonade, and heod for Stone
Park. I left out something. Oh. yes. of
course, church. I'd like to go to -hurch after
golf, where the services would he devoted to
Father's Day.

That's how rd like to spend the day. But
some of us are on a mission. so that next
year and the years that follow, free people
all over the world can celebrate Dad's Day.
We know we will succeed in our mission
here. but will those at home remember our
efforts and strive to realize our purpose? The
battles we fight here canno. in themselves.
assure us that we will have a free world. It
takes the combined efforts of educators. is-
dustrialists. politicians and religious leaders
to assure a free world. The shackles of coM-
munism are not bound asbut 'ie legs of orly
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those behind the iron curtain. It has shack-
led the minds or free men everywhere Into
believing that it is better than free enter-
prise and democracy.

That is where you people must carry the
fight to the enemy. Bullets alone will not
stop communism. Let us. on this day dedi-
cated to tathers. dedicate our lives to the
support of free will, free speech. freedom
from fear. freedom of religion, and freedom
of thought.

We cannot fear communism, but we must
make communism fear us. And. believe me.
the Reds do. At every move of our enemy, we
stop them. we repulse them and we humili-
ate them, It is but a matter of time before
they will quit. They can only suffer defeat,
Be it not the will of free men to be dictated
to, and thus communism cannot succeed.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPETI-
TION AND DEREGULATION ACT

The Senate continued with the con-
sideration of the bill.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. in
1934. when the last major piece of com-
munication regulation was passed, we
had radios and telephones, and often
telephones had many perties on the
same line.

Now we have telephones, radios. com-
puters. modems, fax machines, cable
television, direct broadcasting sat-
ellite. cellular phones, and an array of
budding new technological improve-
ments to communication.

As a matter of fact. I believe this pe-
riod In modern history will be marked
singly by the advances that humankind
is going to make with reference to
communications. I think it will add ap-
preciably to the wealth of nations. It
will add significantly to the time peo-
ple have to do other things because It
will dramatically produce efficiencies
in communication that were unheard
of. It will bring people together who
are miles apart.

We can dream and envision the kind
of things that will happen by just look-
Ing at what has happened to cellular
phones, to portable phones, and think
of how communications is going to ad-
vance.

Mr. President. fellow Senators, it Is
obvious that we have a law on the
books and court decisions governing
this industry that shackle it and deny
the American people, and, yes, the peo-
ple of the world, the real advantages
that will come from telecommuni-
cations advances that are part of a
marketplace that Is competitive, where
the great ideas of people can quickly
find themselves converted from ideas
to research, from research to tech-
nologies, and then rapidly into the
marketplace to serve various needs of
business, of individuals, of schools and
on and on.

Some New Mexicans have told me,
"We are happy with the phone service
we have now. What are we changing In
this legislation, and why must we
change it?" Obviously. we are not
going to be changing the phone service
other than making the options that our
people have. giving them more options.
making the communication, be it a
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telephone, a more modern thing, and
people will be able to do much more by
way of communicating than before.

People should not fear, but rather
look at this as a new dawn of oppor-
tunity and a way to communicate and
enhance freedom beyond anything we
could have comprehended 20 or 30 years
ago.

It stands to reason that with all of
that happening-and part of it has
grown up under regulation and part of
it not-it is time to change that old
law and do something better, take
some chances, if you will. with the
marketplace. It will not come out per-
fect.

I just heard my good friend from Ne-
braska. Senator KERREY, indicate he
was concerned. Obviously, I am less
concerned than he. I believe this bill
will cause much, much more good than
the possibility for mrm that might
come because we may Eot totally un-
derstand the end product.

It may be difficult to totally under-
stand the end product of this deregula-
tion. Anybody that is that intelligent.
knows that much about it, it seems to
me. is well beyond what we have
around here. Maybe there is not any-
body in the country that could figure
out where all of this will lead.

It is obvious to this Senator that if
we are looking for productivity, if we
are looking to enhancing communica-
tion, new technology. investment, new
jobs. new gross domestic product
growth, we must deregulate this indus-
try.

There is great capacity-both human
and natural-and there are large
aiounte of assets tied up in this indus-
try. We have to let them loose to grow.
compete and prosper.

I hope on the many issues that we
voted on, that we came down on the
right side. I do not think one should
vote against this bill because one or
two of their amendments did not pass.

Fundamentally. this Is a giant step
in the right direction.

We have outgrown the Communica-
tions Act of 1934. It is time to pass the
Telecommunications Competition and
Deregulation Act of 1995. This legisla-
tion will foster the explosion of tech-
nology, bring more choices and lower
prices to consumers, promote inter-
national competitiveness, productiv-
ity, and Job growth.

This legislation will open up local
phone service to competition and when
this market is open. allow local phone
companies to enter the long distance
markets. This will create more com-
petition resulting in lower prices and
better services for the consumer.

Some New Mexicans have told me
"we are happy with the phone service
we have now. Why do we need legisla-
tion to change it?" What I want to tell
my fellow New Mexicans is that this
legislation will not disrupt the phone
service that they depend upon now.

What the Telecommunications Com-
petition and Deregulation Act of 1995
will do is provide consumers with more
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choices and lower prices in long dis-
tance phone service and television pro-
gramming. The legislation also pre-
serves the universal service fund which
subsidizes telephone service to rural
areas.

Right now, consumers have a choice
of what company they want to provide
long distance phone service, After this
legislation takes affect, consumers will
be able to choose among companies
that will provide them with local and
long distance service.

This legislation will also give con-
sumers more choices in how to receive
television programming. Currently. if a
consumer's area is served by cable, a
consumer may choose between the
cable company and somewhat expen-
sive satellite or DBS service. This leg-
islation will allow the phone company
to offer television over phone lines, so
there is a choice between the cable
company. the phone company, and
DBS.

The Telecommunications Competi-
tion and Deregulation Act of 1995 will
remove the regulations that have hin-
dered the development and expansion
of technology. Regulations, such as the
regulated monopolies In local tele-
phone service, required by the Commu-
nications Act of 1934, have forced U.S.
companies wanting to invest in local
phone markets to invest overseas.

In 1934. it made sense to only have
one company laying phone lines and
providing phone service. But now that
many homes have both cable and phone
lines, and may have a cellular phone, It
makes sense to open up phone service
to competition. When this legislation
opens local markets to competition.
companies like MCI. which have plans
to invest in the United States. but
have been forced to make investments
overseas, will be able to invest, create
jobs, and provide better phone service
to U.S. consumers.

The President's Council of Economic
Advisors estimates that as a result of
deregulation, by 2003, 1.4 million serv-
ice sector jobs will be created.

Over the next 10 years, a total of 3.4
million jobs will be created, economic
growth will Increase by approximately
.5 percent, and, according to George
Gilder. the gross domestic product will
increase by as much as $2 trillion.

This legislation will increase exports
of U.S. designed and manufactured
telecommunications products.

Increased investment in tele-
communications products and services
will bring a better quality of life to
rural New Mexico. With fiber optic
cable connections, doctors in Shiprock,
NM. can consult with specialists at the
University of New Mexico Medical Cen-
ter or any medical center across the
country.

The technology to let students in Hi-
dalgo County. NM, In towns like
Lordsburg and Animas. share a teacher
through a video and fiber optic link.
What this legislation would do is re-
move the regulations that currently
prevent investment to get technologies
to the local phone market.
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Mr. President. I support this legisla-

tion because of the benefits to rural
education and rural health care, better
local and long distance phone services.
and new technology and new jobs for
Americans. I believe this legislation is
a good start to accomplish these objec-
tives.

I wish to commend the managers of
this bill and their staffs for their tire-
less work to craft this legislation. I ap-
preciate Chairman PRESSLER's willing-
ness to listen to the concerns of each
member of this body.

Mr. President. we need this legisla-
tion to move our citizens and our econ-
omy into the next century. I urge my
colleagues to support it.

Mr. President. I want to take a
minute. I remember when I first had
the luxury and privilege of being the
chairman of the committee and had to
come to the floor to manage a bill.
That was a few years ago when we had
the luxury, for 6 years. of being in the
majority.

I want to say that the majority, the
Republicans. should be very proud of
the new chairman, Senator LARRY
PRESSLER. who has managed this bill.
This is his first chairmanship of a
major committee. That is rather excit-
ing to him and I am sure to his family.

I want to say for the record that for
this Senator, who has watched those
who come to the floor for the first time
managing a bill. that this Senator de-
serves our congratulations for the good
job he has done.

"This was a tough bill. It will stand In
his accomplishment list high on- the
ladder, to have managed this great bill
which will bring great, positive change
for our country and for millions of peo-
ple. My congratulations to him here
today. I Imagine that with this good ef-
fort, we can look for many more under
his chairmanship.

Obviously. it goes without saying
that the distinguished ranking mem-
ber, who I have been on the floor with
on the other side when he was chair.
when I was chairman, that he always
does a great job managing the bill.
from whichever side, majority or mi-
nority. I want to congratulate him for
getting this bill through. It is great to
have something totally bipartisan. It
will be very bipartisan.

When we have major problems to be
solved for the country, we cannot al-
ways do it that way, but it sure is nice.
and the public ought to be proud the
Democrats and Republicans are work-
ing together on this bill.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
want to sincerely thank the Senator
from New Mexico who chairs our Budg-
et Committee so well. I have watched
him so often, and words from him mean
a great deal. We thank the Senator
very much for his statement.

Mr. GORTON. Mr. President. I heard
the remarks of my distinguished col-
league from New Mexico. and I can
simply echo them from the perspective
of membership on the Commerce Com-
mittee.

Senator PRESSLER has met this test
with flying colors and deserves a tre-
mendous amount of credit. But not the
least of the items for which he deserves
praise is his ability and willingness to
work with the distinguished Senator
from South Carolina. Senator HOL-
LINGS.

I have said this privately to the Sen-
ator from South Carolina. it is obvi-
ously difficult to be in charge, to be a
chairman of the committee, to have
strong ideas on a subject as he has had.
and then find himself, without any ac-
tion on his part, in a different position.
His willingness to share his wisdom
and his ideas-not just with Senator
PRESSLER. but with all members on the
Commerce Committee--and his willing-
ness to make this such a constructive
bipartisan endeavor is a tribute to him
and. I think, to the Senate.

This bill, as I said in my opening re-
marks, is as important a piece of legis-
lation as the Senate has dealt with.
which has created no interest in the
general public at all outside, of course.
of the various entities that are in the
business itself. To reach as good a con-
clusion as we seem to have reached and
to have done it in such a bipartisan
fashion brings great credit, in my view.
on the chairman of the committee, but
very. very much credit on my good
friend from South Carolina. whose wis-
dom and guidance and views on this
subject are very much impressed in the
bill Itself and are vitally important to
our success.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from South Carolina.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, let
me thank our distinguished colleague
from Washington for his overgenerous
remarks, although undeserved they are
greatly appreciated. I join the Senator
from New Mexico and join in the senti-
ments of both the Senators from New
Mexico and Washington. that our dis-
tinguished chairman has done an out-
standing job here In handling this bill.
It has been totally in a cooperative
fashion and in a very. very considerate
fashion of everyone's amendments.

When you begin to appreciate that, I
think, a 1-cent increase in a I-minute
telephone rate nationwide equals 32 bil-
lion. then you begin to see why that
other room stays filled up. They are
not going to leave until we get through
the conference. So we just started that
journey of 1,000 miles with the first
step. I hope we can continue with the
success we have had thus far.

I will even elaborate further when we
get more time, because other Senators
want to speak, but Senator PRESSLER
has done an amazingly outstanding job.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from Washington.
He has been key in moving this bill for-
ward. I see he has moved to another
part of the room. But his wise counsel
has been very much-I know he has
managed that enormous product liabil-
ity bill in our committee.. But on this
committee he has just done-this bill
would not be here if it were not for the
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Senator from Washington and I thank
him very, very much.

Mr. GRAHAM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Florida.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. I would

like to add my voice of commendation
to the chairman of the committee and
the ranking member for the manner In
which they have presented this bill and
given us an opportunity to understand
its contents and debate its principal
provisions.

It had been my full expectation that
I would support this legislation. I was.
well aware of the legislation that had
been introduced last year by the then
chairman, the Senator from South
Carolina. I was publicly, positively sup-
portive of that legislation. I. frankly.
therefore, state with regret that I will
not be able to support the legislation
that is before us in the form this after
noon. The debate we are having now on
an amendment relative to a provision
of the legislation having to do with the
relationship between the providers of
cable television product and the pur-
chasers of that product is, to me, illus-
trative of a concern. a. process that
seems to have been too much operative
in the development of this legislation
and in its oonsideration. That is a proc-
ess which essentially says that the
Congress. as the elected representa-
tives of the people, serve the role of
ratiflers of private agreements devel-
oped among the parties who will be af-
fected by this legislation.

Reference was made earlier to the
model of President Truman and a rail-
road strike that occurred after World
War II. He initially had proposed a con-
gressionally mandated solution. Then
the parties decided that maybe they
could go back to the bargaining table
and arrive at a resolution. I think that
is an appropriate manner for the reso-
lution of a labor-management dispute.
But we are not here talking about a
labor-management or other commer-
cial controversy. We are talking about
one of the most fundamental aspects of
a democratic society, and that Is con-
trol of ideas and their dissemination.
That is a role in which any democratic
government has a key responsibility. It
has been a fundamental part of this Na-
tion since the adoption of the first
amendment to the Constitution. which
guarantees freedom of press and free-
dom of speech.

So we here are not talking as rati-
fiers of some private agreement as to
how ideas would be made available to
the American people. We are here as
the *representatives of the American
people, to try to structure a process of
communications law that will best
serve the interests and the values of
the American people today and. in a
highly dynamic era. into the future.

I started my consideration of this
legislation from a basic economic
premise of support of the marketplace
as the best allocator of resources.
While Governor of Florida. I actively
supported the deregulation of a number
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of our industries. I supported the
delicensure of professions where I felt
licensure was not serving an adequate
public purpose. Thus. I started with a
presumption of support of appropriate
opening up to the marketplace as the
regulator for access, quality and cost
of the communications industry.

I. regretfully, find two principal de-
fects in the way in which we have im-
plemented that movement towards the
marketplace. First. I do not believe
that this legislation adequately creates
the free. robust, competitive market-
place to which we can, with confidence
turn in lieu of our tradition of regula-
tion as a means of assuring open. qual-
ity. affordable communications in this
Nation. I would just cite two examples
of provisions which I think undercut
that confidence that we will have a free
market that will be the means by
which we will achieve desirable public
ends.

First, as it relates to cable tele-
vision, we saw from 1984 until 1992 a pe-
riod in which the Congress had denied
to States and local governments their
traditional role of providing some reg-
ulation for cable television. What we
saw was not only an escalation of cost
of cable TV, but in many communities
an escalation of arrogance, as the cable
TV companies did not provide what
consumers considered to be an ade-
quate level of service. In some areas.
parts of the city which had the affluent
neighborhoods were wired for cable TV,
while those areas of the city that did
not have adequate income base to meet
the economic needs of the cable TV
system were denied any service at all.

Beginning in 1992 there was a process
of partial reregulation. We have seen
significant benefits by that. We have
seen a reduction in the cost of cable TV
for most American families. At the
same time we have seen a cable TV in-
dustry which is at an all-time high In
terms of its economic prosperity. Yet.
part of this legislation is going to be to
roll back the progress that was made
just 3 years ago in terms of providing
some control, even though that control
would fall away when it was estab-
lished that there ifas in fact a competi-
tive marketplace where people had op-
tions and choices and could use the
marketplace as the means of assuring
access, quality, and cost control. That
provision Is now out of this legislation.
I think with it also has flown a signifi-
cant amount of the rationale of allow-
ing the marketplace to provide the al-
ternative to regulation. In this case we
have neither an open marketplace nor
do we have any meaningful regulation.

I might say that I have had a number
of contacts in our office from rep-
resentatives of the cable TV industry.
and they are very candid in their stats-
ments. Their statements are that they
want to have this period of no regula-
tion while they still are in a monopo-
listic position-that is, without effec-
tive competition within their market
area-so that they can build up their
cash position to be in a better position

to compete with the regional phone
companies at such time that the re-
gional phone companies get into the
cable TV business. That is a statement
that they are not being clandestine or
secret about. They are telling us that
they are going to use this remaining
period of monopoly as a means of rais-
ing rates in order to be in a strength-
ened position when they are in a com-
petitive market. I think we will find it
very difficult to explain to our citizens
why we tolerated what I think is a
basic abuse of the free enterprise sys-
tem.

Second. as an example of where this
legislation fails to assure that there
will be. in fact. an open. competitive
marketplace before we trade in regula-
tion as a means of assuring the public
access quality and cost control is the
issue of the role of the Department of
Justice as It relates to the entry of re-
gional telephone companies into long
distance.

In the legislation that was before us
last year. the Department of Justice
continued to have a role in terms of
evaluating specific proposals to deter-
mine if they met basic standards of
antitrust before they could go forward.
That provision has now been elimi-
nated. So we are going to have compa-
nies going into the long-distance busi-
ness by meeting a checklist supervised
by an agency that has not had the kind
of background and tradition of ferret-
ing out anticompetitive schemes as has
the Department of Justice.

I believe that we are going to see the
potential-when a person moves into a
new neighborhood and calls the tele-
phone company and asks to have their
local service connected, then they are
asked what long distance they want,
there will be the potential of the local
concern to tout. or otherwise steer, the
local service customers to that same
firm's long-distance service. That
would be very much in the economic
interest of the local service to do.

To provide sanctions and protections
against exactly that type of situation,
we ought to have the Department of
Justice playing a role in making that
Judgment as to whether there is in fact
a free and open market before we trade
In our regulation that has provided
consumers some protection.

So I think, first, this legislation falls
to meet the basic premise upon which
it is based; that is, that we will have
meaningful competition as a substitute
for regulation in the communications
area.

Second. I believe that we cannot use
the analogy that I have heard on the
floor over the past few days of commer-
cial products as a direct parallel to the
service of communications.

The reality is that ideas are not like
shirts or shoes or hamburgers or other
products where there clearly have been
benefits by having an unfettered, free
market.

Thomas Jefferson once obsorved that.
having to make choice between free
government and free speech or freedom

of the press, he would take free speech
and freedom of the press because, if
you did not have those fundamentals,
you would not have a free government
for long. And if you lost the free gov-
ernment but you still had people who
could have the freedom to speak and
the freedom to communicate ideas, you
would build eventually a base for a res-
toration of free government.

This issue is as fundamental as our
basic precepts of democracy and what
is required for a functioning democ.
racy.

I am very concerned about the effect
of the concentration of power within
this legislation, a concentration of
power which I do not believe is nec.
essary in order to accomplish the ob-
jectives of a greater role of the mar-
ketplace in the allocation of commu-
nications technology.

Why do we have to lift totally the
number of television stations that an
individual entity can own in order to
get the benefits of technological inno-
vation in telephones or in television or
video or other services? I believe that
this legislation is being used as a
means by which to accomplish other
ends, which are to concentrate power
in an area that is critical to a demo-
cratic society. I have little doubt that,
If this legislation is passed in its cur-
rent form. within a few years from this
afternobn we will see a handful of firms
control the large majority of television
stations in the United States. It frank-
ly frightens me to see that kind of
power turned over to a few hands. I do
not see what benefit the consumers are
going to receive by that. I believe that
will be the inevitable result of this leg-
islation. I do not see what purpose in
the general thrust of this legislation is
advanced by that kind of an open invi-
tation to concentration of power and
control over the access to ideas in our
democratic society.

So I believe that this legislation had
a worthy goal to bring modernity, a
recognition of the changes In tech-
nology, to give us a chance for a great-
er access to the benefits of a rapidly
changing telecommunications Industry
but that we have fallen short of those
goals by failure to assure that there
will be a functioning free market be-
fore we drop the protections of even
minimal regulations such as those that
are available today for cable TV cus-
tomers, and we have allowed the gen-
eral goal to be held out under which
was buried efforts to concentrate eco-
nomic power which has the potential to
damage our democratic society.

So it is. Mr. President, with a sense
of disappointment that I announce my
inability to support this legislation in
its current form. I hope that by stating
the basis of my opposition, that might
contribute to further reforms before
this legislation is finally adopted, fi-
nally resubmitted to us out of a con-
ference committee, so that we will
have legislation that can draw the kind
of broader support for change, I be-
lieve, as fundamental-I would say as
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radcal--as this should have before it is
adopted.

Thank you. Mr. President.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I rise

merely to congratulate my good friend,
the Senator from South Dakota. and
also my friend from South Carolina for
their management of this bill. It is a
bill that means a great deal to rural
America in particular. We have
watched developments in the lest part
of this century with awe. I think the
developments that are coming now will
startle our imagination. I am talking
about the developments in tele-
communications and technology.

When I came to the Senate, the Army
ran our only communications system.
It was a telephone system. We had also
the wireless and telegraph capability.
We are moving now into the next cen-
tury. Because, I think, of the work the
Senate has done in this area, we are
moving into the 21st century with ev-
eryone in the country, and we are prob-
ably ahead of everyone else in the
world. The real necessity now is to de-
vise a system that will carry us on be-
yond this developing technology into
an era of really free competition with-
out regulation in which the ingenuity
and really resourcefulness of the Amer-
ican entrepreneur will bring us better
and better and better communications.

Communications now have reached
the point where at least in my State
they dominate our educational pattern.
They dominate the health care delivery
system. They dominate our total com-
munications system In terms of busi-
ness.

In a State that is one-fifth the size of
the United States, the one single factor
that makes us equal is the equal access
to the most recent developments for
telecommunications. I think this bill
will assure that in this interim period
now as we shift from the 1934 Commu-
nications Act into a period where we
will have very. very little regulation of
communications, which I think should
start sometime between 2005 and 2010 is
where I see it in terms of the develop-
ments of technology that have been re-
ported to us thus far. Developments are
still on the drawing board in some in-
stances. developments that are really
being applied from our space research
in other instances.

I do believe the work the Senator
from South Dakota and the Senator
from South Carolina have done along
with their staffs in perfecting this bill
so we can take it now to the House and.
hopefully, early to conference will
mean that we are going to have a
change, an immediate change In this
country. It will be a change for the
best as far as Alaska is concerned.

I close by just remarking that the
other day I heard about a young family
that has moved to Alaska from some-
where around the San Francisco area.
They bought an island, and they have
moved themselves and their small busi-
ness up to that island. They are going
to continue to conduct their business
in the San Francisco. area by tele-

communications from my State. They
will have available all of the modem
convenience where they are going to
be.

That Is something which could not
even be dreamed of when I first went to
Alaska. and now we are in a situation
where we see people moving into our
State from all over the country, if not
the world, to utilize our wilderness. our
beautiful surroundings, and at the
same time maintain contact with the
rest of the world through telecommuni-
cations. This bill, as I said, means
more to us than I think it does anyone
in the Senate.

I thank the Chair.
Mr. BYRD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

THOMPSON). The Senator from West
Virginia.

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President. I shall use
such time as I may require under the
time allotted to any Senator under the
cloture rule. I shall not be long.

The purpose of this bill is to estab-
lish a framework to introduce more
competition into the telecommuni-
cations sector and break down the cur-
rent system of large monopolistic
fiefdoms which characterize this mar-
ket.

In addition, there is an attempt to
deregulate cable and broadcasting sec-
tors in an attempt to strike a com-
promise between the current regu-
latory environment and the desire for
additional competition in those mar-
ketplaces. The question is. Does the
bill go far enough in doing this? Can we
predict how successful it will be? What
are the dangers that additional influ-
ence by big corporations, big entities.
will result despite the intentions of the
hard-working managers of the bill. the
distinguished Senator from South Da-
kota. the chairman, Mr. PRESSLER-
and I compliment him on his manage-
ment of this bill and the work that he
has done on the bill during the com-
mittee process, throughout the hear-
ings and the markup-and the ranking
member, whom I compliment, the dis-
tinguished Senator from South Caro-
lina (Mr. HOLLINGS] the former chair-
man of the committee, straight as an
arrow in his physique, straight as an
arrow in his integrity and honesty and
straightforward manner.

Certainly it is intuitive that prices
will drop with additional competition
in the telephone marketplaces that
might eventually occur. but the impact
of bigness on the pending bill, which is
attempting to reduce bigness, gives me
great pause.

There is a substantial possibility
that three-quarters of West Virginia's
cable TV viewers will pay higher prices
for this service as a result of the hill.
This is because the definition of
"small" cable company included in the
leadership amendment on this floor
would include about 74 percent of out
West Virginia cable viewers. Even if
they take the most basic cable service.
it is subject to deregulation and the
price can go through the roof before
the ink is dry 3n the conference report.

The distinguished Senator from Con-
necticut (Mr. LIEBERMNg] this after-
noon offered an amendment to correct
those cable rate rises. Unfortunately.
his amendment was not agreed to. I
supported that amendment, which was
an important consumer amendment.

In addition. Mr. President, on the
amendment by the distinguished Sen-
ator from North Dakota [Mr. DORGAN]
to keep the concentration of TV owner-
ship at the current cap of 25 percent,
the amendment failed after some heavy
lobbying by Interests that are inter-
ested in further concentration of
broadcasting station ownership.

There are some good things in the
bill, including in particular the initia-
tive authored by my colleague from
West Virginia, Mr. ROCKEFELLEIR. that
extends the traditional concept of uni-
versal service which is essential for our
Stats and broadens it to include afford-
able rates for such institutions as hos-
pitals, secondary schools, and libraries.
bringing the future information high-
way and the services it can give to
every person--down to the basic infra-
structure for learning and health
care-to West Virginia. I congratulate
my colleague, Mr. ROCKEFELLER. on
this item, and I enthusiastically en-
doree It.

In addition, the Senators from North
Dakota and Nebraska. Senators
CONRAD and ExoN. have authored valu-
able amendments to take stel to re-
duce violence and obscenity on TV in
this bill, and we sorely need to take
that kind of action.

Given these worthy provisions, I also
take note of the observations made
earlier by the distinguished Senator
from Nebraska [Mr. KERREY] regarding
the quality of the message and pictures
going over the airwaves and the land
lines. The issue is the manipulation
and control of Information made avail-
able to our citizens. Wide choice and
quality programming must be avail-
able. Essential information must be
available to our people so that inde-
pendent judgments can be made. Big-
ness. big programming. cavalier con-
cern for consumer choice and diversity
of viewpoint seem to go hand in hand.
We need to take care that we do not
allow our media to hollow out the es-
sence of information and diversity of
viewpoint which are essential to creat-
ing an informed citizenry. Certainly.
we ought to focus a great deal of atten-
tion on the effect that such legislation
as we have before us today enhances
and informs citizenry and erects bar-
riers to the power of great financial
and technological interests that care
only about manipulation. control, and
the bottom financial line.

This is a very big and complex bill
dealing with a range of businesses and
interests that are vast, wealthy, and
powerful. We have not had enough time
to adequately debate the very impor-
tant amendments in this bill. We
should not be invoking cloture. I voted
against cloture on yesterday. I was one
.if the ew who voted igainst It. We
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should not be invoking cloture to trun-
cate the doing of the legitimate busi-
ness with adequate debate on this kind
of measure.

Cloture is for filibusters. Cloture is
not intended to shut off legitimate de-
bate on important business such as
this. Senators and their constituents
are shortchanged by this technique.
and it is not in the highest traditions
of this deliberative body. --

Mr. President. finally, the episode
over the last 2 days regarding the
transparent threats by one big con-
glomerate. Time Warner. to threaten
the future of a business arrangement
unless the Senate agrees to remove a
particular provision from the bill is an
outrageous illustration of the kind of
influence peddling and pushing that
surrounds this legislation.

The senior Senator from Nebraska
(Mr. EXON] has drawn the attention of
the Senate to the kind of Intrusion
into the legislative process that is il-
lustrated by the threat that Time War-
ner has engaged In. One cannot help
but wonder what leads a big organiza-
tion like Time Warner to think that it
can actually affect the legislative proc-
ess In this way.

What does this episode say about the
perception of the integrity of the Sen-
ate that prevails among the big con-
cerns that mold public opinion? What
leads such concerns to think that they
can get away with this kind of black-
mail?

There is too much money pushing
around this legislative product and
process. It is totally inappropriate, and
I congratulate the distinguished Sen-
ator from South Carolina on his state-
ment. and I shall support him In his
urging that the amendment not be
agreed to.

For the reasons stated. I shall also
vote against the bill on final passage.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent to have printed In the RECORD an
article by Tom Shales that appeared In
the June 13. 1995 edition of the Wash-
ington Post. along with a letter from
Time Warner. dated June 13, 1995. to
Senator PRESSLER; and a letter from
Senator PRESSLER to Mr. Timothy
Boggs of Time Warner, dated June 15.
1995.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

[From the Washington Post. June 13. 19951
FAT CAT BROADCAST BONANZA

(By Tom Shales)
It's happening again. Congress Is going

ever so slightly Insane. The telecommunl-
cations deregulation bill now being debated
in the Senate. with a vote expected today or
tomorrow, Is a monstrosity. In the gulse of
encouraging competition. It wIll help huge
new concentration of media power.

There's something for everybody in the
package, with the notable exception of you
and me. Broadcasters. cablecasters, tele-
phone companies and gigantic media con-
glomerates all get fabulous pr1ze. Congress
is parceling out the future anong the com-
munications superpowers, which stand to get
more super and more powerful, and certainly
more profitable, as a result
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Limits on multiple ownership would be

eased by the bill. so that any individual
owner could control stations serving up to 35
percent of the country (50 percent In the
even crazier House version), versus 25 per-
cent now. There would be no limit on the
number of radio stations owned. Cable and
phone companies could merge in municipali-
ties with populations up to 50.000.

Broadcast licenses of local TV stations
would be extended from a five-year to a I-
year term and would be even more easily re-
newed than they are now. It would become
nearly impossible for angry civic groups or
individuals to challenge the licenses of even
the most irresponsible broadcasters.

In addition, the rate controls that were Im-
posed on the cable industry in 1992. and have
saved consumers 13 billion in the years since.
would be abolished, so that your local cable
company could hike those rates right back
up gain.

Sen Bob Dole (R-Kan.). majority leader and
presidential candidate. Is trying to ram the
legislation through as quickly as possible.
Tomorrow he wants to take up the issue of
welfare reformn, which Is rather ironic consid-
ering that his deregulation efforts amount to
a bounteous welfare program for the very.
very. very rich.

Dole made news recently when he took
Time Warner Co. to task for releasing vio-
lent movies and rap records with incendiary
lyrics. His little tirade was a shom and a
smoke screen. Measures Dole supports would
enable corporate giants such aS Time Warner
to grow exponentially.

"Here's the hypocrisy," says media activ-
let Andrew Jay Schwartzman. "Bob Dole site
there on 'Meet the Press' and says, yes, he
got S35.000 from Time Warner In campaign
contributions. and that just proves he can't
be bought. He criticizes Time Warner's cor-
porate responsibility and acts like he's being
tough on them. bot it's in a way that won't
affect their bottom line at all.

"Meanwhile he is rushing to the floor with
a bill that will deregulate cable rates and ex-
pedite the entry of cable into local telephone
service, and no company Is pressing harder
for this bill than--guess who-Time War-
ner."

Schwartzman, executive director of the
Media Access Project, says that the legisla-
tion does a lot of "awful things" but that the
worst may be opening the doors to "a huge
consolidation of broadcast Ownership. so
that four. five. si or seven companies could
own virtually all the television stations In
the United States."

Gene Kimmelman. co-director of Consum-
ers Union, calls the legislation "deregula-
tory gobbedygook" and says it would remove
virtually every obstacle to concentration of
ownership in mass media. The deregulation
of cable rates with no competition to cable
firmly in place is "Just a travesty."
Kimmelman says, and allowing more joint
ventures and mergers among media giants is
"the most illogical policy decision you could
make if you want a competitive market-
place.

The legislation would also hand over a new
chunk of the broadcast Spectrum to commer-
cial broadcasters to do with, and profit from,
aS they please. Digital compression of broad-
cast signals will soon make more signal
space available, space that Schwartzman re-
fere to as "beachfront property." Before it
even exists. Congress wants to give it away.

Broadcasters could use the additional
channels for pay TV or home shopping chan-
nels or anything else that might fatten their
bank accounts.

There's more. Those politicians who are al-
ways saying they want to get the govern-
ment off our backs don't mind letting it into
our homes. Senators have been rushing forth
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with amendments designed to censor con-
tent. whether on cable TV or in the
cyberspace of the Internet. The provisions
would probably be struck down by courts as
antithetical to the First Amendment any-
way. but legislators know how well it plays
back home when they attack "indecency" on
the House or Senate floor.

Late yesterday Sens. Dianne Feinstein (D-
Calif.) and Trent Lott iR-Miss.) called for an
amendment requiring cablecasters to
-'scramble" the signals of adults-only chan-
nels offering sexually explicit programming.
The signals already are scrambled, and you
have to request them and pay for them to
get them. Not enough. Feinstein and Lott
said: they must be scrambled more.

The amendment passed 91-0.
It's a mad, mad. mad. mad world-
An amendment expected to be introduced

today would require that the infamous V.
chip be installed In all new television sets.
and that networks and stations be forced to
encode their broadcasts in compliance. The
V-chip would allow parents to prevent vio-
lent programs from being seen on their TV
sets. Of course, they could turn them off. or
switch to another channel. but that's so
much trouble. Why not have a Big Brother
do it for you?

The telecommunications legislation is
being sponsored in the Senate by Commerce
Committee Chairman Larry Pressler (R-
S.D.). whose initial proposal was that all
limits on multiple ownershlp be dropped.
Even his supporters laughed at that one.

Dole is the one who's ramrodding the legis-
lation through, and it's apparently part of an
overall Republican plan for American media.
and most parts of the plan are bad. They in-
clude defundJng and essentially destroying
public television, one of the few wee alter-
natives to commercial broadcasting and its
junkiness. and even. in the Newt Gingrich
wing of the party, abolishing the Federal
Cornmunications Commission. pot in place
decades ago to safeguard the public's "Inter-
est, convenience and necessity."

It's the interest, convenience and necessity
of media magnates that appears to be the
sole priority now. "The big loser In all this.
of course, is the public." wrote media expert
Ken Auletta in a recent New Yorker piece
about the lavishness of media contributions
to politicians. The communications industry
Is the sixth-largest PAC giver, Auletta
noted.

Viacom, a huge media conglomerate. had
plans to sponsor a big fund-raising breakfast
for Pressler this month. Auletta reported.
but the plans were dropped once Auletta
started making inquiries: "Asked through a
spokeswoman about the propriety of a com-
mittee chairman's shopping for money from
industries he regulated. Pressler declined to
respond."

The perfect future envisioned by the e-
publicans and some conservative Democrats
seems to consist of media ownership in very
few hands. but hands that hold tight rein
over the political content of reporting and
entertainment programming. Gingrich re-
cently appeared before an assemblage of
mass media CEOs at a dinner sponsored by
the right-wng Heritage Foundation and re-
portedly got loud approval when he griped
about the oh-so-rough treatment he and fel-
low conservatives allegedly got from the
press.

Reuven Frank. former president of NBC
News. wrote about that meeting, and other
troubling developments, in his column for
the New Leader. "it is daily becoming more
obvious that the biggest threat to a free
press and the circulation of ideas." Frank
wrote, "is the steady absorption of news-
papers, television networks and other vehi-
cles of information into enormous corpora-
tions that know bow to turn knowledge into
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proflt-but are not equally committed to In-
qury or debate or to the Firet Amendment."

The further to the right media magnates
are. tile more kindly Congress Is likely to re-
"'e them. Most dramatic and. indeed. Ob-
noxious cae In point: Rupert Murdoch. the
Fox mogul whom Prank calls "today's moet
powerful International media baron." The
Australian-born Murdoch has consistently
received gentle, kid-glove. look-the-other-
wAy treatment from Congrese and even the
regulatory agencies. When the FCC got brave
not long ago and tried to sanction Murdoch
for allegedly deceiving the commission about
where he got the money to buy Six TV sta-
tious In 1M6. loud voices in Congress cried
foul.

These included Rope. Jack Fields (R-Tex.)
and Mike Oxley (i-Ohio), Daly Variety's
headline for the story, "GOP Lawmakers
Stand by Murdoch." They always ??? Indeed.
Oxley was behind a movement to lift entirely
the ban on foreign ownership of U.S. tele-
vision and radio stations. He wanted that to
be part of the House bill. but by some mir-
acle. this Is one cockamamle scheme that
got quashed.

Murdoch, of course. Is the man who wanted
to give Gingrich a $4.5 million advance to
write a book called "To Renew America,'
until a public outcry forced the House speak-
er to turn it down. He Is still writing the
book for Murdoch's HarperCollins publishing
company. The huge advance was announced
last winter, not lung after Mardoch had paid
a very friendly visit to Gingrich on the Hill
to whine about his foreign ownership prob-
lems with the FCC.

Everyone knows that America is on the
edge of vast anrchrted territory where tele-
ommunulcations Is concerned. We've all read
about the 50-channel universe and the entry
of telephone companies Into the Cable bual-
newo and some sort of linking up between
home computers and home entertainment
centers. In the Senate debate on the deregu-
lation bill last week. senators invoked im-
Lgos of the Gold Rush and the Oklahoma
land rush in their visions of this future.

But thin gold rush is apparently open only
to those already rolling in gold. and the land
Is available only to those who are already
big landowners-to a small private club
whose members are all enormously wealthy
and well connected and. by and large, politi-
cally conservative. It Isn't very encouraging.
In fact. it's enough to make you think that
the future is already over. Ah, well. It was
nice while it lasted.

TIME WARNER.
Washinglon, DC. June 13.1995.

Hon. LARRY PRESSLER.,
Chairman. Conuittee on Coemmerce, Science and

7asportation, U.S. Senate, Washington.
DC.

DEAR CHAIRIMAN PRESSLER: As you re-
quested, the attached signature page con-
firms that Home Box Office has reached an
agreement with the National Cable Tele-
vision Cooperative, Inc. for HO program-
Ming. AS discussed with you and your staff,
this agreement is entirely contingent on the
removal of the program access provisions at
Section 204(b) of S. 652. prior to Senate ac-
tion on the legislation.

On behalf of Time Warner and HBO, I am
pleased to report that we have reached this
agreement and respectfully request that this
provision be removed from the bill at the
earliest possible opportunity. Without re-
moral of this provision from the bill, the
HBO distribution agreement with the NCTC
will be void.

Thank you for your leadership on this mat-
ter. Please feel free to Contact me if I can be
of any assistance to you or your staff. I can
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be reached at my office at 2O,457-=5 or at
home at =483Z-M .

Warm regards.
Tissor A. Boos.

U.S. SENATE
COMImTEE ON CoMMEacE, SCIENCE, AND

TRANsPo'rArioN,
Washington. DC, June 15, 1995.

Mr. TmorroY A. BooS.
Senior Vice Presidenl for Public Polic, .The

Warner Inc., Woshington. DC.
DEaR MR. BOOS: Your faxed letter of June

13 contains misleading statements which do
not accurately reflect my position.

On May 4, 195, 1 met briefly with you, Eon
Schmidt and HefS'lire Warner executives.
In the presence of my staff, regarding the
program access provision of S. 652. During
that meeting, HBOf'ime Warner urged me to
support deletion of the program access provi-
sions of the bill.

I stated that the program access provision
was of enormous importance to small cable
operators, including those in South Dakota.
I suggested that If the program providers dis-
liked the provision, they ought to negotiate
with the small cable operators to reach an
agreement which might address the problems
this portion of S. 652 is attempting to solve.
Specifically. since Ron Schmidt is from my
home state, I suggested that he talk to a
small cable operator from South Dakota
Rich Cutler. to see if an industry com-
promise were possible.

At no time during our conversation did I
indicate that any specific action by Time
Warner would result in deletion of the pro-
gram access provisions. I have had no further
conversations with HBOtTime Warner about
this matter since that meeting. My staff has
not portrayed my position as being anything
other than the industry negotations sug-
gested on May 4. Nothing I mid during our
short meeting could be construed aS suggest-
Ing some sort of quid pro quo, which would
be wrong, if not illegal. I resent the inference
In your letter that I suggested something
other than an Industry-negotiated solution.

Your letter indicates that failure to delete
the program access provisions from the bill
would vitiate any negotiated agreement
HBO/rme Warner had reached with the
small cbie operators. While HBO'irme War-
ner is free to negotiate contracts as they see
fit, such tactics, in my opinion, cannot be
considered as good faith negotiations. Your
letter implies that I tacitly approved such a
condition, which is not the case.

I expect you to send this letter to the same
individuals who received your letter to me.
Your letter is misleading, and does not accu-
rately characterize my position as presented
in my May 4 meeting with HBO T'me War-
ner.

Sincerely.
LARRY PRESSLER,.

Chirmn.

Mr. LOTT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Mississippi.
Mr. LO''T. Mr. President, I presume

that within the hour, we will get to
final passage of this very important
legislation. I think it Is appropriate
that we take note of a little bit of the
effort that went into It.

First. I want to refer again to the
title of this bill: Telecommunications
Competition and Deregulation Act of
1995. I think that is really what it is,
but it has been a monumental under-
taking. You have had the behemoths of
the industries on both sides struggling
mightily to protect their interests-
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their turf. Everybody has wanted, as
the saying has been repeated on the
floor earlier, "a fair advantage." The
goal of the committee has been to try
to make sure that It was just fair to
everybody.

It has been very difficult. A lot of ef-
fort has gone into it, but I believe we
have accomplished the goal we have set
out to accomplish. And I believe that
we will have an overwhelmingly bipar-
tisan vote when we get to final pas-
sage.

So I wanted to take this early oppor-
tunity, In advance of the vote to thank
and commend the managers of this bill,
Chairman PRRSSLER and the ranking
member, Senator HOLLINOS of South
Carolina, the former chairman, who
have really done outstanding work.

I also want to commend the majority
and minority leaders. Senator DOLE
and Senator DASCHLE. I have com-
mented to both of them that I believe
this Is the best example I have seen
this year of our leaders working to-
gether and our managers working to-
gether for what Is In the best interest
of the country, not the bent interest of
one party or te other, or one segment
of the telecommunications Industry or
the other, but what is the right thing
to do.

It has been a long struggle, and it
would not have been possible without
the type of bipartisan cooperation and
strong leadership that we have seen
here. The legislation is truly a remark-
able achievement. For 20 years, Con-
gress has been trying, struggling to get
comprehensive communications re-
form-without success. But we are on
the verge of seeing that happen.

So this is a historic act that will
bring, I think, a tremendous boost to
our economy and our standing commu-
nications policy that will take us into
the 21st century.

I believe that we will see a tremen-
dous growth and expansion In this
area-new Innovation, new Ideas. with
the utilities being Involved, along with
the Bells. the long distance companies
and cable companies. There are going
to be Jobs created and the economy will
grow and expand in this area. As a
member of the Commerce Committee. I
am proud to have been a part of this ef-
fort.

I commend the chairman, in particu-
lar. because I do not know of anybody
else that could have done it at this par-
ticular time. He has been persuasive
and doggedly persistent. I wish I had a
nickel for every time that he said to
the distinguished leader. "We are ready
to go. When can we get on the ached-
tile? Is it airight if we go ahead and
move it?"

How did the Chairman do it? He
opened the process to the full commit-
tee. He involved everybody. He went to
all of the committee members. I re-
member the first meeting we had in his
omce. Yes, he worked with the Repub-
licans, but he did not stop there. He
went to the Democrats and he did not
talk through people to the former
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chairman; he went directly to him.
When we got our first draft. he hand-
delivered it to the Members. The lead-
ership was. involved every step of the
way. Months of negotiations were held
before we had the eventual agreement.
and when we finally agreed upon the
core, the entry test. he stuck with it in
the markup and on the floor. Also. the
distinguished Senator from South
Carolina stuck with it.

So I just have to say Senator PRtS-
SLER Is one who gets the job done. He
certainly did it here. The country will
be better off because of his leadership
on this bill and on the committee. I
look forward to working with him in
many other instances in the future.

Senator HOLLENOS' leadership and co-
operation deserves great praise. I have
had him on the other side of issues, and
I did not appreciate it a bit. He was
tough. But, boy. is it fun when he is
with you. It has really been a pleasure
to work with him. He is a man of his
word. When he tells you he is going to
stay put, he does-even when he has
pressure on his side of the aisle not to.
This would not have been possible
without his cooperation, experience,
and his perseverance.

I also thank some tremendous staff
people: Paddy Lnk. staff director for
Senator PRESSLER, and his counselors.
Donald McClellan and Katie King. For
Senator HOLLINOS, I thank Kevin Cur-
tain, John Winhausen. who has been
around on this issue for some time, and
Kevin Joseph. For Senator DOLE. I ap-
preciate the efforts by David Wilson,
and for Senator DASCHL., Jim Webber.
I have never seen many staff people
work so well together. They worked
days and nights and weekends when we
were back in our States. and they
struggled along with It. So I think they
deserve a lot of credit. I thank my own
staff assistant, Chip Pickering for his
work on this issue. I have called him
the "peacemaker." Blessed are the
peacemakers, for most of them are
dead. Many times I thought he was
going to get himself killed and me. too.
because he had me in the middle of my
friends on both sides. So I appreciate
the effort he put forward.

I want to thank some other people.
like Larry Johnson, Kelly Algood, Ber-
ie Ebbers, Bernard Jacobs. and Eddie
Fritz. All of these are Mississippians
who have a direct interest and knowl-
edge in this area. They are on the long
distance side, they are on the Bell side,
they are on the cable side, they are
utility folks and broadcasters.

Although it is difficult In legislation
of this magnitude to agree on all is-
sues. I appreciate their insight, assist-
ance and understanding of what I was
trying to do. They made it possible for
me to try to be helpful as we moved the
legislation along toward what will be
right for the country and fair to the
competitors and the consumers.

Again. I congratulate the managers. I
am. proud of them and proud to have
been associated with them. This Is
truly historic. In many ways. this bill
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is every bit as big and as important as
the balanced budget resolution we
passed. It will have a tremendous Im-
pact on the economy, and I believe it
will greatly help our country's future.

I yield the floor.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. If I

may for a minute, I want to thank the
Senator from Mississippi, and Chip, his
able assistant. I will be saying more
later about thanking people. But the
bill would not have happened without
him. Every time I went to him as my
deputy leader, he was there. I do not
know how you get enough hours in the
day to do all the things we ask you, but
you were there, and I thank you very
much for your kind comments.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. let
me also join in my thanks to the dis-
tinguished Senator from Mississippi.
When we really got into trouble. I went
to the Senator from Mississippi. He
paved the way all the time in the 2
years previous here working on this
bill and, of course, all this year. I can-
not thank him enough. We could not
have had this bill without his leader-
ship.

Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Dakota.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. I can-

not help but observe the thankfulness
that is going on here. I was standing
here listening, and I thought to myself.
in this Chamber the highest praise is
usually reserved for those who are
about to vote against you.

I stand to give credit to the Senator
from South Dakota. I think the Sen-
ator from South Dakota has dem-
onstrated real skill in moving this leg-
islation. I am. of course, Indebted to
the leadership of not only the Senator
from South Dakota, but the Senator
from South Carolina. with whom I have
worked carefully for a long, long while.

These have been difficult issues. no
question about that. We are dealing
with literally hundreds of billions of
dollars in the American economy with
interest groups that have very substan-
tial stakes in the outcome of this legis-
lation. I understand the passion with
which some people stand here and de-
hate to push their positions.

I started out very hopeful about this
legislation and voted for it coming out
of the committee. I think there are ele-
ments of this legislation that will be
good for this country. I remain con-
cerned, however, about the issue of
concentration of ownership in the tele-
vision and radio broadcasting. I remain
concerned about the lack of the role of
the Justice Department in being able
to adequately enforce what I consider
to be vital antitrust issues. For those
reasons. I do not feel I am going to be
able to vote for this bill on final pas-
sage. I say that with some disappoint-
ment because I had hoped as we started
this process that we would be able to
successfully amend it on the floor of
the Senate.

The Senator from South Dakota and
the Senator from South Carolina will
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recall when we had the markup in the
Commerce Committee. the issue was to
try to move this bill along as quickly
as possible. I understood that morning
the need in a couple of hours to move
this bill out of committee. But we dis-
cussed at some length there about the
opportunity to offer amendments on
the floor of the Senate and to try to
6orrect some of the areas that rep-
resented concerns.

I voted for it coming out of commit-
tee, but I did. in the committee, ex-
press the very concerns that I brought
to the floor about concentration of
ownership of television and radio sta-
tions and my concerns about an ade-
quate role for the Justice Department
on the issue of RBOC entry into long
distance.

When I came to the floor, we had an
opportunity to fully debate them. I
compliment the two leaders on the
floor. They were very cooperative. For
that I am appreciative.

I suffered one of these unusual expe-
riences of having won briefly and then
lost on an amendment I cared a great
deal about: that is my amendment on
television ownership.

We now restrict ownership to 12 tele-
vision stations and we limit the audi-
ence reach to 25 percent. These limits
prevent a concentration of media own-
ership in this country. This bill says
that there is no limitation on how
many stations one can own, as long as
you do not cover more than 35 percent
of the country.

I do not support that, and I brought
an amendment to the floor that would
have retained the existing limits. We
debated it sod voted.

At the end of the vote. my amend-
ment won by a vote of 51-48. It taught
me a lesson-this whole set of cir-
cunmtances--because although I won
by a vote of 51-48. an hour and a half
later, it turns out some folks had new
opinions about this issue after having
debated it for hours and days. and we
had another vote.

Then I learned that not all Members
are equal In this Chamber. Some have
a better grip in wrenching arms than
others, and I will be darned if I did not
lose. You win for an hour. and I guess
you lose forever, In these cir-
cumstances.

For that reason: I do not feel I can
vote for the bill on final passage. I did
want to explain briefly that I view the
issue of telecommunications reform as
critically important to the United
States. Its development, Its oppor-
tunity for this country is a very sig-
nificant issue.

I admire the work of the two Mem-
bers who brought this to the floor and
have spent days on the floor. I wish
very much that the couple of major
amendments I had offered would have
been adopted, in which case I would
have been one to cast a yes vote on
flnaJ passage. I hope the managers will
understand the reason for my no vote.

I expect when the votes are counted.
this legislation will advance. I still
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have some hope that when this bill
comes out of conference committee the
issus I have mentioned will be ad-
dressed.

I yield the floor.
Mr. INHOFE. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent to be recognized to
address the Senate for not to exceed 12
minutes as in morning business.

Mr. President. I thank the Chair.
(The remarks of Mr. INOFE pertain-

ing to the introduction of S. 928 are lo-
cated in today's RECORD under "State-
ments on Introduced Bills and Joint
Resolutions.")

Mr. BUMPERS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER, The Sen-

ator from Arkansas.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, what

is the parliamentary situation?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. We are

currently on amendment No. 1341 of
the telecommunications bill.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent I be permitted to
speak for 5 minutes on the bill but not
on the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President. I
come to the floor to say that I have
concluded, after considerable debate
with myself. not to vote for this bill on
final passage. It was not a decision ass-
ily reached. This is an Immensely com-
plex bill. Frankly, there are very few
Senators in the U.S. Senate who really
understand the full complexity and
ramifications of this bill.

My decision is not based on whether
or not the baby Bells can get into the
long distance telephone market. That
is a problem for me. But it Is not near-
ly the problem of the unlimited power
of people owning an unlimited number
of radio stations and television sta-
tions, which I consider to be highly
dangerous.

I heard the Senator from Florida.
Senator GRAHAM. this morning say
that Thomas Jefferson once asked
which would he choose between a free
government and a free press? He said
he would always take a free press be-
cause you cannot have a free govern-
ment without a free press.

These airwaves of radio and tele-
vision stations can only be allocated by
the Government. You cannot allow
people willy-nilly to take a particular
channel in the airwaves for a radio or
television station. That is what the
Federal Communications Commission
was set up to do. allocate those things.
And for years the Government gave
away billions and billions of dollars'
worth of television station channels
and radio station channels. It has only
been in recent years that the Govern-
ment has decided it was being taken
and it ought to start making people bid
at public auction for those airwaves.
Incidentally, it has helped a great deal
in our efforts to balance the budget. We
have been getting billions of dollars for
radio and television station channels
on the airwaves.

There was a time not too long ago in
this country when you were prohibited

from owning a television station and a
newspaper in the same community.
Now, under this bill, you can own 500
radio stations. 1.000 radio stations. You
can own as many television stations as
you want, as long as you do not control
more than 35 percent of the market as
determined by the Federal Commu-
nications Commission. Can you imag-
ine some people-I will leave it to your
imagination, and I will leave it to your
imagination as to who it may be-can
you Imagine some of the people in this
country who are very big In tele-
communications owning 1.000 radio sta-
tions; 100 television stations? Let us
face it. the newspapers are not nearly
as powerful as the television stations.
It is a concentration of communica-
tions power that I think is dangerous
to the country.

So I believe that some ideological
bent or belief, not an empirical belief
but an ideological belief, a philosophi-
cal belief that the free market will
solve this problem-turn them all loose
to buy and sell these stations however
they will-it has not even worked in a
lot of the rest of our society. That is
the reason we have an antitrust divi-
sion down at the Justice Department.
It was the very reason Teddy Roosevelt
saw that the people were suffering from
the gigantic trusts of his day. So from
that evolved the Sherman Act. the
Robinson-Patman Act and all the other
acts that protect people from what can
become a tyranny.

I think it was Madison who said-and
I sometimes wonder what James Madi-
son would think today-but it was
James Madison who said the Congress,
the Congress is what stands between
the people and what would otherwise
surely become a tyrannical leader, ty-
rannical government.

Mr. President. for all of those reasons
history tells me we are about to make
a colossal mistake that will be very
difficult to undo when we discover It
someplace down the road.

I yield the floor.
Mr. WELLSTONE addressed the

Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Minnesota.
Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President. I

thought, with the permission of the
Senator from South Carolina. I might
speak for 6 minutes or so before the
final vote.

Mr. President. this debate we have
had on this bill has opened all eyes to
the dazzling possibilities provided by
our new, emerging information tech-
nologies. I will quote from some of the
speech that I gave several days ago
during this debate.

I can imagine workers in rural Minnesota
telecommuting to and from work as far away
as New York or Washington without ever
having to leave their homes or families. Or
schoolchildren in a distressed Minneapolis
school district reading the latest publica-
tions at the Library of Congress via thin
glowing fiber cables-

Mr. President. this really excites me
as a teacher.
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or rural health car providers on the iron

rang consulting with the top medical re-
searchers at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester to
better treat their patients,

Mr. President, all of this is before us.
I felt like this bill presented to each
Senator a daunting--an exciting bht
also daunting-responsibility. The con-
cern that I have has to do with whether
or not we can make sure that there
will be true competition, and that this
technology and information will truly
be available to everyone in the Nation.
not just the most privileged or the
most wealthy.

What has disappointed me the most-
and the Senator from South Carolina
has to be one of the colleagues I most
respect here In the Senate even when
we disagree-is that over and over
again where there have been amend-
ments to I think assure competition
and to also protect consumers-I am
not Just concerned about the alphabet
soup corporations. I am also concerned
about the people that live in Ferguson
Falls or live in Virginia, Minnesota. or
live in Minneapolis or St. Paul or
Northfield. I was hoping that at least
we could build in more protection for
consumers and more guarantees that
there would in fact be the competition
that we all talk about.

While I fully appreciate the potential
of this legislation, I am really worried
about where we are heading because I
think there is going to be entirely too
much concentration of power.

I would just simply build on the re-
marks of my colleague from Arkansas.
The media is the only private enter-
prise in the United States of America
that has first amendment protection.
The reason for that, though we did not
have the same kind of communication
technologies we have today back in the
days of Thomas Jefferson, was that the
Founders of our Nation understood the
importance of the media and the Im-
portance of information. And the im-
portance of it was to contribute to an
informed electorate. We are talking
about something very precious here.

I see a piece of legislation that will
lead to way too much concentration of
power, way too much concentration of
power In a very, very important and
decisive area of public life in the Unit-
ed States of America. That has to do
with radio and television, and informa-
tion. and who controls the flow of in-
formation.

So. Mr. President. I was hoping that
some of the amendments that were in-
troduced on the floor of the Senate
that I think really would have provided
the consumer protection, that would
have provided regular people-I do not
mean in a pejorative sense, but I mean
in a positive way-with some protec-
tion and which would have assured
some competition as opposed to more
and more concentration of power, more
and more very, very vital and impor-
tant areas being taken over by just a
few conglomerates. It did not happen.

I think we are making a mistake if
we pass this piece of legislation. I will
therefore, vote against it.
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I yield the floor.
Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I will be

very. very brief. I want to take 2 or 3
minutes if I could to congratulate the
chairman of the committee, Senator
PRESSLER. and the ranking member.
Senator HOLLINOS, who have struggled
long and through many difficult situa-
tions-and that I have been with them
on-on many occasions. This Is a bill
that is criticized, that as a bill is easy
to vote against because voting against
the bill. if there is ever any problem.
you can always say. "Well, I voted
against the legislation."

I happen to feel that this bill is very
important, and I rise in support of the
legislation that has been deliberated
on. been written and rewritten so
many, many times. I would have to say
that at least everyone has had their
chance at an input on this piece of leg-
islation, through what we worked on
last year, reported out but never got
passed, and then taken up by Senator
PRSSLER when he became chairman of
the committee; worked very hard and
very closely with Senator HOLLINGS.

Certainly the bill before us, the tele-
communications reform bill, is a good
bill, although not a perfect one. A bill
as complicated and as detailed as this
one could be, I simply point out that it
has many good features. It Includes
strong education provisions, including
the Snowe-Rockefeller-Exon-Kerrey
educational library, and rural health
care discount provision.

It includes important market protec-
tions. including the farm team provi-
sions of last yeax, all of which were In-
corporated here in the bill this year. It
includes the Grasaley-Exon Infrastruc-
ture sharing provision. It includes the
Communications Decency Act that we
debated and passed yesterday. It in-
cludes a revolutionary, and I think
very positive. TV ratings system. It in-
cludes a strongly needed and fair uni-
versal service language. And it aban-
dons the one-fits-all regulation that
has been a problem for a long time.

The cable provisions in this bill are
still a disappointment to this Senator
but were improved somewhat from the
committee bill.

Final passage will take America's
telecommunications Industry off hold.

Mr. President, It is time to move on
and pass this legislation.

I thank the Chair. I yield floor.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I

thank our friend from Nebraska for his
numerous efforts on this bill as time
has gone forward. He and his staff have
been a key part of working on it. I
thank him very much for his spirit of
cooperation.

Mr. EXON. I thank my friend from
South Dakota.

Mrs. HU'TCHISON addressed the
Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Texas Is recognized.

Mrs. HITCHISON. Mr. President, I
have been listening to the speeches on
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the floor from the different committee
members of the Commerce Committee,
and it sounds like a funeral from time
to time on -he floor of the Senate.
There are so many accolades and po-
tential eulogies. But, in fact. I have to
say that the accolades are really war-
ranted, and It Is because this bill has
been so tough and so hard fought. And
it has lasted for so long.

What we have seen on the floor is the
tip of the iceberg. The work has been
going on in committee nonstop for so
many months that it is correct for the
committee members who are so aware
of all that has been done to be able to
say job well done.

It is a job well done not because any-
one feels victorious. It is a job well
done because nobody feels victorious.
It is a job well done because it has been
a tough battle. It is because people
that we respect so much. the entre-
preneurs in the cable industry, the en-
trepreneurs in the long-distance indus-
try, the local providers, the Bell com-
panies that have been in business a
long time but have made huge capital
investments based on a regulatory
scheme that now is going to be taken
away-everyone in this business I re-
spect because they are providing jobs.
They are doing what we must do to
continue to provide jobs in our coun-
try.

But what we are trying to do here is
open the door even more. We are trying
to provide more job opportunities. We
are trying to provide more opportuni-
ties for the entrepreneurs In this coun-
try to go out and improve the tech-
nology and become a competitor
throughout the telecommunications
field.

So it has been a tough thing to bal-
ance the needs of all of these people
who are out there on the front line
spending their money for capital to go
Out and try to build a business that
will make a difference for the consum-
ers of America, that will add to the
quality programming, add to the qual-
Ity of telecommunications and tele-
phone systems and video programming.
and to also provide lower prices for
those consumers.

So the fact that there are no vic-
tories here is a victory in itself. I think
that if we look at the overall, we are
only one step. but there is a finish line
that we have not yet crossed. After we
vote this bill out of the Senate-and I
believe we will in a very short time--
we are going to go to the House. The
House is going to pass a bill, and there
will be differences, and those are going
to have to be worked out in conference.
And once again, all of the entre-
preneurs and all of the people who have
built businesses on a regulatory
scheme are going to come In and say,
"We have been treated in an unfair
way." And we are going to have to once
again do a balance between the House
and Senate versions of this bill. But we
must do it because technology has
leapt over the regulatory environment
that we have In our telecommunl-
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cations industry, and we have a lawsuit
that has caused deregulation by a
judge, and in fact it is just not the
right way to have deregulation. It does
not cover enough of the area to be fair
to all people concerned. The only way
that we can be fair is to have everyone
at the same table and everyone give
and everyone take a little bit.

So while I do not agree with every-
thing in this bill and while probably no
one who is voting on it agrees with ev-
erything in it, I wish to commend the
chairman, the ranking member and the
members of the committee who have
put their small differences aside to do
something that would move forward
this very important step that I think
will be able to bring as much as $3 bil-
lion, maybe more. into our economy
with new jobs and new opportunities
and new technologies that we can then
export all over the world. It is an excit-
ing bill. It Is an exciting time. It is an
exciting opportunity for this Senate to
take that one step forward. Let us do
what we can now and be ready to con-
tinue this fight until it is finished.

Mr. President, I commend those who
have worked on It. and I thank you and
I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GOR-
TON). The Senator from South Dakota.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
again want to praise Senator
HtrrcinSON and her staffer, Amy Hen-
derson, for the many hours of work
they have done. I am going to recog-
nize the staff. I do not know if I men-
tioned this before, but our staffs met
night after night and on weekends, in
addition to Senators participating. But
the bill would not have happened with-
out the Senator from Texas. and I.
thank her very, very much.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, let
me also join in my gratitude for Sen-
ator HTrrclsoN's leadership. We all on
the committee worked very closely.

A moment ago my distinguished col-
league from Arkansas gave me the
theme that comes to mind. He con-
cluded his observation that he was pre-
pared to vote against the bill: that it
would be a colossal mistake to pass
this bill.

Let me say in a word It would be a
colossal mistake not to pass this bill. I
came to the Senate almost 29 years
ago, and they were talking then. And I
immediately got on the Communica-
tions Subcommittee, and I can see Sen-
ator John Pastore. the chairman, talk-
ing about revising the 1934 Communica-
tions Act. I worked very closely with
Senator Goldwater when he was the
chairman, and I have been the chair-
man of the subcommittee and the full
committee, and we worked time and
time again and we were prepared, as
everyone now knows--the distin-
guished Senator from South Dakota.
now our chairman, was working with
us-in the last closing moments to pass
the bill last year.

It would be a colossal mistake not to
pass this bill. This bill is an excellent
bill. It did not do all things, but the
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truth of the matter is the experience
has been. with the breakup of AT&T.
that what we have now is 50 competi-
tore In the long distance market. And
with this bill by breaking up the re-
gional Bell operating companies--this
Is how you legislatively, not by oourt
order, but legislatively break up the
monopolies of the local exchange--we
are going to bring in hundreds and
thousands of competitors. We are doing
this in the most deliberate, measured
fashion possible in that we appreciate
that we in America have the best com-
munications system in the entire
world.

We are not repairing the communica-
tions system in that light. What we are
trying to do Is remove the obstruction
in the middle of the information super-
highway, namely, the Government.
With all the plethora of rules, hearings,
injunctions and precedents, we are
finding now that the judicial branch Is
totally overwhelmed; It could not pos-
sibly deal with the explosion of this
technology. No one individual could.

On the other hand, we are going to
get communications policy back into
the policymaking body of our Govern-
ment. namely. the Congress and its ad-
ministrator, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission.

We have an outstanding bill. Senator
PRESLER has done an outstanding Job.
I am ready, as I understand, to prepare
to vote on the Dole amendment, the
Breaux amendment, which will be
agreed to. and then final passage.

As I stand here. I have been moved.
as all Senators do, from the subject of
the week--almost like Sealtest Ice
Cream; we have the flavor of the
week-we move to the other particular

* issue at hand. But staff on the other
side of the aisle has been duly recog-
nized, and I would again recognize
Kevin Curtin and John Windhausen and
Kevin Joseph. as well as Jim Drewry.
Sylvia Cikins and Pierre Golpira. on
our staff. They have worked not just
during the 5 days of the week but
weekends and evenings, around the
clock, on and on again to keep us on a
deliberate, measured. fair course of en-
tering into competition and maintain-
ing at the same time the wonderful
universal service that we have.

There is a tremendous balancing act
that is involved here, and no one
should run a touchdown In the wrong
direction with the idea that, yes. we
could have gotten in more competition
or more protection for the consumers.
We have gotten in the basic competi-
tion and the basic protections that
were necessary and even more.

So with that said. I hope we can
move to the vote on the Dole amend-
ment. Mr. President.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, when
we receive notification from the lead-
ership on both sides-I am certainly
eager-we will vote. We are awaiting
word.

I welcome all Senators who have
statements.

I, too. wish to thank my friend. Sen-
ator HOLLINGS, for his great leadership.
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He has been working on this bill for
years and years. and he got a similar
earlier version through the Commerce
Committee last year, where he has
done a terrific job. He has been great to
work with. Without his efforts, we
would not have gotten this bill out of
the committee or to this point. He has
helped bring broad bipartisan support
and has shown great courage and inde-
pendence. He has done a terrific job.

Extraordinary effort has been ex-
pended on the measure's birth and ulti-
mate passage. I have already talked
about the process the staff went
through in drafting this bill. This was
not drafted outside of the Capitol as
some have said. It was drafted in long
nights and weekends by bipartisan
staff working together at the direction
of the Senators.

I wish to thank my committee chief
of staff. Paddy Link. who has worked
tirelessly on this bill. She is a first
class professional without whom this
telecommunications bill would not
have passed. Communications counsels
Katie King, who has done a terrific Job
in working diplomatically with the
staffs of many Senators with an Inter-
eat in the legislation, and Donald
McClellan. who has worked days.
nights, and weekends for months on
this bill. Together, their efforts have
helped shape this historic legislation.
Special thanks must also go to staff as-
sistants Sam Patmore. James Linen.
and Antilla Trotter.

Senator HOLLINOS' staff has been
enormously helpful in this effort. Com-
merce Committee Democratic chief
counsel and staff director Kevin Curtin
has been of invaluable assistance in
this bipartisan effort, with his legisla-
tive drafting skills and knowledge of
procedure. Counsels John Windhausen
and Kevin Joseph brought their great
expertise to the task; and staff assist-
ant. Yvonne Fortee. The good working
relationship our committee staff has
developed is the major reason we have
been successful In developing a bill.

Lloyd Ator of the Commerce Com-
mittee bipartisan staff deserves thanks
from both sides of the aisle for his leg-
islative drafting skills,

Additionally, my heartfelt thanks
are extended to the following staff
members who have devoted substantial
hours working with the committee in
the process of getting this measure to
the floor and passed. This is more or
less the team that worked on the legis-
lation. I used to go up and occasionally
bring them some pizza. I do not know if
people in the outside world realize how
hard this staff on Capitol Hill works,
especially when there is a major bill
coming up.

I want to thank: David Wilson from
Majority Leader DOLE'S office for his
assistance In getting the bill to the
floor and for working with my staff;
Elizabeth Greene. for her invaluable as-
sistance while the bill was on the floor;
Jim Weber. from the Democratic Lead-
er DASCHLEs office for his assistance;
Chip Pickering with Senator IATr:
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and, Earl Comstock with Senator flg-
vx18. I must add that night after
night, Chip Pickering helped lead a bi-
partisan team. Chip will someday be
one of our Nation's finest leaders. Earl
Comstock is one of the brightest, hard-
working people I have ever encoun-
tered.

I also thank: Hance Haney with Sen-
ator PACEWOOD: Mark Buse with Sen-
ator McCAiN; Mark Baker with Senator
BURNs; Gene Bumpus with Senator
GORTON; Amy Henderson with Senator
HUTcRISON; Angela Campbell with Sen-
ator SNOWE; Mike King with Senator
ASHcRoFT; Margaret Cummisky with
Senator INoutY% Martha Moloney with
Senator FORD; Chris McLean with Sen-
ator EXON; Cheryl Bruner with Senator
ROCKEFELLER; Scott Bunton and Carole
Orunberg with Senator KERY of Mas-
sachusetts; Mark Ashby with Senator
BP.EAUX; Andy Vermilye with Senator
BRYAN; Greg Rohde with Senator DOR-
GAN; and Carol Ann Bischoff with Sen-
ator KERREY of Nebraska.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to speak for 10 min-
utes as in morning business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

DOD UNMATCHED DISBURSEMENTS
Mr. GRASBBLEY. Mr. President,

many times in the last several months.
I have addressed my colleagues in this
Chamber on the subject of the bad ac-
counting system in the Defense Depart-
ment and particularly the subject of
unmatched disbursements, a subject
that involves the principle that If you
are going to spend the taxpayers'
money, you ought to be able to show
exactly what that money went for.

The Defense Department has accu-
mulated several billions of dollars over
the last several years in money that
has been spent. It is very difficult for
them or anybody else to show exactly
what that money has bought: A service
or commodity.

So the unmatched disbursement
problem at the Pentagon has been a
problem that has been simmering on
the back burner for several years. Now.
all of a sudden. it Is on the front burn-
er. and the pot is boiling over.

The Department of Defense Is getting
hammered with bad publicity about
this problem. Most of the heat is di-
rected at the Defense Department's
chief financial officer. Mr. John
Hamre. He is fighting back, countering
with damage control, sending letters
and papers to allies on the Hill. He is
trying to debunk all the criticism
being directed his way.

As I have said many times, I think
that Mr. Hamur is trying to do a good
job. I think his heart is In the right,
place, but career bureaucrats under
him are feeding him bad information.

In a nutshell, Mr. President. this is
the problem: The Department of De-
fense does not match disbursements
with obligations before making pay-
ments. Unless *he natcbes %re made.
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then we do not know how the money is
being spent. Of course, this leaves the
Department of Defense accounts vul-
nerable to theft and abuse.

DOD accounts are vulnerable to the
tune of at least $28 billion. Those are
not my numbers, those are the Depart-
ment of Defense numbers. Mr. Hamre is
desperately trying to diffuse all the
criticism. Mr. Hamre says that my ar-
guunents that I have been stating on
the floor over the last several months
are baloney. He says the Department
has, in his words. "certified receipts for
every penny spent."

Mr. President. he said that In his lat-
est rebuttal, and his rebuttal appears
on page A15 of the June 10, 1995. Wash-
ington Post. I ask unanimous consent
to print that article in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

(From the Washington Post. June 10. 19961
PrArAO5N SPENDOIN: BY THou BooS

(By John J. Hame)
Colman McCarthy's May 23 column "The

Pentagon's Accountability Problem" so
badly distorts my stetemeota on Department
of Defense financial management that the
record must be corrected.

McCarthy implies that I am a naive dupe
absolving government workers and defense
contractors of any financial responsibility.

E further suggests that our reform efforts
are merely verbal eoekescreens to maSk
business as usual. Nothing could be farther
from the truth.

It is clear McCarthy did not attend the
May is congressional hearing on which he
bases his column. Had he been there he
would have learned that not a penny of tax-
payer dollars has bees "lost," as his article
Implies--slce the crux of the matter is not
"phantem payments" but outmoded ac-
counting procedures.

For every disbursement he characterizes as
lost, we bare a validated receipt with an
independent confirmation that the govern-
meet recelved the goods and services. He
also would have learned that is the past 1
months we researched and correctly sc-
counted for = billio in problem disburse-
ments inherited from a decade of defense
spending. He would have learned that during
the ase time period we also froze more
than 20.000 paymente to more than 1.500 con-
tractors until we could correct underlying
accounting problems.

He would have learned that we are revere-
ing a 2-year-old "pay first, account later"
policy. Beginning this summer, we will
match disbursements to accounting
records-not Just against valid, certified In-
voices as CS do now-before paymente are
made. And he would have learned that we
created a special financial fraud detection
organnuatiso.

Unfortunately none of this was reported by
McCarthy, and I am unaware of any effort on
his part to attempt to gather the facts.
The public has every right to know the ex-

tent of the Pentagon's accounting problems.
as well as the efforts in place to remedy
them. Your readers dsserme far better than
McCarthy provided.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I
want to state, where he says that "the
crux of the matter is not phantom pay-
ments but outmoded accounting proce-
dures," I will agree with him on the
outmoded accounting procedures, but I
will not believe that that Is an excuse
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for getting off the hook. It is designed
to put us at ease, Mr. President. I
think it is a neat distraction. Out-
moded accounting procedures are
seemingly harmless, are they not?
They pose no threat, seemingly, to the
security and the control of money. But
that is a long way from the truth.

To assure us that no money has been
lost. Mr. Hamre makes one bold asser-
tion, and he makes it from this article.
It says:

For every disbursement he characterizes as
lost, we have a validated receipt with an
independent confirmation that the Govern-
ment, received goods and services.

I think I know what Mr. Hamre is
trying to say. He is trying to say for
every Defense Department payment, he
has a receipt to prove that the goods
and services were actually received.
This was brought up in some recent
testimony of Mr. Hamre on the Hill. He
used form DD250 as an example of
"validated recelpts"--his words. Those
are his words, "validated receipts for
goods handled."

The DOD form DD250 is called the
Materials Inspection and Receiving Re-
port. I have a copy of that here.

This particular one that I have in my
hand is for the purchase of a high-pow-
ered amplifier for the Air Force
Milstar satellite.

I ask unanimous consent to print
this In the RECORD.

There being no objection, the report
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
MATERIAL IpeNr- ivoN AND RIXEIvi o REPoRT

Proc. Instrument Iden. (Contract): FI9628-
5S-C-0131.

Invoice: 10030472, .2Decl4.
Shipment No.: WAL0SI.
Date shipped: 92Dec00E.
BA: D-2,424,371B. •
TCN: SZ20SA2275A270XXX.
Prime contractor: Raytheon Co., Equip.

Div. Headquarters, Hager Pond Facility. 1001
Boston Post Ed.. Marlboro, MA 01752.

Administered by: DPRO, Raytheon Co..
Wayside Ave.. Burlington, MA 01803-4608.

Shipped from: Raytheon Co.. 20 Seyon St.,
Waltham, MA 02254.

Payment will be made by: DFAS-Colum.
bus Center, Attn: DFAS-CO-EH/Bunker Hill,
P.O. Box 18277. Columbus, OH 43218-2M17.

Shipped to: F209, Transportation officer.
McClellan AFB. CA 9552-6509.

Marked for: FB2049. Account 09.
Item NO.: HO0A.
Stock/Part No.: MOD: P00017; CLIN:

000IAB.
Description: NSN: 595-0I-325-55MZ; P/N:

0206110-; Amplifier, R.F.: Rev: BT/AV; Ref:
PL0496453-21; S/N: 1005: Containers: I Skid;
Gross shipping wt: 23D#.

Quantity Ship'Rec'd: 1.
Unit: EA.
Unit price: S363.735.00.
Amount: M3l.735.00.
Total: S363,735.00.
Procurement quality assurance: A. Ori.

gin-Acceptance of listed items has been
made by me or under my supervision and
they conform to contract, except as noted
herein or o supporting documents.

Receiver's use: Quantities shown In column
17 were received in apparent good condition
except as noted.

Date: Dec. 4, 192.
Typed name and office: D Albrizio, 82205A.

S 8459
Tax coding: 04-e7l.
Customer code No.: 53- 93543-2.
Remit to: Raytheon Co., D-3007, P.O. Box

361346. Columbus. OH 43236-1'346.
Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President. form

DD250 is meant to tell us a lot. But
what does it tell us? For starters, it
gives us the contract number: F19628-
89-C-0131.

It tells us that the Milstar amplifier
was shipped on December 8, 1992.

It tells us the contractor was
Raytheon, Burlington. MA

It tells us the amplifier's destination
was McClellan Air Force Base, CA.

It gives us the national stock num-
ber: 5895-01-325-8SKMZ.

It gives us the amplifier's serial num-
ber: 1005.

It tells us that the unit price for the
amplifier is 39.735.

Remember that figure. because I am
going to tell you how this item was
sold for $20 in just a minute.

Finally, It talls us the name of the
Government officlal who accepted the
amplifier and certified that it met con-
tract specs. The certifying official's
name shown is D. Albrizlo.

Well, Mr. Hamre wants us to believe
that DD250, the form I inserted into the
RECORD, is proof that the Government
got what it paid for.

Now, the Air Force got the Milstar
amplifier, right? No, they did not get
it. We paid for an amplifier all right.
Yes, we did. But we did not get it-at
least not right away.

A citizen in North Carolina-Mr.
Roger Spillman-got this 3.3,000 am-
plifier instead. While there is a long
trail of signed certified receipts prov-
ing-and I use that advisedly-that
DOD received It, the amplifier never
showed up at the warehouse where it
belonged.

First, it turned up as something iden-
tified as unknown overage cargo at the
San Francisco terminal of the Watkins
Motor Lines. Watkins had a DOD con-
tract to deliver it to the McClellan Air
Force Base. It was held there in San
Francisco for 30 days. When no one
showed up to claim it, it was shipped to
Watkins salvage warehouse in Lake-
land, FL. The Mllstar amplifier was
stored in the salvage warehouse for
about 9 months.

Now, at that point, it was declared
excess cargo and shipped to DRS, Inc..
in Advance, NC, for auction. The public
auction was held on October 25, 1993.
The bidding started at 120. Within 45
seconds, Mr. Roger Spillman was the
proud new owner of the Milstar ampli-
tier, and It cost him exactly $75. Re-
member, for the original product we
paid $393,000-plus.

The Air Force did not know the am-
plifier was missing until the owner. Mr.
Spillman. called to request the instruc-
tions manual because he wanted to use
it. That was almost a year after DOD
officials had shown us this validated
receipt of the amplifier.

Mr. President, what lesson does the
case of the missing Milstar amplifier
teach us? It is this: Despite Mr.
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lamre's asurances to the contrary.

the form that I have been reading from
today-the DD250-provides no guaran-
tee that DOD gets what It pays for. All
the form does to tell DOD what is sup-
Dosed to be on the loading dock or
stocked In some warehouse. It does not
mean that it is really there.

The DD250 Is not an internal control
device.

The DD250 will not tell us whether
the item received was indeed ordered.

The DD250 will not tell you whether
the price paid was the price agreed to
In the contract.

The DD250 will not tell you whether
your accounts contain enough money
to cover the payment.

The DD250 will not warn you if you
are about to make an underpayment,
overpayment, or erroneous payment.

To protect and control public money.
then, the Defense Department must
match disbursements with obligations
before payments are made. That is the
way it must be done.

These DD250 forms are no substitute
for nitty-gritty accounting work.

If Mr. Hamre wants to do effective
damage control and silence his critics,
then he needs to go back to the draw-
Ing board,. He needs to find a device
that addresses the source of the criti-
cism. These forms-the DD250's-miss
the mark, and miss it completely. The
DD250's do not protect and control the
people's money.

Mr. Hamre is the DOD comptroller,
and he ought to know all these things.

Mr. President. I yield the floor and
yield back any time I may have.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to

call the roll.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPETI-
TION AND DEREGULATION ACT
The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of the bill.
AMENDMENT NO. IMM, TELEVISION CONTENT

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I rise to
address the issue of television violence.
which we debated earlier this week in
the context of this telecommunications
bill. I opposed the Lieberman-Conrad
amendment on this subject, but I
strongly supported the Simon-Dole
sense of the Senate amendment. I want
to take this occasion to briefly sketch
out my thinking on this subject.

I completely agree with my col-
leagues about the terrible effects of
television violence on our children.
The average American child witnesses
8,000 murders and 100.000 other acts of
violene on television by the time he or
she finishes elementary school. That is
simply unacceptable. The American
Medical Association, the National
Commission on Children and other in-
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tereeted groups and individuals have
spoken persuasively about the effect of
this incessant violence on our children.

I believe that something must be
done about this terrible problem, but I
also believe that it should be up to par-
ents and the industry itself to accom-
plish that end. This is an area where I
do not believe Congress sh6uld be man-
dating a solution. Especially in the
context of this deregulatory bill, we
should not be creating federal commis-
sions to promulgate highly prescriptive
new rules in areas we should stay out
of.

I was also concerned about some of
the vague language in the Conrad-
Lieberman amendment. It refers, for
Instance, to "the level of violence or
objectionable content." We might--
might-be able to come to agreement
on a definition of "violence." but I do
not see how we could reach a consensus
on the meaning of "objectionable con-
tent." Everyone would have a different
view.

As consumers and parents, we must
all do a better job of turning the dial
when programming to which we object
comes across our television set. If that
were to happen in large numbers, the
market would dictate a dramatic im-
provement in television programming.

I supported the Simon-Dole sense of
the Senate amendment, which calls on
the industry to police itself but does
not establish an unprecedented set of
onerous government rules. I think this
represented a more sensible approach
to this problem.

AMENDMENT NO. 1325
Mr. DODD. Mr. President. I rise in

support of Senator WARNER's amend-
ment requiring Bell operating compa-
nies to fully disclose their protocols
and technical requirements for connec-
tion with their facilities. This is a com-
plex. technical issue, but It is a critical
safeguard as the Bell companies move
into manufacturing.

Section 222 of the bill before us ap-
plies the same competitive check list
to Bell entry into manufacturing as it
does to entry into long distance serv-
ices. I have been concerned, however.
by the fact that the legislation carves
out a major exception for manufactur-
ing research and design activities. This
exception would allow Bell companies
to commence these activities almost
immediately.

Research and design is one of the
most expensive phases of the rmanufac-
turing process, and it often holds the
key to the end success of the product.
But under S. 652's provisions. Bell com-
panies would be able to engage In such
activities before they face competition.
This could open the door to cross-sub-
sidization, unfair use of privileged in-
formation about RBOC network Inter-
faces and other monopoly abuses that
could decrease competition in the al-
ready competitive telecommunications
manufacturing industry.

I have argued that the simplest solu-
tion to this problem was to delete the
bills exception for research and design
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activities. But this solution proved un-
acceptable to the bill's managers, so
instead I supported Senator WARNER's
efforts to add important safeguards.

Senator WARNI's amendment would
ensure that the public network remain
open and accessible to independent
manufacturers. By requiring disclosure
of technical specifications and planned
changes in those specifications, the
amendment would prevent Bell compa-
nies' manufacturing subsidiaries from
gaining exclusive or early access to the
kind of infornation that is the life-
blood of telecommunications manufac-
turing.

Independent manufacturers do not
fear competition from Bell companies,
so long as that competition is fair,
Senator WAmIER's amendment makes a
great deal of "progress in the effort to
ensure fairness, and I hope we can build
on this progress to make further im-
provements as this bill moves to con-
ference.

I thank Senator WARNER for his lead-
ership on this important issue, and I
also thank Senators HOLLINOS and
PRESSLER for agreeing to accept this
modest amendment.

Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President,
today we have had an historic oppor-
tunity to vote on a sweeping revision
of the 1934 Communications Act, an act
which is now, over 60 years after its
original passage. woefully out of date.
We tried last Congress to revisit this
legislation but we were unable to bring
the matter to the floor. I am glad that
we have had a chance to consider this
legislation on the floor this year. I
hoped to be able to vote for it. We owe
it to the people of this country to mod-
ernize the laws which govern tele-
communications services and to do so
in a way that promotes competition
among the companies attempting to
provide those services, and thus pro-
vide American families with more and
better services at lower prices.

This legislation serves the first pur-
pose--that of modernizing the law to
reflect the many changes in technology
since 1934.

However. there is a real question as
to whether the end result will be more
competition. On the contrary. I believe
that the result of this bill may be more
concentration of power in the market.
I do not believe American families will
benefit from this concentration.

I would like to believe what I have
heard on the floor over the last week:
that true competition will ensue from
this bill, and the result of that com-
petition will be a new world of innova-
tive products at affordable prices. Nev-
ertheless. I fear that the flaws in this
bill will likely defeat those hopes. Ac-
cordingly, while I would like to be able
to vote for this bill. I cannot.

I am a longtime student of tech-
nology and of telecommunications. I
know what benefits they can bring. I
have promoted State and Federal sup-
port for technology in the classroom
and I have sponsored legislation to pro-
vide that support. I am proud to have
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been an early and eager supporter of
the Snowe-Rockefeller-Exon-Kerry lan-
guage in this bill which will, for the
first time, make access to tele-
comnunications services by schools, li-
braries, and rural health care providers
affordable. I am especially proud that
the Senate approved this aspect of the
bill.

But there are a series of amendments
to this bill which I had hoped would
pass and which would have made this
bill what I had hoped it could be and
what I think the American consumer
deserves.

First, and foremost. I was dis-
appointed that the efforts of mycol-
leagues from North Dakota, Senator
DoRoAN and Senator THURMoND Of
South Carolina, to bring the Depart-
ment of Justice into the process, were
defeated. I fear that this bill-without
the amendment to give the Department
of Justice a more active role-may lead
to abuses and more concentration in
the long distance market. There are se-
rious issues competition issues raised
by the entry of the Bells into long dis-
tance, yet we have given the Nation's
expert competition agency, the Depart-
ment of Justice. a toothless role. The
Department of Justice has long and
deep experience with this market and
with these competitors. It-is the best
positioned entity to evaluate the many
issues which are going to arise as new
entrants seek access to the local ex-
change networks controlled by these
companies. In my view. only the De-
partment of Justice can assure that
what is billed as competition does not
become concentration to the detriment
of the American consumer.

I also have concerns about the poten-
tial for concentration in the cable mar-
ket which this bill presents and the po-
tential for greatly increased cable
rates for consumers in rural areas
where competition is unlikely to exist
in any meaningful way. The market-
place will very likely bring lower
prices and greater choice to consumers
in urban and affluent areas. But in
many parts of the country, and in
much of my State of New Mexico, the
marketplace will do little. We have
seen In airline deregulation how rural
consumers are treated. I hope that that
does not happen in the cable market-
place as well. If it does. and we shall
see in the next few years. Congress
should revisit this issue to provide the
protections which I would have liked to
see this bill today.

Other amendments, such as the ones
offered by the Senator from Nebraska,
(Mr. KElutx]. to put a consumer rep-
resentative on the universal service
board and to restrict cross subsidiza-
tion by public utility of services, were
defeated. Other amendments designed
to keep some reasonable limits on
broadcast ownership were also de-
feated.

Taken as a whole, this bill, while up-
to-date, seems to be to anticonsumer
and anticompetitive. I foresee an in-
creasing concentration in the tele-
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communications industry with increas-
ing prices for consumers with little in-
crease in choice or innovation for those
living in rural America. I hope that I
am wrong. I hope that this bill can be
improved in the conference. If it is, I
will be happy to vote for it when it re-
turns to the floor. In its present form,
however, I must vote no.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I will vote
for S. 652. the Telecommunications
Competition and Deregulation Act of
1995, because a myriad of technological
innovations over the past few years
have made the current regulatory sys-
tom obsolete.

New rules are needed to acknowledge
and encourage competitive innovative
technological developments which will
enliven the marketplace and offer the
consumer greater choice and new tech-
nologies. However, these regulatory
changes should be done in a way that
maintains adequate protections of the
public interest.

There are several issues that concern
me regarding S. 652.

My first concern is with the lack of a
Department of Justice role in deter-
mining when the Baby Bells should be
allowed into the long distance market.
I believe a specific Department of Jus-
tice role is needed to ensure that exist-
ing monopoly powers are not used to
take advantage of the new markets
being entered.

It's reasonable that such broad and
unprecedented telecommunications de-
regulation should include reasonable
oversight of potentially anticompetl-
tive behavior in an industry where a
few giants could control large seg-
ments of the various markets.

Without a specific Department of
Justice role, there Is a greater risk
that the monopolistic and con-
centrated businesses will increase and
we will not achieve the competition
that this bill promises. If this happens,
American consumers will be the losers.

I supported the Thurmond-Dorgan
compromise amendment which would
have provided the Attorney General a
simultaneous role with the FCC in ap-
proving a request by a Bell company to
provide long distance service providing
that action would not substantially
lessen competition, or tend to create a
monopoly. Unfortunately, that amend-
ment was not adopted.

I hope, therefore, that the House will
move to adopt a Department of Justice
role so that this issue can be revisited
in conference.

My second concern regards the cable
rate deregulation provisions of the bill.
In 1992 Congress passed a comprehen-
sive cable act in response to a strong
public outcry about skyrocketing cable
rates. This bill undoes much of the
good that bill accomplished In slowing
down cable rate increases and in many
cases reducing cable rates for Ameri-
cans. This bill deregulates all but the
basic tier of cable television and In so
doing runs the very real risk of result-
ing In increased cable rates for Ameri-
cans which is contrary to what Con-
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gres attempted to do just 3 years ago
in the 1992 Cable Act.

I am also concerned that the bill al-
lows for the preemption of local rules
and regulations relating to the man-
agement of local rights-of-way. I sup-
ported the Feinstein amendment to re-

move the provision in S. 652 which
would preempt local control of the pub-
lic rights-of-way. Unfortunately, that
amendment was defeated. A weaker al-
ternative was accepted which modified
but did not eliminate language in the
bill allowing for the preemption of
local regulations. The Feinstein
amendment would have eliminated the
preemption capability of the FCC alto-
gether.

I believe it is important that we in
Congress pay proper recognition to the
rights of local government and I am
disappointed this bill does not ade-
quate do that.

The telecommunications bill before
the Senate today will have a huge im-
pact on our economy and on the lives
of every single American. I believe the
telecommunications reform is both
necessary and important. But equally
important in that process are the nec-
essary checks and balances to protect
consumers and discourage monopolies.
While I will vote for this bill because I
recognize that telecommunications re-
form i long overdue and must move
forward. I am not convinced this bill
contains adequate checks and balances.
I hope the House will be able to add
those back into the bill and I reserve
judgment on whether I will support a
final conference report.

Mr. BAUCUS. Mr. President, I rise
today in support of the Telecommuni-
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act of 1995.

Over the last week I have heard
many of my colleagues address this
legislation. One statement is common
to their remarks. This legislation will
touch, indeed will impact, a significant
portion of our economy. It will be felt
In one way or another in each of our
lives.

Of the many advances in our society
of the past century. telecommuni-
cations is among the most pervasive.
Our movement into this information
age has yielded tremendous changes in
our lives. The ability to communicate
around the globe instantaneously has
helped us become part of a global mar-
ketplace. It is an advance from which
there can be no retreat.

I believe that we all benefit when
competition is enhanced. Retaining a
competitive edge has been quite dif-
ficult as we have forced technology of
today to fit the restrictions of yester-
day's regulations. The potential for
continued improvement in these indus-
tries Is tremendous. This bill should
usher in new products, better prices.
and more choices in the services which
consumers demand in Montana and
across the country.

Mr. President. the development in
the personal computer, and even the
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hand-held calculator before It. is a tan-
gible example of what I expect in tele-
communications. In the past 30 years.
these technologies have become com-
monplace. In fact I can't imagine life
without them.

The development of telecommuni-
cations technology has been no less
dramatic. And with this legislation, we
advance the ball. While this bill falls to
satisfy my entire wish list. I believe it
leaves us better than before. But we
still have work to do and as legislation
moves through the House and Into con-
ference. I am confident we can improve
this bill.

In recent days we have voted on
changes designed to improve the meas-
ure. The amendment offered by Sen-
ator CONRAD will encourage television
manufacturers to include computer
technology allowing parents to prevent
objectional material from entering
their home. I supported that measure
and I believe it is important in this
bill.

An amendment offered by Senator
EXON protects against harassment, ob-
scenity. and indecency to minors via
telecommunications devices. Together,
these two amendments will go a long
way toward protecting our youth from
harmful material. There has been some
public comment on this topic recently
and I believe these amendments are
what Montanans want in this kind of
legislation.

Finally, I Want to go on the record in
stating my belief that passage of this
measure does not finish our work in
this area. Granted, this legislation hs
been a long time coming. But we now
have a serious responsibility to con-
duct congressional oversight over this
legislation. As we work to construct
the Information,, superhighway, we
must make certain that the system
works.

I don't want a system which is a re-
strictive entry highway. And I don't
want a toll road where nobody can af-
ford the fare. And I want to make cer-
tain that In Montana, my constituents
have access to the benefits of this tech-
nology. I will be watching to see that
this effort succeeds and I stand ready
to step in if intervention is needed.

But Mr. President. this bill has
strong support. I have heard from
broadcasters, small business owners,
and those in the telecommunications
industry in Montana. And all these
groups want this legislation to pass. I
share their desire to help the best tele-
communications system in the world
leap forward into the next century and
I will cast my vote In favor of this
measure.

Thank you. Mr. President. I yield the
floor.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President. I rise
to state my reasons for opposing the
Telecommunications Competition and
Deregulation Act of 1995.

Yesterday the Senate adopted
amendment No. 1362 by a vote of 84-16.
The amendment purports to prohibit
computer transmission of obscenity
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and indecency. I voted "no" out of con-
cern that we were taking this action
improvidently and without adequate
consideration for its significant con-
stitutional and practical implications.

In 1973, the Supreme Court In Miller
versus California, and in several subse-
quent decisions, held that the Con-
stitution does not protect obscenity.
which the Court defined as material
that appeals to "prurient Interests" or
is "patently offensive." The govern-
ment accordingly has the authority to
regulate obscenity, and properly so.
But we must do so with care.

The amendment attempts to apply
existing laws aganst obscene and
harassing telephone calls to computer
transmissions. Regrettably, the lan-
guage of the amendment is too broad.
raising serious questions of constitu-
tionally under the first amendment.
For example, the amendment could
reasonably be Interpreted to prohibit
an individual from sending an annoy-
tng e-mail message. The penalty for
such a transgression: a fine of up to
$100.000 or up to 2 years in prison-or
both. And, as was noted by Senator
LEAReY and others during the debate
yesterday, the amendment likely
makes unlawful on computers mate-
rials that are perfectly lawful in books
or* letters. I suspect the courts will
take a dim view of this provision when
it is challenged, which It surely will be.

Similarly problematic is the failure
of the amendment to recognize the dif-
ference between telephones and the
unique characteristics of computers. In
order to view the kinds of lewd and las-
civious material complained of by the
proponents of the amendment, an indi-
vidual must take numerous affirmative
steps to gain access to it via the on-
line services where it can be found. I
grant that this Is not terribly difficult
for one who is computer literate, but
the fact remains that in order to look
at this material on the computer, you
have to actively seek It out. It does not
just pop up on the screen when you
turn it on. One who looks for and then
views such material on his or her com-
puter is in a very different position
than a victim of obscene telephone
calls. Yet the amendment fails to rec-
ognize this distinction.

I am also troubled by the Senate's
action on another amendment to this
bill. This afternoon, by a vote of 67-31.
the Senate tabled the Lieberman
amendment to retain cable television
rate regulation. Senator LIEBERMAN
knows the subject of cable rate regula-
tion as well as anyone, having fought
cable rate increases In Connecticut in
the 1980's when he was State attorney
general. He predicts that, without the
reasonable rate restrictions in his
amendment, cable TV rates will surely
rise as a result of this bill. I am afraid
he is right. Cable rates rose sharply
after Congress lifted rate regulations
in 1984, and they are likely to do again
if we pass this legislation. This is why
I supported the Lieberman amendment,
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and why I believe It was a mistake for
the Senate to defeat It.

For this and for the other reasons I
have given. I will vote against the
Telecommunications Competition and
Deregulation Act of 1995.

THE DOLE AMENDMENT ON CABLE VOLUME
DISCOUNTS

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, we are
faced here with a very unfortunate sit-
uation. Senator DOLE has offered an
amendment to address a significant
public policy matter raised by S. 652 as
reported by the Commerce Committee,
and that amendment has become en-
tangled In a dispute that goes to the
way the Senate deals with those who
do business in areas affected by legisla-
tion upon which the Senate acts.

I must say that I am distressed by
the appearances of what has occurred
regarding the interactions of two cable
programming providers with the chair-
man of the Commerce Committee.
While I have not been involved at all
in-or even knowledgeable about--
these Interactions, and believe accord-
ing to what I have been told that there
may be more Inadvertence and clumsl-
ness in evidence here than anything
else, it is unfortunate for all involved
that some evidently see this as a case
where Inappropriate pressure has been
brought to bear in such an interaction.

Regardless, and without In any way
acting as Judge and Jury and attrib-
uting blame. I will say unequivocally
that I do not believe that the proper
way for elected officials and business
executives to interact is for elected of-
ficials to threaten businesspeople with
injurious legislation If they do not
comport their business activities with
the policy desires of those elected offi-
cials, nor for buslnesspeople to threat-
en elected officials with business ac-
tions deemed undesirable by the offi-
cials if those officials fail to take legis-
lative actions favored by the
businesspeople. Further, the way I
have always understood the concept of
honor, a deal's a deal, and starting
with the assumption that honorable
elected officials should make only
deals that are In the public's interest.
both those officials and buslnesspeople
who enter into agreements ought to
honor those agreements.

Having said these things, when the
day is over here, what really counts in
my judgment is the public policy that
the Senate makes, and the effect it has
on our Nation and its people. I think it
is important that we keep our eye on
the ball here, and by that I mean I
think we should cast our votes on this
amendment based on the public policy
impact of the policies those votes will
determine. It Is on that basis, rather
than with reference to the regrettable
dispute that has emerged concerning
what has preceded the offering of and
voting on this amendment, that I cast
my vote on the amendment.

Many of the decisions with which
this body must grapple are not simple.
where two courses, one black and the
other white, present themselves and all
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we have to do is choose the easily dis-

cernible right course. Many decisions
we make have multiple and varying
implications, and we are forced into
the position of playing Solomon to me-
diate disputed interests and needs.

Such is the case here. Mr. President.
On the one hand none of us to my
knowledge wants to act in a way that
will deprive persons in rural areas or
other areas served by small cable sys-
tems of programming that those who
live in areas served by large cable sys-
tems can enjoy. On the other hand. we
should approach extremely seriously
any decision that could result in the
government imposing controls on the
free marketplace, especially a decision
that leads to price controls. There have
been situations in our history that
have warranted such actions, but they
are the exception, not the rule.

Mr. President. I do not believe that
the circumstances of the cable industry
warrant Imposing what amount to
price controls on those who provide
programming. Yes, I do believe that
those programming companies should
deal responsibly with all cable opera-
tors who wish to purchase their prod-
ucts. But no, I do not believe that in
this industry the Government should
prohibit practices of volume discount-
ing or other methods of pricing that
are employed in virtually every indus-
try in our Nation, whether it be selling
shoes or cabbages or long distance
phone service.

So. Mr. President, before I had heard
anything about the dispute concerning
the agreement that did or did not exist
between Time-Warner and Viacom and
the chairman of the Commerce Com-
mittee. I had concluded that I should
vote for the Dole amendment. Now
that the dispute has surfaced, I con-
tinue to believe that the correct public
policy is reflected in the Dole amend-
ment, and I will vote for that amend-
ment for that reason.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. the
Senate votes today on a very Impor-
tant piece of legislation, the Tele-
communications Competition and De-
regulation Act of 1995. There is no
question in my mind that tele-
communications reform legislation is
needed. The communications laws in
this country are without a doubt anti-
quated and the Congress must take ac-
tion and pass telecommunications leg-
islation.

I am sad to say, however, that I can-
not support the legislation the Senate
is voting on today. This bill, in my
judgment, could be more accurately de-
scribed as the "telecommunications
concentration act'" rather than the
~telecommunications competition
act." Unfortunately, this legislation.
in its present form, is going to lead to
greater concentration In the tele-
communications and media indus-
tries-which Is antithetical to competi-
tion.

Robust competition is the driving
force of our free market economy.
Comvetition offers consumers lower
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prices and wide ranging services. True
marketplace competition also elimi-
nates the need for regulation. If our
goals are to ensure that consumers re-
ceive advanced telecommunications
and media services at competitive
prices and to free the industry from
government regulation, competition is
our means to that end. But it must be
true and fair competition.

This is where this legislation misses
the mark. There are two key areas of
this legislation that lead me to the
conclusion that existing competition in
telecommunications is in jeopardy:
First, the conditions under which re-
gional Bell operating companies
[RBOC's) may offer long distance serv-
ices: and second, the liberalization of
broadcast ownership rules.

This legislation, mistakenly in my
judgment. deregulates both the tele-
vision and radio broadcast industries
at the risk of promoting greater con-
centration at the expense of competi-
tion. The bill raises the national audi-
ence cap from 25 to 35 percent and
eliminates the 12 station limit on TV
broadcast ownership. It also eliminates
ownership rules on radio ownership.
Liberalization of these limits runs ab-
solutely contrary to the goal of pro-
moting competition. I am convinced
that if these changes are enacted, the
media industry in this country will be
controlled by a handful of conglom-
erates in future. The long-held prin-
ciples of localism and diversity will
suffer.

I cffered an amendment, unsuccess-
fully, to strike the provisions liberaliz-
ing the ownership limits in the bill.
Under my amendment, the FCC would
have been instructed to review and
modify its broadcast ownership rules to
"ensure that broadcasters are able to
compete fairly with other media pro-
viders" while ensuring that diversity
and localism are protected. The amend-
ment would have maintained the cur-
rent limits while directing the FCC to
review and modify the ownership rules
on a case-by-case basis.

At the heart of this issue is the rela-
tionship between the networks and the
local affiliate stations. Raising the na-
tional ownership limits would rep-
resent a drastic shift in power from the
local affiliate stations to the national
networks. The provisions in the bill;
including the Dole amendment, threat-
en local media control-both in terms
of programming and in terms of news
content--in favor of national control.
The change will remove the ability of
local stations to make local program-
Ming and news decisions-such as pre-
empting network programming in
favor of local news. public interest, and
local sports programming.

The change would also mean that
station managers will not be able to
stop network programs he or she be-
lieves is inappropriate for the local
market- When the networks buy up the
affiliates, the networks will be able to
dictate the terms of the affillate/net-
work relationship. The networks will
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leverage their power over affiliate pre-
emption of network programming, con-
duct of news divisions, and the moral
tone of network entertainment. The
change proposed in broadcast owner-
ship rules under S. 652 will turn locally
owned stations into extensions of large
multimedia companies and will result
in the nationalization of television pro-
grazmming and the demise of localism
and local program decisions.

The bill's changes to broadcast own-
ership rules will lead to greater con-
centration of the media-a concentra-
tion towards the national networks.
The fact is that the present limits help
preserve competition. Fox television
would not be the fourth network today
if it were not for the existing limits on
ownership. The current limits are what
made it possible for Fox Broadcasting
to develop so quickly because there
were affiliates available in media mar-
kets that were not owned by the estab-
lished networks with whom Fox had to
compete with to build a market for it-
self.

Proponents of removing the owner-
ship limits have a single purpose-to
reduce the number of people participat-
ing in broadcasting ownership. The
current limits permit small companies
to own stations in large markets. Be-
cause the existing limits ensure that
concentration is limited and entre-
preneurial efforts in broadcasting are
possible. Elimination of ownership lim-
its will make it more difficult for mi-
nority participation in broadcast own-
ership-something the FCC has been
trying to promote for years is more mi-
nority ownership. This bill would send
a blow to that effort.

Will the local television landscape be
better off If the local television sta-
tions are controlled by the national
networks in New York and Hollywood
instead of by stations in Bismarck or
Wichita? Will there be less violence on
TV if there is more national control? I
do not think so. In fact. I expect that
these problems will get worse.

This bill will rob local stations of the
opportunity to say no to network pro-
gramming that local station managers
think is inappropriate for their local
communities-where they themselves
live. If the national networks are per-
mitted to own a substantial portion of
the local stations in the country, then
all programming decisions will be
made in Hollywood and New York.
without regard for the concerns of
local communities. Make no mistake
about it. The bill's provisions represent
nothing short of a power grab on the
part of the national networks under
the guise of deregulation. The proposed
changes to the ownership rules would
concentrate power in the hands of the
networks and would be anticompeti-
tive.

Another unsuccessful amendment I
offered with the senior Senator from
South Carolina relates to what is per-
haps the most contentious battle in the
development of this legislation: the
conditions under which the RBOC's
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would be permitted to offer long dis-
tance services. One of the major rea-
eons why I cannot support this bill is
because it does not provide for an ade-
quate role for the Department of Jus-
tice to ensure that competition in the
long distance market is protected when
an RBOC that controls the local loop is
permitted to enter what is already a
competitive market.

Under the bill In its present form, an
RBOC need only apply to the FCC to
enter long distance services. The FCC
would utilize a public interest standard
and determine that the RBOC has com-
pleted the competitive checklist. The
bill provides only for a consulting role
by the Justice Department.

Mr. President, it seems to me that
the debate over this legislation has
been turned upside down. The fact is
that the fundamental policy goal con-
fronting the Congress as we develop
telecommunications reform legislation
is how do we employ competition in
markets which are currently controlled
by regulated monopolies, such as the
local exchange. The fact is that the
long distance market is a truly com-
petitive market. We risk damaging
that competitive market if the RBOC's
are permitted to enter the long dis-
tance market prematurely. Our goal
should be to promote the same level of
competition in the local exchange that
currently exists in long distance. Un-
fortunately, this bill is weak on incen-
tives that would promote local com-
petition and it also threatens to dam-
age the competitive long distance mar-
ket.

It was the Justice Department that
investigated and sued to breakup the
Bell system monopoly-which resulted
in making the long distance and manu-
facturing markets competitive. If the
local exchange networks are going to
be vertically reintegrated with long
distance service, there Is a danger that
entry by RBOC's could impede com-
petition and unravel the progress made
over the past decade in promoting com-
petition since the breakup of the Bell
system. DOJ has a unique role to assess
whether the conditions for meaningful
competition are present.

The experience of airline deregula-
tion shows that the protection and pro-
motion of competition is not accorded
enough weight when DOJ has only an
advisory role. In the case of airlines.
mergers that were approved by the De-
partment of Transportation over the
objection of DOJ. the result was mo-
nopolization of certain hubs and higher
ticket prices for consumers.

A DOJ role would avoid expensive
AT&T-type antitrust suits in the fu-
ture by making sure that competition
is safeguarded in the first instance.
RBOC enter that occurs without assur-
ances that it will not impede comple-
tion will invites complex litigation.
which will consume resources better
spent on competing. Having DOJ apply
a marketplace test as a condition to
entry will help avoid wasted litigation.

Since the breakup of the Bell system.
long distance rates have dropped 66
percent and the long distance competi-
tors have constructed four nationwide
fiber optic networks--the backbone of
the information superhighway.

It cannot be assumed that a series of
specified steps will result automati-
cally and inevitably in the develop-
ment of local exchange competition.
Potential barriers to competition are
sometimes subtle and overcoming
these barriers is a very complex task.
Congress cannot hope to successfully
specify in advance a set of conditions
that will provide answers to all issues
before meaningful competition is a re-
ality. The only way to ensure true
competition is to look at actual mar-
ketplace facts and DOJ must provide
this role.

A series of specified steps--for exam-
pie, the competitive check list in Sec-
tion 2S5-s not by itself sufficient to
bring real competition to local mar-
kets. The RBOC's must have a positive
incentive to cooperate with the devel-
opment of competition.

Monopolists have proven themselves
adept at erecting new barriers faster
than old ones can be identified and dis-
mantled. Complete elimination of bar-
riers to competition will occur only if
the monopolists have positive incen-
tives to cooperate with the introduc-
tion of meaningful competition. The
RBOC's will have such incentives when
the check list is supplemented by a
process that ensures application of real
competitive analysis to actual market-
place facts.

I still hope that these areas can be
perfected in the conference committee.
Unless these two areas are addressed.
this legislation will do more to ham
competition than to promote it. That
would not be in the public interest and
I hope that the Congress will not make
that mistake.

Although there are serious problems
with this legislation, I do believe that
some provisions In this bill I strongly
support. This bill contains some very
important provisions that would pre-
serve universal service and ensure that
rural areas will have access to ad-
vanced telecommunications services. I
have worked long and hard with many
of my colleagues on the Senate Com-
merce Committee to ensure that uni-
versal service will be preserved as com-
petition is introduced into local ex-
change service. The provisions in the
Senate bill with respect to universal
service are vitally important to rural
areas and it is my hope that if these
provisions will be retained in the con-
ference committee.

In conclusion Mr. President. I would
ultimately like to vote for this legisla-
tion. Unfortunately. I cannot in its
present form. As I said earlier, this leg-
islation will not adequately promote
competition. Rather, it will have the
opposite affect: concentration. I urge
the managers of the bill and all those
Senators who have spoken with such
passion about promoting competition

to work to Improve this measure so
that we can truly call It the Tele-
communications Competition and De-
regulation Act.
aesarRIcrTLN cA-TWIco IN-REGION BUT-Oms

Mr. LEARY. Mr. President. I want to
note an Important amendment that has
been made to the telecommunications
bill.

As introduced, the telecommuni-
cations bill modified our outdated law
that bans cable companies and isle-
phone companies- from offering the
service of the other. With digital and
other new technologies being devel-
oped, the demarcatiofs between the
businesses of telephone and cable serv-
ice is blurring.

It is about time for Congress to up-
date the law to catch up with the new
convergence in video, computer, and
telephone technologies.

But by repealing the telco-cable
cross-ownership ban altogether, the
telecommunications bill, as reported.
failed to Impose any limits on the abil-
ity of telephone companies to buy out
cable companies-their most likely
competitor-in the telephone compa-
nies' local service areas. Allowing such
mergers would destroy the best hope
for developing competition in both
local telephone service and cable tele-
vision markets.

Without the protection of an
antibuyout provision, consumers would
be deprived of the lower cable and tele-
phone prices that would result from
two-wire competition.

Because of these concerns, the distin-
guished chairman of the Antitrust Sub-
committee. Senator THURMOND, and I
sent a letter to our colleagues a few
weeks ago detailing the reasons why
standard antitrust scrutiny would not
be enough to preserve the potential
competition between telephone and
cable companies.

The leadership package of amend-
ments adopted last Friday took seri-
ously the concerns that we expressed,
and provided some antibuyout restric-
tions to prevent telephone companies
from merely substituting one video
service monopoly for another.

The amendment restricting in-region
buyouts improves this bill and prom-
ises to benefit consumers by promoting
greater competition in the delivery of
video services, increasing the diversity
of video programming, and advancing
the national communications infra-
structure.

In particular, the amendment elimi-
nates ambiguity and makes clear that
the antitrust enforcement authorities
will maintain their authority to chal-
lenge anticompetitive buyouts under
the antitrust laws.

Even when the FCC has decided that
from its perspective that the telco/
cable buyout is acceptable, or when the
buyout comes within the rural excep-
tion, standard antitrust scrutiny may
still be applied.
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The amendment maintains the spe-

cialization and expertise of the anti-
trust authorities--the Justice Depart-
ment and the Federal Trade Commis-
Sion, as well as State antitrust au-
thorities--in determining whether a
buyout would violate the antitrust
laws and harm consumers.

This amendment is necessary to help
promote the competition we want to
develop between cable and phone com-
panies, with the hope that prices for
both services will be lowered for con-
sumers. while their options and choices
increase.

CHoICE CHIP
Mr. CONRAD. I am very pleased my

amendment was accepted by such a
wide margin on the Senate floor. The
choice chip could be a very important
tool for parents to help protect their
children from the violence that is all-
too available on television. I am hope-
ful that the Senate-House conferees
will see the value in this approach and
retain my amendment. However. I
deeply regret that I will have to vote
against S. 652, even though it contains
an amendment I sponsored.
I have deep concerns about the ap-

proach this bill takes, in the name of
competition, by removing protections
that currently safeguard against media
concentration. Diversity of opinions
and voices Is at the very heart of our
democracy. I believe this bill creates
the potential to stifle many of those
voices in our media by greatly consoli-
dating broadcast ownership in this
country.

My colleague. Senator DORoAN. Of-
fered an amendment earlier this week
that would have prevented a single tel-
evision owner from concentrating own-
ership above the current, reasonable
limit of 25 percent of the national audi-
ence. This bill raises that limit, and
Initially the Senate agreed that was a
dangerous precedent. Then politics
took over and the Dorgan amendment
was defeated.

Today, an amendment by Senator
SIMON which would have restricted
radio station ownership to a very rea-
sonable limit of 50 AM and 50 FM sta-
tions was tabled. The bill, as It stands.
eliminates virtually all ownership re-
strictions. That simply does not safe-
guard the diversity of voices that de-
mocracy requires.

I am also concerned that cable tele-
vision rates for consumers will rise
under this bill. An amendment by Sen-
ator LIEBKEMAN to keep rates in check
before real competition is in place was
also tabled today. I believe it is a mis-
take to pass a bill that Includes the
word "competition" in the title but
does not safeguard consumers in the
absence of competition.

Finally, I have concerns about re-
building the telephone monopoly that
the Department of Justice and the Fed-
eral courts rightly ended. Now, the De-
partment of Justice. the very agency
which protects Americans from anti-
trust practices, will not have a role be-
yond consultation in preventing a po-
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tential monopoly from being reestab-
lished. I supported what I believed was
a very reasonable amendment from
Senator DOROAN and THURMOND to
apply a time-honored antitrust stand-
ard to any application to enter long
distance. That amendment was de-
feated.

I hope that the final report from the
Senate-House conference is a bill that
truly promotes competition, while also
safeguarding the interests of the con-
sumers before competition arrives. I do
not believe this bill meets that goal.
and I regret that I cannot support it.

AMEND.MF-r NO. 141
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I seek to

clarify a part of the Leahy-Breaux
amendment (No. 1421) on intraLATA
toll dialing parity that was adopted
yesterday. As the amendment states.
the joint marketing provision in sub-
paragraph (III) of the amendment ap-
plies only in those States that have im-
plemented intraLATA toll dialing par-
ity during the relevant period and to
telecommunications carriers in those
States offering IntraLATA services
using "1+" dialing parity. The prohibi-
tion on Joint marketing however, was
not intended to apply to telecommuni-
cations carriers offering intraLATA
services that do not make use of -l+"
dialing parity. That Is my understand-
ing of the Breaux-Leahy amendment. Is
this consistent with your understand-
ing?.

Mr. BREAUX. Yes.
AMENDMEr NO. M

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President. I rise to
make a comment relative to the
amendment I successfully offered ear-
lier today to the provision of the bill
addressing cable-telephone company
mergers and alliances. I understand
that some concern has been expressed
that the effect of the amendment may
be broader than intended. I do not in-
tent that this amendment have broad
effect or undo the carefully crafted
buyOut limitations agreed to pre-
viously. I look forward to working with
the managers and conferees as we move
forward to make any language changes
necessary to ensure that the amend-
ment has only the narrow effects in-
tended.

FEES IN LIEU OF FRANC05 FEES
Mr. PRESSLER. In part, section 20

of the bill adds a new subsection to the
1934 Communications Act that would
permit the collection of fees from pro-
viders of video programming In lieu of
franchise fees. It Is my understanding
that this requirement does not permit
local or State governments to Impose
such fees on direct-to-home satellite
services, Is this correct?

Mrs. HUTCHISON. Yes, the Intent of
the subsection to which you refer.
which authorizes fees in lieu of fran-
chise feel, does not apply to the direct-
to-home satellite industry. However.
nothing In section 203 is intended to af-
fect whether direct-to-home satellite
services are otherwise subject to other
taxes or fees under current law.
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Mr. DODD. Mr. President. I rise in

support of S. 652. the Telecommuni-
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act. This bill is far from perfect, but
on balance I believe it will be a plus for
American consumers and the American
economy.

We now find ourselves in a highly
competitive, global economy, and tele-
communications is an increasingly im-
portant part of it. In order to keep up
in this booming sector, it is imperative
that the United States replace a regu.
latory structure crafted in the 1930s
with one suitable for the 21st century.
This bill represents an important step
In that direction.

The communications industry is a $1
trillion segment of our economy, and it
is among the fastest growing sectors.
This boom is not widely understood.
but It has tremendous implications for
consumers and business.

This trend is being driven by a vari-
ety of factors, foremost among them
technology. Old copper phone wires can
only carry a handful of conversations
at once. But one fiber optic cable can
carry 32,000 conversations at once. New
services can be sent to the home or of-
fice over fiber optic cable at virtually
zero marginal costs to the producer.

An incredible array of companies has
a stake in the emerging communica-
tions marketplace-both obvious and
surprising players. Consumers can only
benefit from the stepped up competi-
tion if we break down the walls that
now separate cable companies, local
phone companies, long distance firms.
electric utilities, satellite firms, radio
and television broadcasters, cellular
companies, computer companies, and
Hollywood studios.

With passage of this bill. we hope
that companies in all these areas will
eventually invade each others' terri-
tory, providing consumers with a mul-
tiplicity of new choices and creating
jobs along the way. Some reports esti-
mate that true competition in all sec-
tors of the telecommunications indus-
try could create 3.6 million jobs by
20W.

We cannot even imagine much of
what will eventually be available to
consumers in this area. Among the pos-
sibilities are movies on demand, inter-
active home shopping, home banking.
Interactive entertainment and the abil-
ity to take classes and talk with the
teacher from home.

The break-up of the old AT&T mo-
nopoly in 1984 is the best case study in
the benefits of competition in commu-
nications. We all remember the time
when there was no choice In long dis-
tance-no price competition, no incen-
tive to improve quality, no Innovative
new services in long distance.

But since the break-up of AT&T. 30
million Americans switch long dis-
tance carriers a year. and long distance
rates have fallen 60 percent. Five hun-
dred companies now offer long distance
service.

There Is now a wide consensus about
the need to further unleash these tech-
nological and market forces for the
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benefit of consumers. It is imperative
that we update Federal communica-
tions policy to allow this to happen.
We are still operating under the Com-
munications Act of 1934. That should
speak for Itself.

And since 1984. much of the commu-
nications industry has been regulated
by one man-Judge Harold Greene. who
oversaw the AT&T break-up and who
continues to oversee the consent decree
that governs the behavior of the Bell
operating companies. He has done an
admirable job. but it is time for Con-
gress to reenter the game.

That is what this bill represents. As
I mentioned before. I supported a num-
ber of important amendments that did
not pass. I believe the Justice Depart-
ment should have a formal role in de-
ciding whether Bell Companies should
be allowed to offer long distance. The
Antitrust Division at Justice has the
expertise to assess a market and to
prevent monopoly abuse.

I also supported my colleague from
Connecticut. Senator LIEBERMAN. in
his effort to strengthen the cable rate
regulations in this bill. The leadership
package of amendments we passed last
week included some additional protec-
tions for cable consumers. They rep-
resent a considerable Improvement
over the cable provisions in the bill as
reported out of committee. Like Sen-
ator LIEBERMAN, however. I wish we
could have gone further.

I hope that the remaining problems
with this bill can be corrected as the
House considers its version and the two
chambers meet in conference. Further-
more. if problems develop on cable
rates or other matters down the road,
Congress can revisit the issue and
make improvements at that time.

I commend Senators PRESSLER and
HOLLINoS on all of their hard work on
this bill, which I think will provide a
shot in the arm for our economy. ,

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President. the Unit-
ed States and, indeed, the world have
embarked upon a new technological
revolution. Like previous revolutions
sparked by technological innovation.
this one has the potential to change
dramatically our daily lives. It will
certainly transform the way we as hu-
mans communicate with each other.

What we are witnessing is the devel-
opment of a fully interactive nation-
wide communications network. It has
the potential to bring our Nation and
our world enormous good; without ap-
propriate ground rules to assure fair
competition, however, this revolution
could create giant monopolies. The
communications policy framework we
create in this legislation will deter-
mine whether many voices and views
flourish, or few voices dominate our so-
ciety.

The impact of this new age commu-
nications revolution on the way we
send and receive information, and the
way we will view ourselves and the
world, is profound. Even more stagger-
ing is its potential impact on our econ-
ony. We could be seeing the largest

market opportunity in history. Some
forecasters, including the WEFA Group
in Burlington. MA, predict a January
1996 opening of the telecommunications
market to full competition would cre-
ate 3.4 million new jobe, increase GDP
by 3298 billion, save consumers nearly
550 billion in lower communications
rates and increase the average house-
hold's annual disposable income by $850
over the next 10 years. As the Commu-
nications Workers of America have un-
derscored, delaying free and fair com-
petition means fewer new high-wage,
high-skill jobs.

New technologies and industries
seem to be emerging and merging al-
most daily. They range from such sec-
tors as entertainment and education to
broadcasting, advertising, home shop-
ping and publishing. One key player in
this revolution is the Internet-the
global computer cooperative with a
current subscriber base of approxi-
mately 20 million and a 10 to 15 percent
monthly growth rate. One billion peo-
ple are expected to have access to the
net by the end of the decade. While
some may consider the net to be the
revolution, it is only one of many play-
ers in the new communications net-
work game.

We see examples of this new era al-
most daily, such as someone driving a
car while talking on a cellphone. The
pace of change is so rapid that words
like "cellphone" and "Internet" and
"telemessaglng- are not in my office
computer's spellcheck system. In the
weeks and months ahead, more and
more Americans will gain access to
video dialtone, choosing their tele-
vision programs through their tele-
phone service. Likewise, cable fran-
chises will enter the local telephone
service market. Residents of Spring-
field, MA. will be able to watch their
State legislators in Boston debate an
education bill and instantaneously
communicate with their legislators
about how to vote on an amendment.
We will hear more talk about the play-
ere in this new game: content provid-
ers. transporters, and technology
enablers.

As we consider this brave new age of
communications, it is clear the current
law, the 1934 Communications Act, is a
wholly adequate foundation upon
which to build a communications sys-
tem for the 21st century. Moreover, al-
though the courts on occasion properly
have intervened to halt monopoly
abuse-most notably a little over a
decade ago in the telephone industry-
we should no longer leave the fun-
damentals of telecommunications pol-
icy to the courts.

S. 652, the telecommunications bill
reported by the Commerce Committee
on March 23. 1995, by a vote of 17-2 and
which I am confident will be passed
momentarily by the Senate. is not per-
fect. In some respects, I would have
preferred S. 1822, the bill crafted so
ably by Senator HOLLINOS and reported
by the committee last year. However,
the legislation before the Senate now is
preferable to the status quo. It will es-
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tablish fair and balanced ground rules
for competition in the communications
sector as we enter the next century. It
will foster competition. assuring a
needed balance among existing com-
petitors and new entrants in this rap-
idly evolving field.

This legislation provides us with a
national policy framework to promote
the private sector's deployment of new
and advanced telecommunications and
information technologies and services
to all Americans by opening all tele-
communications markets to competi-
tion. Free and fair competition and
maintaining universal service are the
twin pillars of this new framework.

The bill assures that no competitor.
no business and no technology may use
its existing market strength to gain a
head start on the competition. The leg-
islation requires that a company or
group of companies satisfy certain
competitive tests before being able to
offer a new service or enter a new mar-
ket. Entry into new services and new
areas is contingent upon a demonstra-
tion that competition exists in the
market in which the business currently
competes. But once competition has
been achieved, most Federal and State
regulation is replaced by consumer de-
mand to regulate the market.

These fundamental features of S. 652
are designed to create a level playing
field where every player will be able to
compete on the basis of price, quality,
and service, rather than on the basis of
monopoly control of the market.

The bill also maintains universal
service as a cornerstone of our Nation's
communications system. With many
new entrants in the communications
market. S. 652 assures every player
pays his fair share to continue univer-
sal service throughout our Nation. As,
the committee report states:

The requirement to contribute to universal
service Is based on the long history of the
public Interest. convenience and necessity
that is inherent in the privilege granted by
the government to use public rights of way
or spectrum to provide telecommnunications
services.

The present system, where certain
parts of the country indirectly sub-
sidize low-cost service in Other areas.
will be phased-out.

I am also pleased the legislation in-
cludes two amendments which I spon-
sored in committee and one I sponsored
on the floor. The two amendments
adopted in committee seek to restore a
level playing field in two areas: broad-
cast rates for public, educational and
governmental entities-known as PEG
access groups; and competition in the
pay phone markets. I am disappointed
that efforts to refine the payphone
amendment were unsuccessful, but I
hope that further progress can be made
on the subject in conference.

As I noted earlier in my statement,
there are several provisions in the bill
that continue to trouble me. On the
floor, I offered and the Senate passed
an amendment to ensure low income
and rural areas are not bypassed as
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communications companies implement
new technologies and services.

As the bill moves to conference, I
will continue to do what I can to make
further improvements and defend

'against efforts to weaken its provisions
protecting consumer interests and as-
suring free and fair competition.

Through this legislation and this de-
bate, we have a unique opportunity to
craft a telecommunications policy
framework for the next century.
Today. Mr. President. each of us is in a
sense a pioneer heading out on the new
information highway. Each of us is not
only a witness to. but a participant in.
one of the most amazing technological
revolutions in history. We, as legisla-
tors. bear a special responsibility to as-
sure that competition in this new era
is fair and that every American in this
and future generations may enjoy the
fruits of this competition. This is truly
one of the greatest challenges we face
as we enter the 21st century.

RADIO SPECMTUM On LAW EFORCEMEN'
PURPOSES

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I share
the concerns that have been expressed
by others regarding the availability of
radio spectrum for law enforcement
purposes. I have been contacted by law
enforcement organizations across the
country, including those in my State of
Utah. expressing these concerns.

A critical element in the effort to
battle crime and to respond to emer-
gencies of all types is the existence of
reliable and secure radio communica-
tions facilities, which in turn depends
on adequate spectrum availability.
Yet. current allocations may well be
Inadequate to meet present needs.
Many metropolitan police departments
are unable to add new channels to alle-
viate congestion.

Moreover. spectrum space is also
needed to bring new technologies on-
line. Just last week. we passed a
counterterrorism bill. which included
important provisions to increase infor-
mation sharing between law enforce-
ment. Yet these provisions will be for
naught if spectrum space is not avail-
able for the deployment of these tech-
nologies.

I appreciate the commitment ex-
pressed by the managers of this bill to
address this issue. I know that the Sen-
ator from South Dakota, the Distin-
guished Chairman of the Commerce
Committee, shares my concerns. As a
former member of the Judiciary Com-
mittee, he understands the needs of law
enforcement. I understand that he is
committed to attempting to resolve
these concerns as this legislation
moves forward. I look forward to work-
ing with him and the Senator from
South Carolina on this vital issue as
the legislation moves through con-
ference.

Mr. BIDEN. I am very concerned that
Federal. State. and local law enforce-
ment have adequate spectrum avail-
ability, and would like to work with
the chairman of the Judiciary Commit-
tee and the managers of this bill to en-
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sure that this vital issue is addressed
in the conference on this legislation.

The reason this Is so important is
twofold. First. in this era where Fed-
eral. State. and local law enforcement
often work together we need to main-
tain spectrum space so that these, and
other public service agencies, can com-
municate with ease and with the most
advanced technology available. If we
develop better technology to allow the
police to talk to each other without
the bad guys listening in. we must have
the spectrum available to use this
technology.

Second. we must work to ensure suf-
ficient spectrum space for the myriad
technological advances being made in
the area of secured communications. I
have heard several of the law enforce-
ment leaders in my home State of
Delaware raise these key points. So, I
believe this is a practical problem that
we face in Delaware and around the Na-
tion.

We do a disservice to law enforce-
ment and to the American people if we
do not provide these public servants
with the many benefits of our rapidly
advancing telecommunications indus-
try. I look forward to working with my
friend from Utah on this important ef-
fort.

Mr. HATCH. I thank my friend and
colleague from Delaware for his sup-
port on this issue. As the former chair-
man of the Judiciary Committee, his
strong support of law enforcement Is
wellknown, and I look forward to work-
ing with him in this.

Mr. BIDEN. I want to acknowledge
and thank my colleagues for their ef-
forts on this issue. In particular, Sen-
ator HATCH and the managers of this
important legislation. Senator PRES-
SLER and Senator HOLLINGS not only
for their support of this effort, but also
their support of law enforcement.

Mr. PRESSLER. I do share my col-
leagues' concerns. and appreciate the
Interest of the chairman and ranking
member of the Judiciary Committee in
this issue. I look forward to working
with them on it.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I. too, understand
these concerns and look forward to ad-
dressing them.

CABLE ISSUEs
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I

would like to engage my colleague
from South Carolina in a colloquy on
several cable issues. First, It is my un-
derstanding that neither section 204(a)
of the bill nor the relevant provisions
in the Dole-Daschle-Hollings amend-
ment is intended to prevent the FCC
and cable operators from entering into
"social contracts" or other similar ar-
rangements to settle rate complaints.
under which the operator agrees to
offer a low priced basic tier to offset an
increase in the rate for cable program-
ming services.

Mr. HOLLINGS. The Senator from
South Dakota Is correct.

Mr. PRESSLER. I thank the Senator.
Second. it is my understanding that
the reference to comparable video pro-
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gramming. added by the Dole-Daschle-
Hollings amendment to new section
623(l)(IXD) of the Communications Act.
has the same meaning as it does else-
where in section 632(l)(1) of the Com-
munications Act and the FCC's regula-
tions defining comparable.

Mr. HOLLINGS. The Senator's under-
standing is correct.

Mr. PRESSLER. Finally. I call the
Senator's attention to the managers'
amendment to S. 652. As amended by
the managers' amendment, new section
613(b)(2lXB) of the Communications Act
clarifies that a Bell operating company
providing cable service as a cable oper-
ator utilizing its own telephone ex-
change facilities is not required to es-
tablish a video platform. However, a
Bell operating company that provides
cable service as a cable operator.
whether through its own telephone ex-
change facilities or otherwise, would be
subject to the PEG and commercial
leased access requirements of the Com-
munications Act-sections 611 and
61--applicable to all cable operators.

Mr. HOLLINGS. The Senator accu-
rately states the intent of the bill as
amended by the managers' amendment.

Mr. PRESSLER. I thank the Senator
from South Carolina.

POLE A rACHM INT
Mr. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President. I

have reviewed the provisions of S. 652,
as reported, that seek to amend section
224 of the Pole Attachment Act of 1978.
As a result of that review. I am deeply
concerned that these provisions would
have a significantly adverse impact on
electric utility ratepayers throughout
the Nation. I am particularly con-
cerned that these provisions would re-
quire electric ratepayers to shouldei
the burden of subsidizing not only
cable operators but also telephone
companies and telecommunications
providers. The amount of money fore-
gone by the bill as reported is not triv-
ial. It amounts to tens of millions of
dollars annually, if not hundreds of
millions of dollars. Put simply, it is
not fair to ask consumers of electricity
to subsidize cable operators and tele-
phone companies. In this connection, it
is important to point out that this sus-
sidy does not even necessarily go the
customers of these companies.

From a consumer protection stand-
point, I believe the legislation should
be amended to ensure that all entities
that attach to poles are required to pay
a fair and proportionate rate that pro-
vides for recovery of the cost of install-
ing and maintaining the entire pole. in-
cluding the common space. I ask the
chairman of the Committee. Senator
PRESSLER. and the ranking minority
member. Senator HOLLINGS. whether
they have any concerns on this matter
and what their plans are to remedy the
situation.

Mr. PRESSLER. I agree with the
Senator from Alaska (Mr. MURKOwsKi].
that this is a real concern that needs
to be addressed. I believe that many of
these concerns are being addressed In
.he Manager's imendment, but to the
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extent that they 'are not fully ad-
dressed I will work with you to address
them.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I concur In the com-
ments of the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
MURKOWSlu] and the comments of the
Chairman of the Committee. Mr. PRES-
SLER.

SUBMrrTED AMENDMENT NO. 1a
Wr. BROWN. Mr. President. I filed an

amendment No. 1320, that addresses the
part of the bill which amends existing
law regarding pole attachments. Under
the bill. all utilities are required to
open up their poles, ducts, conduits or
rights-of-way to other telecommuni-
cations carriers on a cost basis. Of
course, there are exceptions to this. I
filed an amendment which would have
removed that obligation for
nondominant telecommunications car-
riers. In other words, no nondorninant
telecommunications carrier would
have to provide access on a cost basis.
Instead, they would offer access on a
free-market basis.

The reason this amendment was filed
is straightforward. I can understand re-
quiring the incumbent monopoly to
provide access on a cost basis, since the
captured rate Payers funded the con-
struction. But, I cannot understand re-
quiring other, competitive providers to
provide access on a cost basis--particu-
larly If their business is largely in pro-
viding access to those very same con-
duits on a market basis.

There are competitive telecommuni-
cations businesses that have laid lines
and built a long distance service
through hard work and purely private
capital. There are telecommunications
businesses that have focused on laying
conduit or lines for purposes of leasing
or selling that capacity. The obvious
problem would arise if these businesses
that focus on selling capacity lose any
chance of profit because they must pro-
vide access on a cost basis. I do not
think the bill should apply to them,
but I am not sure that it does not.

I am sure that the intent of this sec-
tion was not to burden competitive
carriers that are in the business of pro-
viding capacity. I ask the managers if
they agree with me that this was not
the intent of the section?

Mr. PRESSLER. That is right.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I agree with the Sen-

ator.
Mr. BROWN. The amendment I filed

would have exempted nondominant
carriers from application. At this time.
we will not offer the amendment.

The difficulty In this area is that it
is unclear whether the bill actually
causes an inequitable result and thus
whether anything needs to be done. We
will take a second look at drafting a
solution to this potential problem be-
tween passage in the Senate and the
conference with the House.

At this time. I ask the managers of
the bill if they will support our effort
to solve this potential problem in con-
ference?

Mr. PRESSLER. I agree with the
Senator from Colorado that there may
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be a unwanted Inequitable result from
this section. and I will work to solve
this potential problem in conference.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I. too. believe there
may be a potential problem and will
work to solve this problem in con-
ference with the House.

Mr. BROWN. I thank the managers
for their help on this important issue
and commend them for their work on
the bill. I yield the floor.

SINOLE LATA STATES
Mr. PRESSLER. This amendment re-

fers to "single-LATA states." I under-
stand this to cover only states where
the LATA and the state are the same-
where the state constitutes the entire
LATA.

Mr. ROTH. That Is my understanding
as well. The amendment would not ex-
empt those states, like Delaware, that
are part of a LATA that includes part
of another state.

Mr. PRESSLER. I agree with that in-
terpretation of the amendment.

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President. this
debate on S. 652 has clearly dem-
onstrated the potential of emerging
telecommunications technologies. It is
truly exciting to contemplate what
this legislation could mean for Amer-
ican society.

A particularly Intriguing new devel-
opment in the telecommunications
field is the creation of Personal Com-
munications Services (PCS). These de-
vices will revolutionize the way Ameri-
cans talk, work and play.

While this new technology opens new
vistas for personal communications
services, its emergence also highlights
the potential downside of entering
untested areas. Specifically, concerns
have been raised about the potential
side-effects of some new PCS tech-
nology on other devices such as hear-
ing aids.

Recently. the government completed
an auction that netted $7 billion for
the right to provide advanced digital
portable telephone service. It is my un-
derstanding that some of the compa-
nies that obtained these PCS licenses
have considered utilizing a technology
known as GSM-Global System for Mo-
bile Communications. I am informed
that people who wear hearing aids can-
not operate GSM PCS devices, and
some even report physical discomfort
and pain if they are near other people
using GSM technology.

It should not be our intent to cause
problems for the hearing impaired in
promoting the Personal Communica-
tions Services market. It is my view
that the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) should carefully
consider the impact new technologies
have on existing ones, especially as
they relate to public safety and poten-
tial signal interference problems. An
FCC review is in keeping with the in-
tent of S. 652. which includes criteria
for accessibility and usability by peo-
ple with disabilities for all providers
and manufacturers of telecommuni-
cations services and equipment.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Will the Senator
yield?
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Mr. DASCHLE. I would be glad to

yield to the honorable ranking member
of the Commerce Committee.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I thank the Senator
for yielding and support his suggestion
that the FCC Investigate technologies
that may cause problems for signifi-
cant segments of our population before
they are introduced into the United
States market. Such review is prudent
for consumers, and It will help all com-
panies by answering questions of safety
interference before money is spent de-
ploying this technology here in the
United States.

Four million Americans wear hearing
aids, and the Senator from South Da-
kota has raised an important Issue.
GSM has been Introduced in other
countries, and problems have been re-
ported. It is reasonable that these
problems be investigated before the
growth of this technology effectively
shuts out a large sector of our popu-
lation.

Mr. DASCHLE. I thank the Senator
for his remarks, and would also like to
commend his role In bringing tele-
communications reform to the floor.
His leadership and patience throughout
this three-year exercise that has
spanned two Congresses is well known
and widely appreciated.

Mr. President. the public record Indi-
cates that if companies are allowed to
introduce GSM in its present form. se-
rious consequences could face individ-
uals wearing hearing aids. I would urge
the FCC to investigate the safety, In-
terference and economic issues raised
by this technology. I also would urge
the appropriate congressional commit-
tees to consider scheduling hearings on
this issue.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President. S.
652 contains what appears to be two
checklists-the first is in section
251(bi-and it deals with such issues as
interconnection, access. unbundling.
resale, number portability and local di-
aling parity. Section 255, which deals
with the removal of the long distance
restriction imposed upon the Bell oper-
ating companies by the modification of
final judgment, has the second check-
list in section 255(b)(2). Section 251(bi
deals with the very same issues as sec-
tion 255(b)i2) does. but its requirements
are stated in a broader and less specific
manner. Is a Bell operating company
required to have "fully implemented"
both the section 251 and the section 255
checklist before the Communications
Commission can authorize a Bell oper-
ating company to provide interLATA
service pursuant to section 251ic)?
Mr. PRESSLER. No.
Mr. PACKWOOD. When Section 255

makes reference to section 251. is that
reference intended to incorporate the
minimum standards of section 251?

Mr. PRESSLER. No.
Mr. CRAIG. What is the intended re-

lationship between the section 251(b)
"'minimum standards" and the section
255(b)(2) "competitive checklist" given
that both the "minimum standards"
and the "competitive checklist" ad-
dress many of the same issues?
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Mr. PRESSLER. The competitive

checklist is found in section 255(b)(2)
and is intended to be a current reflec-
tion of those things that a tele-
communications carrier would need
from a Bell operating company in order
to provide a service such as telephone
exchange service or exchange access
service in competition with the Bell
operating company. This competitive
checklist could best be described as a
snapshot of what is required for these
competitive services now and in the
reasonably foreseeable future. In other
words, these provisions open up the
local loop from a technological stand-
point as section 254 opens the local
loop from a legal barrier to entry
standpoint. Section 251's "minimum
standards" permit regulatory flexibil-
ity and are not limited to a "snapshot"
of today's technology or requirements.

NONDISRIMINATORY TREATM ENT
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, may I di-

rect a question to my distinguished
colleague from South Dakota regarding
a minor technical matter In the Com-
mittee amendment?

Specifically. I believe a clarification
is in order regarding the Senate's in-
tent in changing the heading on page
101 at lines 15 and 16 to read "(2) Non-
Discrimination Standards ...." It Is
my understanding that this amend-
ment is necessary to express clearly
the Senate's intent that the non-
discrimination provisions in this para-
graph shall apply to transactions of
Bell operating companies with all par-
ties, not just other local exchange car-
riers as incorrectly suggested in the
Committee Report.

Such nondiscriminatory treatment in
procurement, standards-setting, and
equipment certification is particularly
important to the telecommunications
equipment supplier community. Inde-
pendent suppliers must have the same
opportunity to sell to the Bell operat-
ing companies as any of their affili-
ates. This Is good for the consumer,
good for the suppliers, and good for the
telephone companies.

Mr. PRESSLER. The understanding
of my colleague from North Carolina is
correct.

Mr. HELMS. I thank my good friend
from South Dakota for making this
clarification in the bill.

AMENDMENT NO. rae
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I un-

derstand there is some concern among
those in the transportation industry
over an amendment agreed to earlier
regarding the use of auctions for the
allocation of radio spectrum fre-
quencies. Specifically. the amendment
would extend the FCC's authority to
use auctions for the allocation of radio
spectrum frequencies for commercial
use. That amendment, which I sup-
ported, also includes a provision to ex-
clude so-called "public safety radio
services" from competitive bidding re-
quirements.

I see the sponsor of the amendment
on the floor. Will the Senior Senator
from Alaska enter a very short col-
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loquy to help me put to rest the con-
cerns over this amendment?

Mr. STEVENS. Certainly.
Mr. PRESSLER. For purposes of pub-

lic safety radio services, there are
many circumstances when the trans-
portation Industry must rely on radio
telecommunications to address safety
concerns. For example, the railroad in-
dustry uses radio spectrum for voice
and data communications that are es-
sential to public safety. Freight and
passenger railroads rely upon radio
communications to transmit authority
for train movements, to broadcast
emergency warnings, and to seek emer-
gency response in the event of acci-
dents. Indeed, radio communications
can often be critical to addressing the
safety concerns of many modes of
transportation. Does the Senator from
Alaska agree with my views?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes. The transpor-
tation industry's reliance on radio
communications can be critical to pub-
lic safety. The amnendment is not in-
tended to impose economic burdens on
the transportation industry or other
industries when meeting public safety
obligations.

For example, public safety radio
services also include private, internal
non-commercial use radio services used
to provide reliable and secure commu-
nications in the management and oper-
ation of utility and pipeline services,
like the Trans-Alaska pipeline and
other oil, gas, mining, and resource de-
velopment activities in my state under
federal, state, and local statutes, regu-
lations and standards relating to public
health, safety or security.

Mr. PRESSLER. I thank the Senator.
Now. I will yield to the Senior Senator
from Oregon, who I understand would
also like to comment on this important
subject.

Mr. PACKWOOD. I thank the Chair-
man. I wanted to stress that the avail-
ability of radio frequencies is critical
to technological advancements which
enhance transportation safety. For ex-
ample, the Department of Transpor-
tation is currently working with the
Union Pacific Railroad and the Bur-
lington Northern Railroad on an im-
portant test program to demonstrate
the benefits of a new technology using
radio spectrum called Positive Train
Control. In fact. a 1994 Federal Rall-
road Administration report to Congress
specifically emphasized the importance
of radio technology in the development
of positive train control.

This is just one example of how the
radio spectrum can be Important to the
development of new transportation
safety technologies. Since the avail-
ability of radio frequencies will be crit-
ical to these efforts in the future, I
strongly agree with my colleagues the
term "'public safety radio services" in-
cludes safety-related communications
of railroads and other modes of trans-
portation.

Mr. PRESSLER. I concur with the
Senator and thank him for his com-
ments.
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Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. I am

concerned that the language in S. 652 is
unclear concerning the requirements
that the regional Bell operating com-
panies (RBOC's] must fulfill before
they are permitted to provide
interLATA. or long distance service.
The entry provisions of section 255(b)(1)
require that the RBOC must reach an
interconnection agreement and must
fully implement the checklist under
section 255b)12). The language is un-
clear, however, whether the RBOC ac-
tually must simply reach an agreement
to provide lnterconnection or whether
It must also actually provide such
interconnection to a carrier. I would
simply clarify that, as one of the prin-
cipal authors of this legislation, it is
my understanding that the legislation
requires the RBOC not only to reach an
agreement but It must also actually
provide such interconnection to a car-
rier fulfilling the checklist under sec-
tion 255.

I understand that the legislation does
not require that the RBOC's compl
with both the minimum standards
under section 251(b) and the section 255
checklist before being authorized to
provide interLATA service. I would
clarify one additional point, however,
concerning the charges of providing
interconnection under section 255.
While there is no explicit reference to
the charges that the RBOC's may as-
seas for interconnection under section
255, it is my interpretation of the lan-
guage in section 255 that the RBOC's
must provide interconnection under
section 255 at charges that are consist-
ent with section 251(d)(6). Indeed. while
the reference to section .251 In section
255(b)(1) is not intended to refer to the
minimum standards under section 251.
It is Intended to include reference to
subsection (d)(6) in section 251 concern-
ing the charges for each unbundled ele-
ment under section 255. I appreciate
the opportunity to share this interpre-
tation with colleagues.

Mr. FEINGOLD. Mr. President. I rise
in opposition to the Telecommuni-
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act of 1995. Mr. President. I had hoped
that, following the adoption of several
proconsumer amendments on the floor,
that I would be able to support this
legislation.

I favor increased competition and de-
regulation of telecommunlcations mar-
kets because true competition benefits
consumers by providing them with
more choices, lower prices, and im-
proved service. However, Mr. President,
S. 652. as it was reported by the Com-
merce Committee, did not contain ade-
quate assurances that the deregulation
of telecommunications markets will
result in true competition. And unfor-
tunately, Mr. President, virtually all of
the amendments offered on the floor to
ensure that this bill would benefit
users of telecommunications services
were rejected by the Senate.

Mr. President, I am disappointed
about that turn of events because I
think there was ample opportunity to
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make this bill a good bill for consum- tance markets will not evaporate if
ers. local communities, State govern- this bill becomes law.
ments, and private businesses alike. I And Mr. President. if the absence of a
regret that the Senate took what DOJ role did not provide adequate rea-
should have been an opportunity to son to oppose this bill, the rejection of
better serve consumers, and turned It a substantial number of basic
into an obstacle to greater true corn- proconsumer amendments only added
petition in telecommunications. to my opposition.

The amendment offered by the Sen- Mr. President. this bill 'repealed
ator from North Dakota, Senator DOR- much of the cable rate regulation es-
GAN. and the Senator from South Caro- tablished in the 1992 Cable Act, a law
lhna. Senator THUIMOND. was among enacted in response to consumer out-
the most critical amendments offered cries about skyrocketing cable rates.
to Improve this bill. That amendment The Senator from Connecticut (Mr.
would have included in the legislation LIK HNI offered an amendment
a strong decisionmaking role for the which would have merely provided an
Antitrust Division of the Department accurate yardstick to measure whether
of Justice In the approval of the re- a cable company's cable rates were out
gional Bell operating companies of line and should be subject to regula-
[RBOC's] entry into long distance tele- tion. That amendment was tabled.
communications markets. It was an at- An amendment offered by the Sen-
tempt to rectify the inadequate long ator from California [Mrs. BOXER]
distance entry provisions contained in would have provided some assurance
the bill. that channels currently included as

Mr. President, while the bill did at- part of a consumers' basic tier cable
tempt to provide protections for con- service, which remain under Govern-
sumers, such as the competitive check- ment regulation, would not be moved
list and the public interest test, there into more costly upper tier packages.
was still a distinct need for review by which will be deregulated under this
the Antitrust Division of the Depart- bill. S. 652, in its current form actually
ment of Justice. The competitive provides an incentive to move channels
checklist in S. 652 only ensures that offered as part of a basic package into
certain technical and legal barriers to the unregulated upper tier packages for
competition in the areas served by the which cable companies can now charge
Bell monopoly have been eliminated higher rates. Senator Boxer's amend-
prior to the REOC entry. This check- ment was tabled.
list does not require that competition The Senator from Nebraska (Mr.
actually exist in local markets domi- KERiy] offered several very good
nated by the REOC's before they are amendments on this bill. One very sim-
able to use their substantial market pie amendment would have merely re-
power to enter long distance markets, quired that a consumer representative

The power of the local monopoly is sit on Federal-State Joint Board on
without equal in telecommunications Universal Service, the board which will
markets. The advantages provided to study existing universal service sup-
them over those with lesser market port mechanisms and make rec-
power, fewer resources, and limited op- ommendations about how to preserve
portunities to control entry by their and advance universal telecommuni-
competitors are without bounds. We cations service. It seems entirely ap-
must keep in mind that competition In propriate that rural consumers be
both local and long distance markets guaranteed representation on this
cannot exist when one player has sub- board. Senator Kerrey's amendment
stantially greatqr market power than was tabled.
his/her rivals. The package of leadership amend-

S. 652 also prohibits the Federal Corn- ments that was approved earlier this
muninations Commission. the agency week by the Senate eliminated vir-
required to enforce the competitive tually all restrictions on the number of
checklist, from expanding on the cri- radio stations one entity might own
teria contained in the checklist. If raised a number of concerns about
Congress has overlooked crucial cri- undue market concentration in broad-
teria with respect to barriers to entry, casting. While I voted for that package
FCC would be unable to consider it. At of amendments because it contained a
the same time the bill limits FCC's prohibition on cable/telephone corn-
role, it provides absolutely no role for pany cross ownership. I remained con-
the Department of Justice which is the cerned about the radio ownership pro-
agency responsible for the competition visions in the package. The Senator
that exists today in long distance mar- from Illinois [Mr. SIMON] attempted to
kete. Senators DOROAN and THURMOND increase the number of stations one en-
worked hard to rectify that inadequacy tity might own by 150 percent from
by offering an amendment giving the current law rather than lifting the re-
Department the authority to approve strictions entirely. His effort was de-
individual PBGOC applications to enter signed to ensure that this bill did not
long distance markets. Mr. President. actually result in less competition in
that crucial amendment failed. I radio broadcasting. His amendment

The absence of a sound antitrust re- was rejected.
view of RBOC applications to offer long Mr. President, the list of defeated
distance service means there is little proconsumer amendments goes on. I
assurance that the benefits consumers was astonished by the rejection of
have realized in a competitive long dis- some of these amendments which were
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intended to benefit consumere and pro-
toot them trom potentially anti-
competitive practices of some within
the telecommunications Industry. I
have wondered if my colleagues have
forgotten that the reason we are at-
tempting to encourage grater competi-
tion through deregulation Is to benefit
consumers not the competitors them-
selves. This bill might be very good for
telecommunications business interests,
but it is not good for consumers.

In addition, Mr. President. I am very
disturbed by the passage of an amend-
ment yesterday, offered by the Senator
from Nebraska [Mr. EXON] which I be-
Ueve contains an unconstitutional pro-
vision. I spoke at great length yester-
day about my specific concerns with
that amendment.

Mr. President. it is with disappoint-
ment that I must oppose B. 6612. How-
ever, the outcome of the floor action
on this bill, leaves me very little
choice.

LElSIATIVE lsTORY LANOUAO Os
OWESHIP CAP/ATTRMtrrION

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, In
raising the ownership cap to 35 percent
of the Nation's TV households imme-
diately, with a biennial regulatory re-
form review, it Is our intent to permit
broadcast companies to achieve greater
operational efficiencles through ex-
panded group ownership of television
stations. There is a danger, however.
that future changes to the FCC's attri-
bution rules--for example, prospec-
tively or retroactively restricting the
availability of the single majority
shareholder exemption or attributing
nonvoting stock--could cause some
ownership Interests not now covered by
the cap to fall within the scope of this
regulation. Such a result could seri-
ously undermine the goal that we are
seeking to advance through adoption of
this legislation. Accordingly. the com-
mittee expects the FCC to avoid the
adoption of more onerous or restrictive
attribution policies that would reduce
the national station ownership poten-
tial of individual companies below the
level that would be permitted under a
35-percent cap utilizing the attribution
rules that are currently in effect.

PROMOTINO THE USE OF TELECOMMUTLO
Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I have

sought recognition to speak more fully
about my amendment on
telecommuting, which passed the Sen-
ate yesterday by voice vote. My
amendment directs the Secretary of
Transportation to research successful
telecommuting programs and to Inform
the general public as to the types of
telecommuting programs that are suc-
ceeding and the benefits and costs of
such programs. This amendment is ap-
propriate In the context of the pending
bill, which accelerate the deployment
of advanced. telecommunications and
information technologies.

As my colleagues are aware,
telecommuting is the practice of allow-
ing people to work either at home or in
nearby centers located closer to their
home during their normal working
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hours, substituting telecommuni-
cations services, either partially or
fully. for transportation to the treAdl-
tional workplace. I believe that It is in
the national interest to encourage the
use of telecommuting because it can
enable flexible family-friendly employ-
ment, reduce air pollution, and con-
serve energy. Further, as a Senator
from a State which has major urban
areas like Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.
I recognize there is a real need to Im-
prove the qualify of life in and around
America's cities.

According to a July. 1994, Office of
Technology Assessment report, be-
tween 2 to 8 million American workers
already telecommute at least part
time. A 1994 survey by the conference
board found, however, that in 155 busi-
nesses nationwide, only 1 percent of
employees telecommute, although 12
percent of the businesses had such an
option.

According to the Office of Tech-
nology Assessment, the most signifi-
cant barriers to telecommuting are
business and worker acceptance and
costs. This legislation responds to the
need to broaden public awareness of
the benefits and costs of
telecommuting, and to identify and
highlight successful programs that can
be duplicated.

I believe telecommnuting is profamlly.
I have seen several news articles which
featured working mothers and other
parents who endorse telecommuting as
benefiting child care and flexibility
generally. One General Services Ad-
ministration employee who now
telecommutes was interviewed for a
June 11. 1996. Washington Post article
remarked. "I just wish they bad this
much sooner, when my kids were lit-
tle."

Telecommuting should also appeal to
computer-literate younger Americans.
such as those described as Generation
X. for whom a balance between work
and lifestyle is very important. This
new generation of American workers IS
the most adept at utilizing computers
and should welcome the opportunity to
spend less time commuting and more
time pursuing other interests.

It is also Important to note that
some physically Impaired individuals
are able to obtain Jobs thanks to their
ability to telecommute. An April 23,
1995. Boston Globe article detailed a
pilot project in Massachusetts. where
physically impaired individuals such as
the legally blind and quadriplegica do
transcription work for doctors and hos-
pitals. One women who suffered crip-
pling Injuries in an automobile acci-
dent noted that she never thought
she'd work again, but that this new
telecommuting program "is like a gift
sent from heaven."

Telecommuting should be of interest
because of its potential Implications
for transportation, particularly the
mitigation of traffic congestion. The
Energy Department issued a report in
June. 1994. in which it stated that
telecommuting and its benefits will be
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concentrated in the largest, most con-
gested urban areas, with 90 percent of
the benefits accruing to the 75 largest
American cities. Thus. the greatest
benefits will occur where they are most
needed. Reflecting the direct effects of
telecommuting on transportation, the
Department of Transportation has re-
ported that in 1992. telecommuting
saved 2 million Americans an esti-
mated 3.7 billion vehicle miles, 178 mil-
lion gallons of gasoline, and 7 hours of
commuting time each. The Department
also estimated that telecommuting
would lead to reductions of hydro-
carbons and nitrogen oxides on the
order of 100.O0 tons in the year 2002
and 1 million tons of carbon monoxide.
Rural areas should also benefit from a
broader use of telecommuting because
more employment opportunities would
be available through the information
superhighway.

My amendment is simple and
straightforward. It directs the Sec-
retary of Transportation to identify
successful telecommuting programs
used by Government agencies and com-
panies and publicize Information about
such programs in order to broaden pub-
lic awareness of the benefits of
telecommuting. The Secretary would
carry out this directive in consultation
with the Secretary of Labor and the
Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency. so that work force
and environmental concerns will be
taken into account. The Secretary of
Transportation would also be required
to report to Congress on his findings.
conclusions, and recommendations
with respect to telecommuting within 1
year of enactment. Using such Informa-
tion, Congress may consider whether
additional legislation to promote
telecommuting Is warranted or desir-
able.

I ask unanimous consent that the
texts of the Washington Post and Bos-
ton Globe articles I have mentioned be
printed In the RECORD.

There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
iFrom the Washington Post. June 11. 19951

FEDERAL WoRKRS TEsT DaRvE
TELECOMMUOTN
(By Todd Shields)

In a federal office In Waldorf, Julie Jones
occupies workstation I& Chrissle Edelen site
right beside her. In mirror-image No. 1.

Their cubicles are bereft of humaniaing
touches, bare of the anspshots or
photocopied cartoons that might proclaim
that a person is In the bureaucrat's seat.
They'll go all day without walking down

the hall to a meeting.
They'll not be visited by a boss, and so col-

league will drop in for a chat.
Omce grumps? Strange ascetics?
Certainly not. They are happy

telecommuters, using their cubicles in
Southern Maryland once a week. on the
blessed day when they dos't devote two or
three hours to the simple act of getting to
and from work. And that, they certainly
love.

ohe morale is excellent," said Edelen. a
graphic artist. "I feel more relaxed. You're
not fighting traffie .... You just feel beht-
ter..
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Edelen and Jones. a paralegal. are early

beneficiaries of a pilot program that may
spare tens of thousands of federal workers
enervating commutes while boosting produc-
tivity and cutting air pollution.

The women are among 56 workers who
spend one or two days a week at the
nTeleWorkNet Center, a 14-station office

suite replete with computers, faxes. printers
and other equipment. The center, set up with
money from the General Services Adminis-
tration. is one of five on the fringes of the
Washington area, where federal commuters
face particularly grueling trips.

Proponent see the centers as forerunners
of scores of similar stations that would dot
the area, in esusnce bringing many work-
places within a short drive or even a bicycle
ride of workers' homes. The GSA. which is
using the Washington area as It. prototype.
expects to expand the program nationwide.
fostering "teleworic" centers for 60.000 fed-
eral employees by 1998.

The federal pilot, funded by a 16 million
appropriation through late 19. Is one of
several Initiatives to bring telecommuting-
working at a distance from the usual office--
to gocernment workers in the Washington
area.

Fairfas. Arlington and Montgomery coun-
ty governmeste all have begun small pilot
programs for their staffs to work from home.
The Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments, a regional planning agency.
envislons four work centers Is Virginia an
done in the District for private and public
workers. And this year. Maryland is to
launch a three-year pilot program for state
employees, who would work at home.

The programs are initial steps toward a
transformation already well begn in the
private sector. Estimates of the number of
telecommutere in the Unit ed States begin at
5 million, yet the federal government, with
its 2.8 million employees. has only 3.00
workers enrolled In telecommuting pro-
grams. By comparison, one regional tele-
phone company alone, Bell Atlantic Corp..
has 2,000 telecommuting employees. Public
or private, the programs' impetus is the
same. Planners and executives look around
and see the same things workers by the Is-
gion experience-bad air, traffic Jams and
stress-filled schedules that commonly have
workers leaving home before dawn and plac-
Ing their children in the care of others in
eerily empty Suburbe.

"You wonder My God? Isn't there a better
way to do this?" said Warren Master. head of
the GSA pilot prolect.

Master speaks with the seal of the con-
verted, sketching aloud plans for work cen-
ters that play host to both government and
private employees and that attract the
broader public with copying shops. Internet
access and services such as Veterans Affairs
counselors or Internal Revenue Service ad-
vsears.

For the time being, though, the benefits go
primarily to people such as Jones. the pars-
legal. A resident of Clinton, in southern
Prince George's County, she usually com-
mutes more than an hour to Defense Map-
ping Agency offices in Merrifleld or Be-
thesda. On Wednesdays. she travels a few
miles south agelnst traffic to reach the Wal-
dorf center In 15 minutes or less.

The hours saved leave more time with her
husband and 22-month-old son. But Jones
was surprised to find an added plus: She can
accomplish far more at the Waldorf center.
where she has all the equipment she needs
without the counti ss distractions of big-of-
fits life, she said.

it makes things essler." Jones said. "It's
just the same as if I'm working at my desk
In Merrifield or Bethesda. except I don't have
as many Isterruptions."
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Jonas and Edelen. who works for the Fed.

eral Highway Administration, said they save
large, complex tesks for their
teleconmuting days. Being able to work
without interruption is a relief. "It's off my
brain., Jones aid, "and rIm on to something
else."

The Waldorf workers have experienced
what telecommuting consultants and advo-
cats long have contended: that teleworkers
are more productive. Studies document in-
creases of 15 percent to 25 percent, said Mas-
ter. of the GSA.

But telecommutng still can be a tough
sell. said Jennifer Thomas. program director
at the GSA's telecommuting center In Fred-
ericksburg, VA.. which opened its second
branch last month.
"Some kind of grumpy middle manager

will say. 'How do I know this person's not
Woofing off?" Thomas said. Her center ad-
vIss the managers to judge by results. So
far, she said. the center has received only
positive feedback from workers and their
managers.

Despite the good reviews and the affected
workers' adulatlon-virtually all Waldorf
teleworkere surveyed by the University of
Baltimore's Schaefer Center for Public Pol-
icy thought the arrangement improved mo-
rale and their quality of iife-the centers' fu-
ture is by no means assured.

"Once the funding runs out on these pilots,
they. of course, have to be self-sufficient,"
Master said. When subsidies drop away, the
charge to agencies that rent the computer
workstations will increase. Master said agen-
cies still could save money if they reduce the
number of desks in central offices, to take
amount of telecommuters.

One person who hopes the centers will suc-
ceed is Ruth Ann Campbell. a GSA budget
analyst who for 28 years has endured com-
mutes of as far as 42 miles from her home in
La Plate. Now she revels in the opportunity
to drive just 10 miles north of the Waldorf
center.

"My family and friends think Irm much
nicer." she said during a break in the work
center's small video-conferencing room. "I'm
not only happier on Wednesdays. I'm happier
because I'm looking forward to next Wedses-
day....

"I lust wish they had this much sooner,
when my kids were little."

[From the Boston Globe. Apr. 23. 19951
QUADRIPLEGICS, GET HELP iN WORK-AT-HOME

PRORAM
(By Andrew Blake)

When Mary M. Palermo suffered crippling
back injuries after an automobile accident in
Revere In the summer of 1992, she thought
she would never be able to work again-cer-
tainly not as a waitress or in an office.

In some respects she was right. She says
she can't commute to work because of back
pain. But under a program just gearing up at
Melrose-Wakefield Hospital. Palermo will
"tesle-commute" as she and several others
work for doctors at the hospital via com-
puter, without leaving their homes.

"For me this is like a gift sent from heav-
en," said Palermo. 42. of Revere.

"I started getting assignments for tran-
soriptions on April 4 and the best pert is I
can work at home at my own pace," she
added.

One doctor at the hospital has been using
the new service since February. Several
more physicians employed by the hospital or
affiliated with it are expected to start using
the service within a week or two.

Doctors dictate their patient medical
notes, progress notes or surgical notes into a
Dictaphone. The notes are then heard by a
transcriptionist at his or her home, typed

into a home computer and sent back to the
hospital or doctor.

The program, which allows physically im-
paired people Including the blind, to do tran-
scription work for doctors and hospitals.
originated at Boston University's Helping
Hands project, best known for Its work in
training monkeys to help quadriplegics. It is
funded in large part by a 110,000 grant from
the State Department of Employment and
Training.

M.J. Willard. executive director of Helping
Hands, affiliated with Boston University's
Medical School. described this pilot project
"as diversification of the original program."

The idea came about, she said, after talks
with the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Com-
mission, the Massachusetts Commission for
the Blind and Oov. Weld's Telecommuting
Initiative. A variation on the program is
working in California. she said.

"Over the summer, working with people re-
ferred by state agencies and scored for com-
patibility with home transcription work. a
doen trainees learned medical terminology,
learned how to use computers and commu-
nication modems and software programs for
writing and communication by computer.
"'Not surprisingly, we discovered the very

reaons that we set up' the program were
causing problems for the studenta -commut-
Ing," she explained.

The classes at BU were scaled back to once
a week and then the students could learn by
communicating with their computers. While
BU provided the class space and administrs-
tive help, Willard said IBM donated comput-
ers and modems, the Dictaphone company
donated some Dictaphones and deeply dis-
counted others. Willard explained. And the
state paid the salary for the instructor.

"We had contacted 82 hospitals and tran-
scription companies to gauge their interest.
Thirteen expressed in'terest but Melrose-
Wakefield Hospital expressed deep commit-
ment in making this happen, so we went
with them." said Willard.

At the hospital. Jackie Valente. director of
medical management, said the Helping
Hands project could not have come at a bet-
ter time. An Increasing number of physicians
need faster and more efficient transcription
services.

"We see this expanding to 50 or so physi-
cians with about one transcriptionist for
every three doctors," said Valente.

Right now. she added. Dr. Khaleet Bsb is
working with a transcriptionist to establish
formats and to work out kinks in the sys-
tem. For the moment, the transcriptionlt
first sends the transcribed reports to a proof-
reader working at home in Quincy, who
checks for correct medical terminology and
then sends it to Beeb at the hospital.

Three more transcriptionists she said, in-
cluding Palermo. are about to start possibly
as early as this week. One Is In Dorchester
and the other lives in Watertown.

One of the physicians about to use the pro-
gram is Dr. Joseph L. Pennacchlo. a Revere
native who is president of the medical staff
at Melrose-Wakefleld Hospital.

"This sounds like a good program. I can
definitely see advantages. With this service
we can better document our notes, commu-
nicate faster for the benefit of patients and
get more detailed information to us more ef-
ficiently." said Pennacchio.

The system currently.used by doctors to
have their notes transcribed relies heavily
on commercial transcription srvices and
free-lance transcriptionist who stop by the
hospital or doctor's office to pick up tapes.
The person then listens to the tapes, tran-
scribes the Information on a typewriter and
then carries the material back to the hos-
pital. That can take days or weeks, accord-
ing to Valente.
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Under the telecossmnuting system she ex-

pects the turnaround time to be greatly re-
duced.

"People can work at their homes at mid-
night or 3 a.m. If they feel like It or they can
tend to their children and start work any
time they like. The more they work, the
more they earn," she added.

The homeboand computer transcriptio lst
will be paid 7 cents a line. They can work as
much as or little as they like, and much will
depend on how extensive a doctor's notes are
on any given assignment, she explained.

Palermo, originally from Watertown, N.Y.,
and with a degree In English, came to the
North Weekly region about 19 years ago on
assignment from the Social Security Admin-
istration to the Lynn Office.

Later she worked as a waitress at Durgin
Park in Boston, "where I was entertaining
people for 12 hours a day. So I decided to be
a stand-up comic, where I only had to be
funny for 5 minutes."

"When the accident happened I was In the
process of thinking about a work change. I
never imagined I'd be working at home with
a computer." she said.

RESTRICTION ON IN-ROION MERGERSo Or
TELEPHONE AND CAsLs oMPANIES

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
rise to commend the leadership and the
managers of the telecommunications
bill, S. 652, for the amendment which
was made to ensure that potential
competition between telephone compa-
nies and cable companies will be malb-
talned for the benefit of consumers.
Until this amendment was made, I had
serious concerns about S. 652 removing
the current prohibition on mergers be-
tween local telephone exchange car-
riers and cable companies in their serv-
ice regions, subject only to standard
antitrust scrutiny. I was prepared to
offer an amendment to the original
language in the bill because it lessened
the likelihood of vigorous competition
developing between telephone and
cable companies, with each offering the
services of the other.

As the chairman of the Judiciary
Committee's Antitrust, Business
Rights, and Competition Subcomin-t-
tee, I am paricularly pleased that the
amendment adopted to restrict tele-
phone-cable mergers contains a savings
clause which makes absolutely clear
that the antitrust laws are maintained
and will be applied by the antitrust en-
forcement agencies. Thus. even If the
FCC grants a waiver as permitted in
the amendment or a merger comes
within the rural exception, the Depart-
ment of Justice and the Federal Trade
Commission still have the authority
and the obligation under the law to
consider whether any telephone-cable
merger, acquisition, or joint venture
violates the antitrust laws.

Mr. President, antitrust analysis by
the antitrust authorities is critical to
promote competition between the two
wires--cable and telephone-that al-
ready run to the home. and avoid a sin-
gle monopoly provider of both cable
and telephone services, which would re-
sult in higher cable and telephone
prices for consumers.

I am pleased that an agreement was
reached in this area and that this
amendment Is now part of the bill.
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RURAL HEALTH PROVEDERS

Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Mr. President, I
want to take a few moments to talk
about how the Snows-Rockefeller pro-
vision in the bill before us today will
asure rural residents that when it
comes to their health care they will
have the same advantages as urban
residents.

A shortage of family doctors, pedia-
tricians. nurse practitioners, and other
primary care providers has been a
chronic problem in rural areas. Access
to a medical specialist has been prac-
tically nonexistent unless a rural citi-
zen was willing and able to travel.
sometimes a very long distance, to be
treated.

Telemedicine is a telecommuni-
cations technology that can address
both these problems, and at the same
time. save money for beth patients and
health care facilities. Patients save be-
cause they can be treated in their own
hometown rather than being referred
to an out-of-town specialist. This saves
them transportation and overnight Be-
commodation costa.

Patient cost-sharing payments will
also be less if a patient can be treated
locally rather than transported to a re-
ferral or specialty center. The costs of
a local, rural hospital are generally
lower than a teaching or specialty hos-
pital. In those cases when a patient
must be transferred for specialty care.
the availability of telemedicine con-
sultations can speed up when a patient
can be transferred safely back home.

Mr. President. a major difficulty in
recruiting doctors and other health
care providers to rural areas Is the pro-
feslonal Isolation, the heavy work-
load, and little or no back-up medical
support. Telemedicine can provide life-
saving back-up support for medical
emergencies which eases the minds of
patients and their families and the doc-
tor taking care of the patient. Tele-
communication hookups can reduce
the sense of professional isolation and
provide for continuing education op-
portunities. And, over the long run
telemedicine can increase training op-
portunities for health care profes-
sionals at rural sites, increasing the
chances a doctor or nurse will return
to practice in a rural community.

Mr. President. In West Virginia and
all across the country, rural hospitals
are finding It increasingly difficult to
retain patients in the community be-
cause specialty physicians have a hard
time diagnosing a patient's condition
over the phone based only on a verbal
description of the problem by the rural
physician. Now with telemedicine,
many of those rural hospitals can safe-
ly and effectively care for their pa-
tients instead of referring them else-
where.

For example in West Virginia, a med-
Ical student and a primary care doctor
consulted with the chief of neurology
at West Virginia University about an
elderly Medicare patient. The chief
neurologist was able to diagnose the
patient's medical condition through
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telemedicine technology. This saved
the patient a 138-mile trip over moun-
tainous terrain to West Virginia Uni-
vereity Hospital. The patient instead
was able to be treated at the rural hos-
pital and ended up saving the Medicare
Program $2.500.

And, of course, when minutes. even
seconds, count, having the instant
availability of emergency consulta-
tions can literally mean the difference
between life and death. Just last week
in West Virginia. an emergency medi-
cal resident staffing a rural hospital
emergency room had to treat a patient
with a broken neck. The medical resi-
dent had never treated a broken neck
before, but because the rural hospital
had telemedicine capabilities. Dr. John
Prescott, the chief of emergency medi-
cine at West Virginia University was
able to immediately consult with the
doctor on the appropriate treatment
protocol. The patient was stabilized
and later transferred to a referral hos-
pital.

Our amendment will help bring down
a significant financial barrier to the
development of telecommunications
technology in rural areas: the costs of
transmission. While the basic start-up
costs for acquiring telemedicine tech-
nologies are coming down. trans-
mission costs remain unaffordable. A
small, rural hospital in West Virginia
reported that the estimated charge for
a T1 line to allow them to hook up
with a larger hospital for administra-
tive and Quality assurance support was
an unaffordable $4,300 a month.

The West Virginia University which
started a pilot telemedicine project 5
years ago, recently solicited bids for
carrier services; three companies bid
for the service. The winning bid's
monthly charges ranged from $475 a
month to $2,200 a month. The highest
monthly charge of 52,200 was for a tele-
communications hookup with a small
rural health center in Greenbrier Coun-
ty, WV with the closest teaching hos-
pital in the area.

The cost of transmission must be
lowered if telemedicine is to become
economically feasible for many rural
communities. Right now the West Vir-
ginia telemedicine project is funded by
Federal grant dollars. This is true for
hundreds of telemedicine projects all
across the country. Congress with en-
thusiastic bipartisan support has en-
couraged the development of
telemedicine technologies all across
the country. The Government has pro-
vided seed money for telemedicine, but
unless we make sure that tele-
communication transnission costs are
affordable over the long run. many
rural health care providers won't be
able to continue with these very impor-
tant projects.

Tommy Mullins, a hospital adminis-
trator for a small rural hospital in
West Virginia, recently told my staff
that "the $2,000 per month service
charge for the TI is more than I spend
for educational programs for my entire
staff of 150 employees. IU we did t:io
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have the grant money to pay for the
monthly charge we could not maintain
the hookup."

Mr. President, our amendment is
carefully targeted to health care facili-
ties that are providing health care
services in rural areas. We have also
specifically included academic health
centers, teaching hospitals, and medi-
cal schools in our amendment. These
institutions have been essential part-
ners with rural health providers in
planning and creating rural health
telemedicine networks and have been
leaders in initiating rural health net-
works. Rural health care providers are
generally so overloaded with patient
care demands that it is difficult for
them to spend the time planning and
coming up with the resources to imple-
ment a telemedicine program.

In addition, academic health centers
bring health professions training pro-
gra.ms and continuing education pro-
grams to the rural health network
which reduce professional Isolation for
the rural health care providers. Fi-
nally. it promotes an Increased under-
standing and sensitivity on the part of
the academic health center to many as-
pects of rural health care.

Mr. President, I am extremely
pleased and relieved that the amend-
ment I sponsored with the Senator
from Maine, Senator SNOWE, was not

,

stricken from the telecommunicatlons
bill. I believe that our provision wil-
have a tremendous positive effect on
rural health care. We are already see-
ing amazing results in terms of quality
of care and in improving access to pri-
mary and specialty care in rural areas
as a result of telemedicine. This
amendment will make sure that the
important progress we have made In
rural health care will continue and ex-
pnd.

LIMITING ACCESS BY CHILDREN TO
INAPPROPRIATE MATERIALS ON THE INTERNET
Mr. ROBB. Mr. President. as you

know, the Internet Is a remarkable de-
velopment that has transformed the
way people communicate. On the
Internet. you can converse on-line with
family, friends, and associates across
the globe, search untold numbers of
data bases on every imaginable subject.
and share ideas with millions with the
push of a button. The Internet is an
enormous highway with few rules. Its
simplicity is part of its appeal. But Its
lack of rules is also a source of consid-
erable concern, because of the wide-
spread availability of materials on the
Internet that are entirely inappropri-
ate for children.

Certainly one option Is to impose
stricter legal penalties for putting of-
fensive materials on the net. and the
provisions in the bill accomplish this. I
am concerned about these provisions,
however, because they challenge first
amendment rights and undermine ne
of the freest, most spontaneous com-
munications media ever devised.

Another approach is to pursue a tech-
nnlogical solution. Parents can Mock
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cable TV channels they deem inappro-
priate for children. We need similar
controls for the Internet and other
electronic communications media.

Some Internet providers are offering
schools a service that denies access to
unsuitable Internet sites. One software
vendor is now offering a service which
identifies and, if a parent desires, fil-
ters out inappropriate materials on the
Internet. These are encouraging steps.
and I hope industry will continue to de-
velop and market such services. These
services must be purchased, however.
and will not come cheap for all
Internet users. Hence a more ubiq-
uitous fix is needed.

Another option, addressed in this
amendment, is to include a "tag" or
'marker" in the filenarne of Internet
text or graphics of a mature nature.
For example, if an Internet user is pre-
paring to post a file that is of a mature
nature, he or she can include a tag
such as "adult" or "mature" in the file
name. Similarly, he or she can put this
tag in an address--essentially this
would mark all files under that address
as inappropriate for children. It is then
a simple matter for programmers who
develop the software that connects
users to the Internet to include an op-
tional parental block to filter out all
such files. Teachers could use the filter
as well.

This amendment simply encourages
the Internet community to self-regu-
late Its behavior by adding tags to files
that are Inappropriate for children. It
does not mandate such tags. Mr. Presi-
dent. The amendment encourages ven-
dors of software that links users to the
Internet to Include a parental block to
filter out the tagged files. Finally. it
requires the Department of Commerce
to promote the program and GAO to
study whether the voluntary tags are
effective after one year. This amend-
ment does not conflict in any way with
the Indecency provisions in the bill.

I should note that one industry ini-
tiative, announced Monday, involves
putting a "stamp of approval" on ma-
terials judged appropriate for children.
where parents can then choose to let
their children see only those approved
materials. Since the vast majority of
material on the Internet is entirely aP-
propriate for children, it is unclear how
this idea can be implemented prac-
tically. It is nonetheless a useful ini-
tiative and complements the approach
of this amendment.

This amendment offers only a partial
fix, but in concert with appropriate
legal penalties and other technical ap-
proaches, it will help address a very se-
rious problem.

SELIcosE
Mr. LAU BENBERG. Mr. President, it

is my understanding that the Inter-
ested parties to the Bellcore issue
raised during the debate on the man-
ager's amendment have come to an
agreement on a statement of goals that
outline a mutually agreeable solution
to the issue. The parties intend to ne-

gotlate legislative language to be in-
cluded in the final bill.

I ask unanimous consent that the
statement of goals be printed In the
RzcowD.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed In the
RiEcoRD, as follows:

STATEMENT OF GOALS FOR AMENDMENT ON
STANDARDe-MAMIiO AND CEi FICATION

In addition to the provisions in S. 6Mi re-
garding Bellcore manufacturing, the parties
agree to negotiate an amendment for adop-
tion In the final act that will:

Ensure that entities engaged in Industry-
wide telecommunications equipment stand-
ards-making use open and non-discriminas-
tory procedures.

Ensure that any entity that is an affiliate
of more than one Bell operating company
will engage in open. fair. and non-discrimi-
natory establishnent of generic network re-
qulrements intended to be a significant ref-
erence point for more than one Bell operst-
Ing company In their product specifications,
standards-making, and product certification
for hardware, software, and related products
when such company undertakes as activity
for more than one company.

Ensure that Bellcore. if no longer an affili-
ate of any Bell operating company, will not
be considered a Bell operating company, or a
successor or assign of a Bell operating com-
pany.

Ensure that the Bell operating companies
have choices in awarding contracts for the
purpose of establishing product and service
standards and requirements.

Ensure that vendors selling telecommuni-
cations equipment to Bell operating compa-
nies have opportunities to have their equip-
ment certified under circumstances that are
open, fair, and non-discriminatory.

Ensure that proprietary Information sub-
mitted In the standards-making and certifl-
cation proceses Is not released for any pur-
pose other than that authorized by the owner
of such information.

Mr. LAUTENBERG. It is my desire
that the parties conclude these nego-
tiations in a timely manner. I will sup-
port the product of the negotiations
and urge that the Senate accept that
product in the final version of this bill.
Finally. I would like to thank the Sen-
ator from North Carolina for helping to
bring the parties back to the negotiat-
ing table.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. I concur with the
Senator's statement. It is in everyone's
best Interest to seek a negotiated set-
tlement. I thank the Senator for his
work in getting the parties to agree to
the statement of goals. It is an impor-
tant first step. I understand that the
statement of goals is acceptable to all
Senators that have expressed an inter-
est in this issue, including Senators
HELMS, BRADLEY. DORGAN. EXON. and
KERRY. I also understand that the
statement of goals is acceptable to the
managers of the bill, and that the man-
agers are amendable to including the
negotiated legislative language in the
final bill.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
shall stop speaking the minute either
the Majority Leader or Minority Lead-
er walk in the door. I wanted to take
this time to make my concluding re-
marks.

I think this bill will result in lower
telephone rates, lower cable rates, and
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more services to the American people.
I think this Is a very exciting er, and
this bill an historic opportunity. I hope
the House acts Quickly, and I hope we
have a conference as soon as Is prac-
ticable. I hope a Conference Report can
be adopted by both the House and the
Senate. and I hope the President will
sign the bill.

The intention of this bill is to get ev-
erybody else Into everybody else's busi-
ness. It is to promote competition and
to deregulate. It has been a struggle
because almost everybody in the indus-
try says they are for deregulation. Yes,
they say they are for deregulation, but
they usually mean deregulation of the
other guy.

This is a balanced, bipartisan bill. I
think it is truly the first major biparti-
san bill we have moved through the
Senate this year. We have had our dif-
ferences, but I believe that this bill
will cause an explosion of new jobs. I
believe that It will cause a new era,
similar to what has occurred In the
computer industry.

AMENDMENT NO. is, AS MODIFIED

AiiENDMENT NO. 12
AMENDMENT NO. 142
AMENDMENT NO. 113

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the remaining
Breaux amendment be modified with
the modification I send to the desk.
that the modified amendment be
agreed to and the motion to reconsider
be laid upon the table, and that It be in
order for me to send to the desk two
technical amendments and a modifica-
tion of amendment No. 1313, that they
be considered and agreed to, en bloc,
and the motion to reconsider be laid
upon the table.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.
So the amendments (Nns. 1299. as

modified; 1422; 1423; 1313) were agreed
to. as follows:

AMENDMNr No. 129
On page 123. line 10. add the following new

sentence: "This section shall take effect for
each vessel upon a determination by the
United States Coast Guard that such vessel
has the equipment required to implement
the Global Maritime Distress and Safety
System installed and operating in good
working condition."

AMENDMENT No. 1422
In section 63 of the Communications Act

of 1934 (as added by section 204 of the bill on
page 70), strike "and does not, directly or
through an affiliate, own or control a daily
newspaper or a tier 1 local exchange car-
rier." and insert "and is not affiliated with
any entity or entities whose gross annual
revenues in the aggregate exceed

AMNOMENT NO. 1423
In section 282 of the Communications Act

of 1934. as added by section Me of the bill-
(1) strike sbsection (e) and Insert the fol-

lowing:
"(e) oUIDLINE.-Withln 18 months after

the date of enactment of the Telecommuni-
cations Act of 195, the Architectural and
Transportation Barriers Compliance Board
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shall develop guidelioes for accessibility of
telecommunications equip rent and cus-
tomer premises equipment In conJuoctioo
with the Commission on the National Tele-
communications and Information Adminis-
tration and the National Institute of Stand-
arda and Technology. The Board Shall review
and update the guidelines periodically.

(2) strike subsection (g) and Insert the fol-
lowing.

•() REOULATIONS.-The Commission shall.
not later than 24 months after the date of en-
actment of the Telecommunlcatons Act of
19. prescribe regulations to Implement this
section. The regulations shall be consistent
with the guidelines developed by the Archi-
tectural and Transportation Barriers Com-
pliance Board in accordance with subsection
(el.

AMENDMENT NO. 1313
On page 116. between lines 2 and 3 Insert

the following:
(D Nothing In this section shall prohibit

the Commission, for Interstate services, and
the States, for intrastate services, from con-
sidering the profitability of telecommunl-
cations carriers when using alternative
forms of regulation other than rate of return
regulation (inclding price regulation and
incentive regulation) to ensure that regu-
Isted rates are lust and reasonable.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I think the
distinguished Democratic leader would
like to speak at this time. As I under-
stand, after he speaks. I will have just
a few minutes to speak on my amend-
ment. Then we vote on the Dole
amendment and then final passage.

I hope during the two votes I can de-
termine what we will do the balance of
the day and the balance of the week. so
my colleagues will have some informa-
tion before 6 o'clock. We ae attempt-
Ing to take up two bills and we are
meeting objections from different sides
for different reasons on each. We may
be able to work that out during the
vote.

Mr. President, I suggest the absence
of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It Is so ordered.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, citi-
zens in my State of South Dakota
often ask me, what does this legisla-
tion mean to the State of South Da-
kota? What does it mean to people liv-
ing in small cities?

I say a great deal.
First It will mean that a small city

will be able to be on the same basis as
a big city in terms of getting informa-
tion. We have Citi~ank's credit card
operation located in Sioux Falls. We
have the Spiegel Catalog telephone
mall order facility in Rapid City.

Recently, a team from Georgetown
University came to Sioux Falls to start
a joint research project on
telemedicine. Georgetown is planning
to work with a Sioux Falls hospital to
establish this telemedicine project.

Recently. I was talking to some of
the major universities in this country
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about partnering with small South Da-
kota colleges. Modern telecommuni-
cations will make such partnerships
not only possible, but productive.

I have recently approached one of the
largest companies in the United States
about doing a project jointly with
small companies, using modern tele-
communications.

The city of Aberdeen. SD, has a new
upgrade digital switch. They are now
able to use this capability for
telemedicine, to have an interaction
with some of the big hospitals as oper-
ations are being performed. As a result
of the upgrade, a major motel chain.
Super 8, was able to locate Its nation-
wide reservation system in the city.

Someone living in a small city or a
small town has the same information
available as someone in a great city.
You do not have to be In downtown
New York. do,rntown Minneapolis. or
in downtown Los Angeles to get infor-
mation, use it and respond to it.

The executive director of the North-
east Council of Governments in my
State has sent me a well-prepared re-
port on what new telecommunications
will mean in that region of smaller
cities In rural areas. She reports that
upgrading telecommunications tech-
nology has already attracted national
companies to Aberdeen. where they
have created hundreds of new jobs in
the last year.

Other communities are clamoring for
upgrades to their communications
technology. They know this will help
improve the quality of life in their
comunities.

Faye Kann's report also describes the
potential for telemedilne and long-dis-
tance learning with an improved tele-
communications infrastructure in
northeast South Dakota.

I ask unanimous consent to have this
report printed in the RECORD.

TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY iN
NORTHEAST SOUIs DAKOTA

(By Faye Kann)
Competition in the telecommunications

arena. could benefit rural area such as
northeast South Dakota. The SD Public
Utilities Commission worked very hard to
help Aberdeen and the region upgrade the
telecommunlcations capabilities in order to
effectively compete for business retention
and creation. With the availability of com-
petition, the upgrade of technology equip-
ment old have occurred earlier.

In 1994-5, approximately 400 jobs have been
newly created or retained in Aberdeen due to
the upgrade of telecommunications tech-
nology and the ability for rapid data trans-
mission. Four separate national and local en-
tities saw, the opportunity to utilize up-
graded telecommunications equipment but
needed the assistance of the state PUC In
order to obtain the equipment upgrades.
Companies such as Super 8 reservation sys-
tems, Howard Johesons Reservation system.
Aman Collection Company, and Student
Loan Finance Corporation are among compa-
nies that added employees due to the tech-
nology upgrades. Without the telecommuni-
cations upgrade, one of these companies
would have located in another state instead
of South Dakota.

Those upgrades Include the installation of
SwltchNet 56, ISDN lines, and Sigual 7 tech-
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nology. That more up-to-date technology has
enabled those companies to locate and main-
tain their companies Is Aberdeen and keep
lobe in northeast South Dakota. The In-
creased payrolls and job opportunities have
added to the number of jobs available to a
broad spectrum of age groups employed is
telecommunication agencies. The general
nature of telecommunications lobe allow for
flexible work schedules to accommodate
workers from all age groupa to interact both
professionally and to maintain their excel-
lent quality of lilfe in South Dakota.

Other communities in northeast South Da-
kota such as Britten. Eureka. and Gettys-
burg are actively seeking job growth due to
upgrades In telecommunications equipment
throughout the region. Manufacturers in
Britton such as Horton Industries and
Sheidahl. Inc. with approximately 400 em-
ployees are currently using telecommuni-
cations equipment to communicate with
their suppliers. markets. potential contract
and corporate headquarters. Use of the tele-
communications equipment allows for quick.
effective two-way interaction In the design
stage before production.

Another component of the telecommuni-
cations Industry focuses on long distance
learning. The statewide Rural Development
Telecommunications Network (RDTDN) al-
lows higher education to offer classes for
studente across the state. Schools in commu-
nities such as Oroton, Frederick. and Web-
ster In northeast South Dakota utilize cost
efficiencies and class offerings that are
available with telecommunications through
the North Central Area Interconnect (NCAI)
system. Continuing education for commu-
nities and school district staff allow for fu-
tore development and curriculum enhance-
ment.

Northern State University is moving ahead
with expanding the connections on campus.
The campus infrastructure would allow all
videolaudio conferences, meetings and In-
structional programs to be shown In the in-
dividual classrooms. Many classrooms, one
existing microcomputer lab. and a new
multi-media based Instructional Classroom
will be connected to the LAN network. This
classroom wli be equipped with appropriate
printers, scanners, and display equipment as
well as a fully Interactive vldeo-conferencing
component.

In addition, telemedicine Is being used In
the experimental stage in the region. The
Impact of the next phase of the regional tele-
communications upgrade will place the high
resolution telecommunications equipment in
outlying clinic for patient diagnosis and ef-
fective utilization of physician's a sistants
and nurse practitioners. Those types of clin-
ins are in communities where doctors are un-
willing or unable to locate. The aging popu-
lation as shown In the demographics of
South Dakota rate health care as one of the
top concerns.

Another community which Is a good exam-
ple of the need for state-of-the-art tech-
nology for a point of presence and fiber op-
tics is Huron. Several major employers have
considered Huron for economic development
expansion but because of the lack of access
and equipment. jobs and economic oppor-
tunity were denied In the northeast region of
South Dakota. When checking with tele-
communications companies who provide the
necessary equipment, the cost to benefit
ratio Is not attractive In the rural areas and
therefore equipment has not been installed
and access Is denied.

Education, government, and business are
supporting the creation of CityNet in Aber-
deen. The local cable company is upgrading
Its system with the Installation of a large
fiber-optic cable network. In addition to the
cable company's normal services. this fiber-
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Optic Infrastructure will be used to connect
various entities (K-12 education, higher edu-
cation, all levels of governments. health
cue, and Individual homes and buusese).

;The u f or the network are virtually limit-
less and offer a means for connections not
only within the community but to the world
&a this network connects with other net-
works.

Competition coupled with universel service
Is & muot for rural states to have acce for
all citizens. If major telecormunlcatlons
networks such as Internet access are denied
in the rural are"s, state-of-the-art tch-
nology will be deployed only In the moss
markete with deoe population where the
provIders are able to obtain cost-benefit ra-
tlo which are attractive to the provider. It
Is Imperative that Congress understand this
issue. Aberdeen hosts an annual tele-
communications conference and was the first
demonstration nationwide with an Inter-
active two-way audiovldeo link over the
public switched network with the US Senate
Recording Studio in 1994. We Invite Inter-
ested parties to northeast South Dakota to
view our prolects and partake In demonstra-
tions of the effect of utilization of the tech-
nology.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
have received a letter from Laska
Schoenfelder. public utilities commis-
sioner of the State of South Dakota.
Commissioner Schoenfelder has many
years experience working to support
South Dakota consumers and to help
provide them better telecommuni-
cations services. She enthusiastically
endorses S. 682.

Commissioner Schoenfelder writes.
'"Thls bill will allow Americans greater
access to communication services at an
affordable price which can only be
achieved through a competitive mar-
ket. The bill also preserves universal
service, which is vital to rural states."

I ask unanimous consent that the
letter be printed in the RExORD.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
REcoRD. as follows:

SOUTH DAKOrA PUIuC UTiLTPA
COMMaSSIoN. STATE CAPITOL
BtLiLoom.

Pierr.e SD, June 9. 1M.
Memo to: Senator LARY P;tLs5L.
From: Laska Schoenfelder. SD Public Utili-

ties Commiooner.
Re SD &2.

Residential and business consumers of
communication services will be the real win-
nero if Senator Presler's bill, the Commu-
nication Act of 1995 (SB 652). passes.

While South Dakota has promoted tele-
communications competition at the state
level this bill will be a boon for economic de-
velopment In all states. This bill takes a step
forward in recognizing the essential role of
the State in promoting fair competition.

This bill will allow Americans greater ac-
coo to communication services at an afford-
able price which can only be achieved
through a competitive market. Tho bill also
preserves Universal Service which Is vital to
rural states.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, com-
petition and deregulation will bring
great benefits to South Dakota and
other States with small cities.

For example, the bill is designed to
rapidly accelerate private sector devel-
opment of advanced telecommuni-
cations and information technologies
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and services to all Americans by open-
ing all telecommunications markets to
competition.

A recent series of television commer-
cials have shown people sending faxes
from the beach, having meetings via
computer with people in a foreign
country, using their computer to
search for theater tickets and a host of
other services that soon will be avail-
able. My bill would make those serv-
ices available even sooner by removing
restrictive regulations.

A person living in Brandon could
work at a job in Minneapolis or Chi-
cago. students in Lemmon would be
able to take classes from teachers in
Omaha. and doctors in Freeman could
consult with speclalist at the Mayo
Clinic. Telecommunications can bring
new economic growth, education.
health care and other opportunities to
South Dakota.

Competition in the information and
communications industries means
more choices for people in South Da-
kota. It will also mean lower costs and
a greater array of services and tech-
nologies. For instance, competing for
customers will compel companies to
offer more advanced services like caller
ID or local connections to on-line serv-
ices such as Prodigy and America On-
Line.

It hasn't been that long since Ma Bell
was everyone's source for local phone
service, long distance service and
phone equipment. Now there are over
400 long distance companies and people
can buy phone equipment at any de-
partment or discount store. Under my
bill, eventually people would be able to
choose from more than one local phone
service or cable television operator.

This new competition also should
lead to economic development opportu-
nities in South Dakota. People will be
able to locate businesses in towns like
Groton and Humboldt and serve cus-
tomers in Hong Kong or New York
City. We are entering an exciting, his-
toric era. I want to spur growth and
bring new opportunities to South Da-
kota and everywhere in America.

Mr. President, we are reaching the
close of this debate and a vote on final
passage of S. 652. l am confident we are
about to approve telecommunications
reform by a wide margin.

This reform is not a partisan issue
This is the first major bipartisan legis-
lation of the 104th Congress. I want to
thank my comanager. the Senator
from South Carolina, for his leader-
ship. Today's vote will bring to fruition
a project be has been working on for
many, many years. I want to thank the
majority leader and the minority lead-
er for their indispensable efforts for
passage of this bill.

The bill we are about to pass will
break up monopolies. It will tear down
competitive barriers. It will open up
communications networks.

Mr. President. every American
household and every business large and
small, uses the services we are about to
make more competitive. The bill we
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are about to ps will give the Alier-
Ican people unprecedented freedom to
Choose.

After this bill Is signed and imple-
mented. Americans will be free to
choose from competing local phone
companies. This is unprecedented. It
will lower prices. It Is pro-consumer.

S. 652 will give Americans freedom to
choose among more long-distance com-
panies. This will cut prices. This is pro-
consumer.

This bill will usher In a new era of ro-
bust competition in cable TV. It will,
in effect, break up all the cable TV mo-
nopolies. This will give consumers
more freedom to choose. It will cut
prices. It will expand services. This,
too, is pro-consumer.

S. 652 will let electric utility firms
get into the phone or cable business if
they wish. It will give broadcasters
new flexibility to use new digital tech-
nology to offer multichannel program-
ming with the same allocated spectrum
that formerly could carry only one
channel. This, Mr. President, dramati-
cally gives consumers more freedom to
choose.

No earlier legislation concerning
cable prices--neither the deregulation
of 1984 nor the reregulation of 190-in-
cluded these powerful procompetitive
reforms.

This reform bill is historic. It Is
strongly bipartisan. It deserves the
President's support.

Some who still oppose our reform bill
are trying to get the President's ear.
They say this bill will lead to more
concentration In the communications
business. I say that is a myth.

Concentration Is what we have had
under the old. 1930s-era system of gov-
ernment-created monopolies. Breaking
up the monopolies and lifting burden-
some regulation will give room for
more entrepreneurs to compete.

Just consider other segments of the
information industry, segments which
did not strain under regulation and the
monopoly model:

Fax machines aren't regulated or or-
ganized Into a government-sanctioned
monopoly. Just look at how prices
have dropped, quality has improved.
and sales have soared.

So it is. too, with cellular phones and
pagers.

The computer market now gives con-
sumer 200 times more value, in terms
of lower price and greater power, than
it offered just a decade ago.

Freedom for consumers and entre-
preneurs did not lead to concentration
in the computer business. No. quite the
contrary. There have been winners and
losers, large and small. Hundreds of
start-up firms have flourished. Includ-
ing Gateway 200 in my State of South
Dakota. Meanwhile the biggest com-
puter firm of all has seen a huge loss in
market share and has been forced into
significant restructuring. Free market
capitalism breeds a kind of creative de-
struction of big. busineses. This is
good for continuing innovation and re-
newal In business. It Is clearly pro-
consumer
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Mark my word. in the years after

this bill comes into force, it will have
helped bring about the rise of exciting
new firms which do not exist today. It
will have helped usher in industry seg-
ments which have no lobbyists in the
reception room today-industry seg-
ments which do not even exist at this
time.

This bill will accelerate the digital
revolution. Through digitization, the
very same data can travel through
space from satellites, over the atmos-
pheric spectrum, through coaxial
cable, fiber-optic threads or copper
wire. The same digitized data can be
stored on computer disks or drives, dis-
played on computer screens, or played
on audio or video disk players. The
trends of technology are erasing old
distinctions between cable TV. tele-
phone service, broadcasting, audio and
video recording, and interactive per-
seonal computers.

But In many Instances, the only
thing standing in the way of consumers
and businesses enjoying cheaper and
more flexible telecommuncations serv-
ices is our outdated law. This reform
bill will allow the cable, telephone.
computer, broadcasting, and other tele-
communications Industries more easily
to converge and transform themselves.

The information industry already
constitutes one-seventh of the U.S.
economy. Worldwide, the information
marketplace Is projected to exceed $3
trillion by the close of the decade.

Digital convergence, more commu-
nicating power, and wide-open com-
petition is what consumers want. It is
what American businesses need to stay
competitive with the rest of the world.
It will come soon If the President signs
this reform legislation.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I thank the
Senator from South Dakota for yield-
ing and congratulate him for the out-
standing job he has done. as well as the
Senator from South Carolina. for their
teamwork, efforts. and partnership
that produced a historic bill.

No question about it. this is one of
the most important pieces of legisla-
tion we may have passed so far this
year. Others may have different views.
But it is near the top of the list.

The Senator from South Dakota.
Senator DASCHLE. the Democratic lead-
er, is in a meeting, so I will make my
little statement on my amendment,
and then we will vote on that. After
that vote. he will make a very brief
statement and then we will vote on
final passage. Is that satisfactory?

Mr. HOLLINGS. Yes.
AMENDn Er NO. 1341

Mr. DOLE. The vote will occur in a
minute on the so-called Dole amend-
ment.

It was explained earlier, but I want
to make myself perfectly clear, this
amendment is about allowing private
Interests-not big Government-to
work out their own problems.

I thought that is why we were consid-
ering this bill in the first place. The
telecommunications industry is cur-
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rently one of the most regulated indus-
tries in the United States. Unfortu-
nately, the provisions in question regu-
late prices.

The point is that business should be
allowed to negotiate. As I have pointed
out. the provision I have proposed to
delete would prohibit such negotiation.
and amounts to rate regulation. It is
that simple-no more, no less.

The language is there. We had nego-
tiations and worked on their dif-
ferences. I do not know about all the
discussion of the Senator from Ne-
braska. I am not involved with all that.

The provision I proposed was sup-
posed to stop some players from taking
advantage of small operators. There is
no question it would do that, but it
would also hurt those in fair deals. It
solves the problems and creates a new
one.

The bill's provision also does not
treat all programmers evenly, and only
applies to those affiliated with cable
TV companies, meaning nonaffiliated
programmers not, under these pricing
restrictions. That means they would
have an unfair competitive advantage.

Not only does the bill regulate the
price of progranmnug. but it is anti-
competitive. That is not what this bill
is about. I printed in the RFCORD ear-
lier letters from Turner Broadcasting,
representing the Discovery Channel.
the Black Entertainment Network, and
also-I do not have the letter with me
now-all the small cable companies.
the National Cable Television Coopera-
tive. and they are all in support of the
bill.

I have heard the comments of the
Senator from Nebraska. He is entitled
to his own interests, but I assure him,
my interest in this amendment is con-
sistent with the Intent of this bill-get-
ting Government off the backs of bust-
ness and benefiting consumers.

I hope the amendment I am offering
will pass. I think it will have biparti-
san support.

I yield back my time and I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second? There Is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. DOLE. Following the vote, the

Senator from South Dakota, Senator
DAsCHLg, will be recognized, and then
we will have final passage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate on the Dole amend-
ment?

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I would
use this opportunity to commend both
the ranking member of the committee,
the Senator from South Carolina, and
the chairman of the committee, for the
good work they have done.

This has not been an easy process. I
say to all of our colleagues. We have
worked on this for not just a couple of
days on the floor, but we have been
working on this legislation for several
years.

In the last Congress. all Members of
the committee spent 2 years on this
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communications bill, and then again
the better part of this year. working on
trying to bring this product to the
floor.

There has been a great deal of com-
promise. There has been a great deal of
trying to balance the very competing
interests in order to get a 1995 commu-
nications bill.

I think it is important that all of our
colleagues realize that this country hs
been run by the 1934 Communications
Act. That Is hard to believe that we
have been operating under an act that
is 60 years old. Does anybody think
that the communications technology of
1995 is anywhere similar to the commu-
nications technology of 1934? The an-
swer is. of course, no.

The reason everybody has been in
court is because Congress was unable
to get an agreement that wrote a mod-
ern 20th century bill to govern all the
decisions about who does what.

This legislation makes some fun-
damental points. That Is that we are
going to create more competition.
Competition is good for society. It is
good for consumers. It is good for the
development of new technology. This
legislation is a fragile compromise. Al-
most everyone in the industry would
like to have more. Some would like to
have guarantees with regard to what
they can do and what they cannot do.

We were trying to really create a bill
that was fair to all of our American in-
dustries and fair to the American
consumer. I think that while this bill
is certainly not perfect--nothing we
ever do is--certainly, it represents a
major milestone in the communica-
tions legislation that has been brought
before the Congress over all of these
last 60 years since the first passage of
the 1934 Communications Act.

I congratulate all the members of the
Commerce Committee for their input,
their suggestions. We have had a lot of
cooperation on the floor. A lot of very
difficult things have been worked out. I
think that is good.

With regard to the Dole amendment,
I happen to agree with it. I think the
amendment by Senator DOLE really
will encourage more competition and
will encourage small cable companies
to be able to form cooperatives like
they are doing in order to be able to
get discounts because they purchase
cable services in volume Just like the
larger cable companies will be able to
get volume discounts because they buy
large amounts of products from the
various producers. I think the Dole
amendment really does try to promote
additional competition. I think in that
sense--it does allow cooperatives to be
formed-there is nothing wrong with
that.

There was a lot made about who does
this benefit and what-have-you. I think
it benefits the consumer. I think the
Dole amendment is a good consumer
amendment. It encourages small co-
operatives and cable companies to be
able to deliver services at a better rate.
There is nothing wrong with that. It al-
lows large sellers of cable services to
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get volume discounts. The ultimate
benefit of all of this Is the American
consumer.

I think the ultimate benefit of the
entire package we have before the Con-
gresa is the American consumer end
those who bring about the technology
for the 21st century. If there is one
thing the United States of America ex-
cels in-there are so many things, but
one thing is the entertainment indus-
try, the telecommunications industry.
We can be proud of that. Other coun-
tries would love to have what we have
in this country. This bill ultimately
will make all of that a lot better and
we will all benefit from that product.

So I support an affirmative vote on
the Dole amendment and certainly sup-
port the passage of the telecommuni-
cations act that Is now pending.

I Yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from South Dakota.
Mr. PRESSLER. I thank the Senator

from Louisiana. He has been at the
forefront every step of the way in this
bill and we could not have done it with-
out his bipartisan effort. His staffers,
Thomas Moore. who has now gone on to
an appointment, and Mark Ashby, have
been in the night meetings, night after
night.

I thank the Senator from Louisiana
from the bottom of my heart.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate on the Dole amend-
ment?

If not, the question is on agreeing to
the Dole amendment. No. 1341. The
yeas and nays have been ordered.

The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. MACK (when his name was

called). Present.
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Utah (Mr. HATCH] is nec-
essarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Utah (Mr.
HATCxH] would vote "yea."

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
DEWINg). Are there any other Senators
in the Chamber who desire to vote?

The result was announced-yeas 59.
nays 39, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 267 Leg.i
YEAS-59

Ab tbha
Ashcroft

Bermet
Bond
Sreoua

Bry.o.
Burns
ca-uel|

coate

Coverdell

n'A-at
Dewtne
Dodd
0016
Dosol l

Akka
Biden

Fe loth
Fetiemi
Friet
Grams
Oroesley
Gres
Hatfield
Heflin
He.'ms

.1004
Jeffords
Kasseaua0
Kempthorne
Kennedy
Kerry
KyV!
Last
Luer

NAYS--S
eoatn fer
soaer

MConnell

Murko k,
Nieklee

Premier

ReiW
Roth
Santoru
Shelby

Smith

Specter
Ste
Tbomes

P..05

Thermond

Bradley
Dump-r

Byrd Os-m Muklasi
cob KarkI. Moyalbh
Conrad Honlile. Ma
DI..hl. I.o. Nono
Soav Johns.on Fll
Eo. Keory Pryo
FeiwoIld Kobi Robb
Ford tteonbirs Rockefeller
Ole. Leaky WresnsOorMn L.t. Simon
0rah-m Lleberns Welitone

ANSWERED "PP E 
' 
1

Ma-k

NOT VOTIN-I
Stch

So. the amendment (No. 1341) was
agreed to.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I move to
reconsider the vote.

Mr. NICKLES. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, tele-
communications reform legislation was
a focus of the last Congress. Unfortu-
nately, election-year politics prevented
then-Chairman HOLLINGS from bringing
the bill to the floor for a vote.

This year, with changes and modi-
fications that are Inevitable given the
political change in the make-up of the
Congress, a new telecommunications
was brought to the Senate floor.

This is complex and potentially far-
reaching legislation. It will affect an
economic sector that constitutes 2D
percent of our economy and whose
services reach virtually every Amer-
ican .

I want to commend the ranking
member of the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee, Senator HOLLINOSS, whose pa-
tience and efforts have done a great
deal to bring this measure to its
present state. Senator HOLLINOS' work
in the last Congress. and in this, has
been focused on developing a bill that
will enhance true competition in the
telecommunications field without
shortchanging American consumers.

From the beginning, our nation has
understood the significance of commu-
nications and transportation. It is not
an accident that the words of the Con-
stitution require the Congress "To es-
tablish Post Offices and post Roads."
The Pounders could not have known
that one day the roads would be fiber
networks and the post offices would be
e-mail. Yet that is where we have ar-
rived.

When Congress first confronted the
need to legislate for an entirely new
technology, it produced the Commu-
nications Act of 1934. The regulated
monopoly that was legislated into ex-
istence by that law was the best out-
come then possible. And the old Bell
system gave Americans the cheapest.
most efficient universal telephone
service in the world.

In fact, consumer resistance to the
breakup of the Bell phone system was
widespread in the early 1980's. Ameri-
cans feared that the courts were break-
ing up something that worked well and
might replace it with something that
didn't.
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We know today that those fears were

unfounded. Competition In phone serv-
ice has been a boon to American con-
sumers. Long-distance rates are the
lowest in the world.- Equipment is
cheaper and better-made. Competition
has spurred innovation and improved
customer service.

At the same time, It's important to
remember and learn from our experi-
ence. The concept of universal service
was at the heart of the old 1934 Com-
munications Act. It is a New Deal era
concept that is as valid today as it has
proven to be over the decades.

When the reach of a technology Is
limited by cost. innovation and
progress remain slow. But as soon as a
technology is within reach of a broader
sector of the population, an explosion
of invention, development and innova-
tion takes place. We have seen that
happen in computers, in personal com-
munications services, in wireless cable
transmissions and countless other ap-
plications. Twenty years ago, calcula-
tore were sophisticated and relatively
costly devices. Today they're offered as
advertising promotions.

While legislation focuses on competi-
tion and deregulation, the bill before
us also contains essential rural safe-
guards. It would create a Federal-State
Joint board to oversee the continuing
issue of rural service and to monitor
and help evolve a definition of Univer-
sal Service that makes sense for the
present day and for the kinds of serv-
ices that will be coming on-line. It does
not demand unrealistic competition in
towns of 50 households.

Our own history teaches us that it is
good economics for the private sector
as well as the public sector to make
universal service a reality for all
Americans. no matter how small their
community. I believe this is still the
case, and I believe it is particularly im-
portant to preserve the viability of
rural communities in this respect.

The legislation before us recognizes
the need to redefine universal service
in terms of developing technology and
products. The joint Federal-State
board created by the bill is essential to
making certain this function ts ful-
filled.

The bill before us also recognizes the
important role that must be played by
State Public Utilities Commissions.
PUCs are the best entities to judge
whether a given market within their
State can or cannot support competi-
tion. That's not a judgment we should
make from Washington.

Nor is it something we can or should
leave to the unbridled, unsupervised
judgment of the private sector. Those
who have taken the risks and made the
investments to extend cable or phone
service to smaller rural communities
should not now be placed at risk of
being overwhelmed by larger, better-fi-
nanced companies.

As Congressman ED MARKEY has said.
that's not competition. it's "commu-
nications cannibalism." State PUC's
will be able to judge where commu-
nities can sustain competition and
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where they cannot. We should preserve
the viability of the Universal Service
Fund, for that reason as well.

The purpose of the bill before us is to
create the competitive, free market en-
vironment that will most efficiently
bring the Information Superhighway
into existence for all Americans. I
don't believe anyone disagrees with
that key to achieving that goal is com-
petition. The Senate's task Is to ensure
that the competitive elements in the
bill do the job.

The best outcome is one that brings
on line the new products and services
that Americans want at a cost they're
willing and able to pay. Not only will
consumers benefit, but the process of
creating new services and products will
be a substantial engine of job creation.

The present economic recovery has
been a period of exceptionally strong
job creation. Under the Clinton admin-
istration. 6 million new jobs have been
created, more in he first 2%/ years of
this administration than in the preced-
ing 6 years of the Reagan-Bush admin-
istration.

Democrats believe the key to
longlasting economic growth and ex-
pansion is the creation of more jobs
and higher income for working fami-
lies. When Americans are working and
earning good wages, our economy pros-
pers and we can invest for the future
well being of our children. The passage
of the bill before us will help continue
this pattern of job creation as our in-
formation-based economy creates sig-
nifleant employment opportunities.

- That will mean more families can send
their kids to college, buy a home, and
save for their own future. That is the
best economic program and the best so-
cial program any nation can have.

This technology also means new op-
portunities for innovative economic de-
velopment. I am in the process of work-
ing with a tribal college now on ways
to market native American and agri-
cultural products through the Internet.
The technology that is helping do this
is breaking down the geographic and
technical barriers that have retarded
our movement to a more Information-
based economy.

There is little doubt that our urban
areas can and will sustain an enormous
expansion of telecommunications serv-
ices in the years ahead. We must make
certain that our rural areas are not left
behind as services expand and new
products come on line. In the long run,
universal service at high standards na-
tionwide is in the best interests of the
entire country.

In addition, we must not neglect the
role of the public sector in the new
telecqmmunlcations world. Schools.
public libraries, state universities, all
should have the ability to share in and
disperse the benefits of the tele-
communications revolution.

Senators ROCKEFELLER and SNOWE of-
fered an amendment in committee to
make certain that the public sector's
ability to connect with the Internet
and other information services is en-
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hanced. That's important, not only to
prevent stratification into informa.
tion-rich and information-poor popu-
lations and regions, but to assure that
all our children have the tools with
which to enter the 21st century work
force.

While the bill before us Is far from
perfect, it has been significantly im-
proved over the course of the past 6
days. Senator HOLLINGS and I intro-
duced an amendment that strengthens
the bad actor test in the cable provi-
sions.

It also places reasonable limitations
on the ability of cable and telephone
companies to eliminate each other as
potential competitors through buyouts
and mergers, except in rural areas
where competition may not be viable.

Finally, our amendment, which was
adopted, allows small telephone com-
panies to Jointly market local ex-
change service with long distance serv-
ice providers that carry less than 5 per-
cent of our nation's long distance busi-
ness. This will allow consumers to real-
ize the benefits of competition in the
local telephone exchange, while pre-
serving the competitive balance be-
tween the Bell companies and major
long distance carriers.

I believe the provisions in our amend-
ment strike a better balance between
consumer protections and market de-
regulation. These safeguards are de-
signed to protect consumers by expand-
ing services and keeping them afford-
able.

This bill is a reasonable and balanced
one. and it deserves the Senate's sup-
port.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. gentlemen
start your engines, because we are
about to pass telecommunications re-
form that will be the roadmap to our
Nation's future.

When we started floor consideration
of S. 652 more than I week ago. I noted
that this was just the beginning. A be-
ginning of a new era of leadership for
the telecommunications industry and
for America. While some see America's
power dwindling, I see It growing. I see
our renaissance, and its called the in-
formation age. America's years of lead-
ership in telecommunications, whether
it was inventing the telegraph or the
microchip, gives us the right to lay
claim to this future. We have earned it.
We must now reach out and take it.
RECOGNIZiNO SENATOR PRESSLER'S HARD WORK

And one person who deserves a good
deal of credit for making this new era
a reality is Senator PRESSLER. As all
Members know, telecommunications
reform is a tough, complex, and often
contentious issue. Congress has strug-
gled with it for more than a decade.
with no success. And along comes Sen-
ator PRESSLER. He tackled this issue
and has moved it through the Senate in
record time. His tenacity proves that
the Senate is capable of delivering on
the toughest issues.

Not only did he have to fight compet-
ing interests, but also the White House.
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Senator PRESSLER has won, the Senate
has won, and America has won.

The bill also could not have been pos-
sible without Senator HOLLINGS. Both
Senators PRESSLER and HOLLINGS have
done an outstanding job at bringing
the competing interests together, or as
close together as possible.

THE REAL JOBS STIMULUS PACKAGE
No doubt about it, telecommuni-

cations reform is the real jobs stimulus
package. Except this one relies on the
private sector to create those jobs. And
it will.

Thousands of jobs will be necessary
to build new communications net-
works. And that's just the beginning.
Studies indicate that millions of more
jobs will be created because informa-
tion will become more accessible, jobs
that will make America more efficient.
more productive, and ultimately more
powerful.

While some may argue that it is not
the perfect bill, its message is right-
competition, not government, is the
best regulator. Competition. not regu-
lation, has the best record for creating
new jobs, spurring new innovation, and
creating new wealth. It's that simple.

Competition and deregulation are
also the only ways to acc6mmodate the
explosion of new technology.

CONCLUSION
Mr. President. removing the tele-

communications industry's shackles is
not about politics as usual. It is not
about Republicans versus Democrats.
It is about providing all Americans.
rich or poor. urban or rural, a better
future. I believe that a procompetition.
deregulatory telecommunications bill
can help make that future a reality.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that S. 652, as
amended, be printed in the REcORD im-
mediately following the final vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. PRESSLER. I ask for the yeas
and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient sec-
ond.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on the engrossment and
third reading of the bill.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading and was read the
third time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question occurs on the passage of S.
652. as amended. The yeas and nays
have been ordered.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have Senator
HOLLINGS added as a cosponsor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The question occurs on passage of S.
652. as amended.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. just let me
indicate to my colleagues, as I said ear-
lier before many were here, we hope to
determine the balance of the schedule
this evening and tomorrow before 6
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o'clock this evening, and so we will try
to let everybody know by then what
the schedule will be. Hopefully. it will
not be too heavy. It depends on how
this bill comes out.

I will let Senators know in a few
minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
having been read the third time, the
question is, Shall it pas? The yeas and
nays have been orddred. The clerk will
call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. LOTT. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Utah [Mr. HATCH] Is nec-
essarily absent.

I further announce that. if present
and voting, the Senator from Utah [Mr,.
HATCH] would vote "yea."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result was announced-yeas 81,
nays 18, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 28 Leg.
YEAS--S1

Abrmham
Aaks

Bo.-

Bradley
Breau
Brown

chate

C~utDAanto
conersoll

newts.
Dole.
Dodd~l

Faldc~th
B0..

etpasBoaer.

Byrd
conrad
Oorns.

Pestoin
Fc-4
Fria
GlennGorw

0tesa

Oeam

Harkin
attneld

Hutchion
lahors
Inouye
Jeffods
Johnston

Sempth,:'n
Kernef
Kohl150W
Kol
Loutenber

NAYS--18
FeIsgold

Issrer

Lteb
McC.In

LOU
Lue

ldlay-Br

lisrkoka

Nickles
Nn
Pl
Preessler
Robb
Rockefeller
Roth

Sarbanes
Shelby
simiso
Scon

sttes
Th.-
Thop.n
Thurund

Priora.sib-
Reid
SUnon
Welltone

NOT VOTING-1
Hatch

So the bill (S. 652), as amended, was
passed.

(The text of S. 652. as passed, will ap-
pear in a future edition of the RECORD.)

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
move to reconsider the vote, and I
move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
thank everybody involved. I thank the
majority leader and minority leader. I
have already thanked the staff. I am
feeling like this Chamber was almost a
funeral parlor this afternoon, we had so
many good words said about every-
body.

I yield the floor.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. let me In-

dicate, as I did earlier, that this is a

tremendous vote--l to 18. It is a very
significant piece of legislation that has
passed this Chamber, largely through
the efforts of the distinguished Senator
from South Dakota [Mr. PRESSLER].

It is not a perfect bill. I understand
that almost everybody finds something
wrong with it, which probably means it
is not that bad: it is probably a very
good bill. I think it is a very important
piece of legislation. I thank all my col-
leagues on both sides of the aisle for
their cooperation.

I do not think we took too much
time. On a bill of this magnitude, it
takes a little longer on the Senate side,
and it probably should, as the Senator
from Illinois [Mr. SIMoNJ said earlier
today.

I thank the Democratic leader, Sen-
ator DASCHLE, for his cooperation
throughout the debate.

Mr. President, I have had a discus-
sion with the Senator from South Da-
kota. [Mr. DASCHLE], the Democratic
leader. and I outlined to him what I
would like to do. First. I will ask unan-
imous consent that we go to S. 440-I
will not ask it now--and I understand
there will be an objection. Then I will
move to the consideration of S. 440. and
I understand the Senator from Massa-
chusetts, [Mr. KENNEDY], and others
will at that point discuss the motion to
proceed.

If that would be the case, there would
be no votes tonight and no votes to-
morrow. Then we would try to work
out something to accommodate our
colleagues on Monday.

So I do not want to make the request
until the Senator from South Dakota
indicates it is all right to do so.

Mr. DASCHLE. If the majority leader
will yield. Let me just speak very
briefly, because I know there are other
Members that .need to conduct busi-
neas. I share the sentiment expressed
by the distinguished majority leader
about the bill just passed. It may not
be everything we all want. but it rep-
resents a real achievement.

I commend the distinguished Senator
from South Dakota and certainly the
ranking member, the distinguished
Senator from South Carolina. for all of
the effort he has put forth in the last
seven days to accomplish what we have
now. A number of people had a lot to
do with bringing us to this point. It
represents a balance between providing
new opportunities and communications
to provide the flexibility and the free-
dom to go out and do what we must to
build the information superhighway.
But it also represents a desire on the
part of many to protect consumers as
we conduct that construction.

So I hope very much that we can
move this legislation through the re-
mainlng parts of the legislative process
here and accommodate all Senators as
we attempt to pass this very signifi-
cant piece of legislation.

ORDER OF PROCEDURE
Mr. DOLE. I failed to announce no

more votes this evening, and no votes

June 15, 1995
tomorrow. For Monday, I will make
that announcement before I leave here

tonight, so Members will know what
the schedule will be on Monday. I need
to discuss that with the Senator from
South Dakota, Senator DASCHIL.

EXPRESSING GRATITUDE TO SHEI-
LA P. BURKE FOR HER SERVICE
AS SECRETARY OF THE SENATE

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the Senate wroceed
to the immediate consideration of Sen-
ate Resolution 134, submitted by my-

self and Senator DAsCEL&.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, It is so ordered.
The clerk will report the resolution.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

A resolution (S. Res. 134) expresing the
Senate's gratitude to Sheila P. Burke for her
service a Secretary of the Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the immediate consider-
atlon of the resolution?

There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the resolution.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unan-
irnous consent that the resolution be

agreed to. that the preamble be agreed
to. and the motion to reconsider be laid
upon the table, and that any state-
ments on the resolution be placed In
the appropriate place in the RECORD.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. It is so ordered.

So the resolution (S. Ras. 134) was
agreed to.

The preamble was agreed to.
The resolution, with its preamble. is

as follows:
S. Ra. 134

Whereas Sheila P. Burke faithfully served
the Senate of the United States as Secretary
of the Senate from January 4. 1995 to June 8.
1995. and discharged the difficult duties and
responsibilities of that office with unfailing
devotion and a high degree of efficiency: and

Whereas since May 26. 1977 Sheila P. Burke
has ably and faithfully upheld the high
standards and traditions of the staff of the
Senate of the United States for a period that
includes 10 Congresses. and she continues to
demonstrate outstanding dedication to duty
as an employee of the Senate; and

Whereas through her exceptional service
and professional Integrity as an officer and
employee of the Senate of the United States.
Shella P. Burke has gained the esteem. con-
fidence and trust of her associates and the
Members of the Senate: Now, therefore. be it
Resolved, That the Senate recoanides the

notable contributions of Shells P. Burke to
the Senate and to her country and expresses
to her its appreciation and gratitude for her
long, faithful and continuing service.
SEC.2. The Secretary of the Senate sha,

transmit a copy of this resolution to Sheila
P. Burke.

NATIONAL HIGHWAY SYSTElt DES-
IGNATION ACT-MOTION TO PRO-
CEED

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I ask unan-
imous consent that the Senate now

turn to consideration of S. 440. the
highway bill.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. Presidenz,
object.
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